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METRO
Meeting: JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
Date: JUNE 9, 1994
Day: THURSDAY
Time: 7:15 a.m.
Place: METRO, CONFERENCE ROOM 370
*1. MEETING REPORT OF MAY 12, 1994 - APPROVAL REQUESTED.
*2. RESOLUTION NO. 94-1964 - ADOPTING THE FY 1995 TO POST 1998
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE FY 1995 THROUGH
1997 THREE-YEAR APPROVED PROGRAM - APPROVAL REQUESTED - Andy
Cotugno.
*3. RESOLUTION NO. 94-1965 - ENDORSING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE NORTHWEST SUBAREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY - APPROVAL
REQUESTED - Mike Hoglund.
#4. STATUS REPORT ON REFERRAL OF ARTERIAL FUND TO VOTERS -
INFORMATIONAL - Andy Cotugno/Ted Spence.
* Material enclosed.
# Available at meeting.
A G E N D A
DATE OF MEETING:
GROUP/SUBJECT:
PERSONS ATTENDING:
MEETING REPORT
May 12, 1994
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation
(JPACT)
Members: Chair Rod Monroe, Susan McLain & John
Kvistad, Metro Council; Bernie Giusto, Cities of
Multnomah County; EarlBlumenauer, City of Portland;
Howard Harris, DEQ; Tanya Collier, Multnomah
County; Craig Lomnicki, Cities of Clackamas County;
Royce Pollard, City of Vancouver; Dave Lohman (alt.),
Port of Portland; Tom Walsh, Tri-Met; Roy Rogers,
Washington County; Gerry Smith, WSDOT; Ed
Lindquist, Clackamas County; Dave Sturdevant, Clark
County; Rob Drake, Cities of Washington County; and
Bruce Warner, ODOT
Staff: Andrew Cotugno, Richard Brandman, Mike
Hoglund, DanRiordan, Gail Ryder and Berthe1 Carroll,
Metro
SUMMARY:
The meeting was called to order at 7:30 a.m. by Metro Councilor Rod Monroe, Committee
Chair.
MEETING REPORT OF APRIL 14. 1994
The minutes of the April 14 meeting were approved as written.
Andrew Cotugno, Metro, introduced and welcomed Henry Hewett, Chair of the Oregon
Transportation Commission, to the Committee. Mr. Hewett has been attending the
Transportation Hearings.
REVIEW OF DRAFT 1995 METRO TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
(INCLUDING ODOT COMPONENT)
Mr. Cotugno initiated the review of the 1995 Transportation Improvement Program (HP). Draft
material was included in the agenda packets, and will be finalized for adoption at the June
meeting. Mr. Cotugno stated that the Oregon Transportation Commission will be considering
adoption of the State TIP in July, which will include the Metro TIP. Approval by the Federal
1
Transit Administration (FTA) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is anticipated
for October 1, 1994 (start of their new fiscal year).
Mr. Cotugno referred the Committee to the Bruce Warner, ODOT, letter that was included in
the agenda packet. The letter responded to issues raised by Dave Williams, ODOT, (his letter
was also included in the agenda packet), and identified the areas meriting further discussion. The
issues discussed included the Hillsboro Extension, Description of the Rest of the Alternative
Mode Package, the Highway Component of the TIP and the Transit Portion of the STEP.
Mr. Cotugno continued with a review of the Bruce Warner letter. In regard to the Hillsboro
Extension, Mr. Cotugno has proposed that $9 million from each ODOT and Metro STP fund be
used to fund the $18 million project. Furthermore, he proposed consolidating the remaining
Metro STP "Regional Reserve" with the remaining ODOT "Reserve" into a single ODOT/Metro
Region 2040 Reserve.
In regard to the Highway Component of the TIP, it has been determined that the 1-84 project is
$2 million higher than previously estimated to include the cost of the railroad structure east of
the 238th interchange. Furthermore, the cost impact has been mitigated by reducing the length
of the facility being widened from four lanes to six lanes and moving a bike path out of the 1-84
right-of-way and onto Halsey. With that, Mr. Cotugno has recommended including a $2 million
addition in the final STEP and reducing the shift to alternative modes from $36 million to $34
million.
It has also been determined that the recommendation adopted by JPACT and the Metro Council
funded an I-5/Kruse Way Phase I project to address the critical freeway-to-freeway movements
and that ODOT does not expect the cost to change. Additionally, the Phase It project at $8
million addresses earthquake proofing, shoulder widths and less critical auxiliary lanes on 1-5 and
can be deferred until later. Neither Phase I nor Phase n address critical local circulation issues
in the area. With that, Mr. Cotugno has recommended retaining Metro's previous action to fund
the Phase I project only at this time.
Mr. Warner added that there are many property owners that are not pleased with the project, and
have put together a Task Force with the City of Tigard which Mr. Warner will participate in.
Mr. Cotugno continued by briefly reviewing the Transit Portion of the STIP section of the Bruce
Warner memo. The transit portion of the STIP would be $27 million. Bus acquisitions was the
main issue being that most of the $27 million is allocated to be used for such ($23 million).
There were two other areas in the expansion category: 1) ADA Disability Service ($1.25
million); and 2) Service Increase ($2.70 million).
Mr. Cotugno concluded by reiterating that the material provided was, at this time, in draft form
and will be finalized at the upcoming June meeting.
REGION 2040 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROCESS
Mr. Cotugno continued with a review of the Region 2040 Public Involvement process. The
Committee was referred to the 2040 Schedule, which was provided in the agenda packet. Mr.
Cotugno stated that staff will be available following the meeting to review information on the
2040 options.
The media campaign will begin on June 1 and run through June 13. Following that campaign,
the 2040 tabloid report will be mailed to regional households. The tabloid report will provide
information on the 2040 issues and ask for feedback in the form of a survey card. Mr. Cotugno
stated that the full concept report, which is in more detail than the tabloid, would be made
available for Committee members for their review.
A proposed June 8 date was included on the schedule for a Joint JPACT/MPAC meeting to
review the concept report and video. The Committee agreed that the evening of June 8 (5:00
or 5:30 p.m.) could be confirmed.
There will be a total of eight public meetings to be held in Gresham, Milwaukie, Hillsboro,
Portland, Tualatin, Metro, Beaverton and Oregon City.
July will be the month to build the pieces of a recommended strategy. July 12 will be the
deadline for public comment/survey returns. July 23 has been scheduled as a tentative date for
aproposed JPACT/MPAC/Future Vision Commission/Metro Council Workshop, preferably from
Noon - 6:00 p.m. Being that many Committee members appeared to have a conflict on that date,
it was not confirmed.
REPORT FROM THE JPACT FINANCE COMMITTEE
Ed Lindquist, Clackamas County, initiated the JPACT Finance Committee review. One major
area of concern was that of the Road Program and how it ties in with the South/North Transit
Corridor Study. If the Road Program is to be pursued, that decision needs to be made no later
than June. The next JPACT Finance Committee meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, May 24, at
7:30 a.m. A Saturday worksession has also been scheduled for June 4, preferably morning
(subsequently rescheduled).
Mr. Cotugno continued with a review of the Five-Year Funding Program. A matrix was
produced and provided to the Committee for review. It described the issues that need to be dealt
with along with their timelines. The JPACT Finance Committee has been working on the finance
issues for the Program. The transportation system and major highways have been identified as
major areas of concern.
In relation to IST&A, 1997 is a critical time period for funding the South/North project.
Congress will be adopting a new ISTEA in 1997 which is when funding for the South/North
Study should be secured. There should be, however, some level of commitment for funding the
Study by 1996. It was stressed that in order for Congress to commit to the size of money
necessary to fund the South/North Study, it will be essential to have the project in order (i.e.,
community support, resources, etc.).
Starting with 1995, there should be at least a preliminary transportation finance package. The
Transportation Finance Coalition will have a recommendation this coming fall on what to
introduce to the Legislature in 1995.
Mr. Cotugno continued with the Washington State portion of the Five-Year Funding Program.
It was recommended that the Washington side be added to the existing matrix. For Washington,
1996 will be a critical time ~ transit vote.
The Committee was referred to a Regional Arterial Program Timeline which was distributed.
The timeline identified items that will lead to a Road Vote. Finalizing the package would take
place from May 18 through June 29. The recommended adoption period would be from July 1
through August 10. Finally, the referral period would be from August 11 through November 8
(election day).
The next JPACT Finance Committee workshop, which will include all the Metro Councilors, has
been scheduled for May 25. The Regional Arterial Program will be a topic of discussion at that
workshop. It will also be an opportunity to see how the Metro Council feels about the proposal.
OTHER
A 15 minute 2040 slide show was available to those wishing to remain, following the meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:10 a.m.
be
STAFF REPORT
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 94-1964 FOR THE PURPOSE
OF ADOPTING THE FY 1995 TO POST-1998 TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE FY 1995-1997 THREE YEAR
APPROVED PROGRAM.
Date: May 31, 1994 Presented by: Andrew Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Proposed Action
The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) serves as the basis
for receipt of federal transportation funds by local jurisdic-
tions, the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) and Tri-
Met. Under ISTEA, the TIP also identifies projects receiving
local funds that have the potential to adversely affect regional
attainment and/or maintenance of federal air quality standards.
As was the case in FY 94, this year's edition of the TIP features
a three-year Approved Program (FY 95-97) which will allow the
region to advance projects in FY 95 that are programmed in FY 96
or 97 without processing TIP amendments. As previously, a com-
parable dollar amount of projects must be moved out of FY 95 to
make room for such moves.
At its May 27 meeting, TPAC approved a package of revisions to
the draft Metro FY 1995 TIP that were proposed by Tri-Met. They
include a number of changes to the transit program and to CMAQ
and the state STP programs. Those requiring action by resolution
include:
Elimination of FY 1995 CMAQ funding for the Transit-Oriented
Development project (Metro ID #609). The $565,889 allocated
to this project is split to support increased bus purchases
($202,000) and additional support for the Tigard park-and-ride
facility ($363,889). Both of these projects received high
administrative scores and are currently programmed to receive
CMAQ funds. The deleted federal funds will be replaced by
Tri-Met local funds and will allow greater flexibility in the
selection of future TOD projects.
Movement of two Section 3 Discretionary projects to the
Section 3 Discretionary Westside Systems Completion program
and renaming of this program to the "Section 3 Discretionary
Light Rail System Completion program." The two projects are:
1) City of Gresham Park-and-Ride (Metro ID #174); and
2) Banfield Station Retrofit for Low-Floor Vehicles (Metro ID
#192).
Tri-Met also proposes to change the name of the second project
to "Low-Floor Vehicle Premium," to reflect the cost "premium"
of this style of light rail vehicle that Tri-Met is assuming
in order to comply with the Americans with Disabilities (ADA)
Act, and also proposes to increase authorization for this
project to $17,182,800 from $5,925,000 (a net increase of
$11,257,800) .
Tri-Met proposes to include two projects from the Westside
Deferral list as part of the Section 3 Westside Light Rail
full-funding grant program. The projects are:
1) Westside Light Rail Maintenance Equipment ($1.2M in FY 95);
and
2) Sunset Transit Center Park-and-Ride ($3.375M in FY 96).
Funding of $357,000 (.89275 federal share) for an 1-5 South
(Tualatin) Park-and-Ride is proposed. The currently pro-
grammed 1-84 at 82nd Park-and-Ride would be eliminated and the
$179,460 allocated to this project would be diverted to the
new project consistent with ODOT's Draft FY 95 STIP.
As noted later in this Staff Report, the appropriation of
Interstate Transfer funds to the region have fallen $1.66
million short of the full $517 million authorization. It was
noted that Senator Hatfield's office has concurred with the
suggestion that an appropriation in this amount should be
pursued for allocation to the South/North Corridor project
rather than to the more nebulous "1-205 Buslane Withdrawal c
Account." TPAC therefore recommended increasing the authori-
zation for the South/North Study (Metro ID #128) by $1.66
million and decreasing that of the Buslane Withdrawal Account
by an equal amount.
ODOT Region 1 staff reviewed the Draft Metro FY 1995 TIP on
May 27 and recommended that several projects contained in the
Draft STIP be added to the Metro TIP. These projects include
several Hazard Elimination System (HES) and bridge projects and
will be added to the TIP as administrative amendments consistent
with guidelines established in Resolution No. 85-592.
I. NEW ACTION
Adoption of the TIP would endorse the following major new
programming actions:
A. ODOT SIX-YEAR PROGRAM REDUCTIONS
In summer of 1993, ODOT Region 1 staff advised the region
that the state's FY 1993 through 1998 Six-Year Program was
some $400 million out of balance and that a reduction of
approximately $13 6 million from the Region 1 urban con-
struction program would be required. The Oregon Transpor-
tation Commission (OTC) invited the region to recommend the
needed cuts and to also identify cuts in excess of those
needed to balance the program. These additional savings
would be considered by the OTC for reallocation to projects
of benefit to alternative travel modes recommended by the
region.
Metro Recommendation.
In January 1994, Metro adopted Resolution No. 94-1890A which
recommended a package of construction program cuts and de-
ferrals totaling approximately $173 million and reallocation
of approximately $36 million to projects of benefit to
alternative transportation modes.
Program Reduction Highlights.
Although 17 different projects were either eliminated,
deferred or downscoped, the bulk of Metro's reductions to the
state Construction program come from six recommendations
which include:
Deferral of $36 million of work related to reconstruc-
tion of the Sunset Highway between the Zoo Interchange
and Highway 217 originally programmed to occur during
construction of the Westside LRT, reducing the project
allocation to a first phase of $50 million.
Downscoping of the I-5\217\Kruse Way Interchange from
$43 million to a first phase project of $13.5 million.
Deferral of $7 million to widen 1-84 to six lanes from
the 2 38th Interchange to Troutdale.
Deferral of $50 million associated with the 1-5: East
Marquam/Grand Avenue/MLK Jr. Ramps to post-1998.
Deferral of $17.2 million associated with the 1-5:
Water Street Ramps project to post-1998.
Downscoping of the US 26: Highway 217 to Murray
project ($2 0 million) to the Development program (EIS
authorization only).
The "STIP CUT/ADD APPENDIX" at the end of the TIP contains a
table which summarizes the complete Metro recommendation.
Alternative Mode Recommendation.
Metro also recommended allocation of $3 6 million to a set of
alternative mode programs including $29 million to Tri-Met's
Core Capital Program and $7 million to an Alternative Mode
Construction Program.
Program Revisions Since January Adoption.
ODOT has continued to refine engineering of several of the
larger projects addressed in the Metro recommendation in
order to obtain better cost, scheduling and transportation
system impact estimates. This work has produced two
significant modifications to the January recommendation:
1. 1-84: Widening to Six lanes between 223 and Troutdale.
Metro recommended saving $7 million from this project by
eliminating continuation of the proposed widening beyond
the 238th Interchange. However, it now appears that $5.5
million of this savings would have come from deferral of
a railroad bridge crossing that cannot be deferred. The
current estimate to complete this project is $24.1 mil-
lion, an approximate $2 million increase. This would
include reconstruction of the 2 38th Interchange to
address significant safety problems, and reconstruction
of the deficient railroad bridge. Widening from 223rd to
Troutdale would be deferred.
As programmed in the TIP, the cost increase of $2 million
would reduce the Tri-Met Core Capital Program allocation
discussed above from $29 million to $27 million.
2. US 26 Reconstruction.
The ability to defer $36 million of this work was
achieved in part by delaying, until after 1998, the $14.3
million cost of constructing a westbound truck climbing
lane between the Zoo and Sylvan interchanges. This
deferral was contingent on continued availability after
1998 of $14.3 million earmarked for this project in the
ISTEA Demonstration Grants program. In spring, the
Office of Management and Budget recommended rescinding
all such funds not obligated by the end of FY 94. ODOT
has therefore proceeded with plans to construct this
project in FY 1994.
This change did not, however, affect Metro's recommended
"budget." A second element of the $3 6 million savings
assumed that $50 million would be needed to both recon-
struct the Sylvan overcrossing of US 2 6 and to construct
an off-system collector\distributor system needed to
alleviate significant westbound weave and merge safety
problems. ODOT has engineered a solution to these
problems costing only $35 million. Thus the climbing
lane and the westbound safety problems can both be
accommodated within Metro's January fiscal cap.
However, Metro had stipulated that should the "Sylvan
Interchange" project cost less than $50 million, the
difference was to be allocated to increased support of
alternative mode projects. In effect, this savings has
now been allocated to building the climbing lane. To do
otherwise would result in the region both losing $14.3
million of ISTEA grant funds and needing to eventually
fund the cost of the climbing lane with local resources.
Therefore, Metro staff concurs with ODOT's decision to
advance construction of the climbing lane.
Tri-Met Core Capital Program Funds (Metro ID #154).
ODOT has allocated $18 million of state STP funds and Metro
has allocated $9 million of regional STP funds to purchase
144 buses (a mixture of 40-foot standard and articulated
buses for mostly replacement and some service increase) and
20 Special Needs Transit minibuses.
Metro's original recommendation was to allocate $29 million
of state STP dollars to fund these Tri-Met Core Capital
Program needs. This figure was reduced to $27 million in
response to cost increases on the 1-84: 223rd to Troutdale
project. (Tri-Met's need for the additional funds relates
largely to the updated Hillsboro Extension financial plan;
Tri-Met was required to allocate an additional $18 million to
the Extension project. This money was taken from resources
previously allocated by Tri-Met to purchase buses that were
to meet service demands associated with start-up of Hillsboro
rail service.)
ODOT countered Metro's January recommendation with a proposal
to allocate $18 million of state STP dollars to purchase
buses for Tri-Met; $9 million dollars would directly make up
for the diverted Hillsboro funds and the other $9 million
would purchase other miscellaneous transit capital. The
remaining $9 million of "Hillsboro-related" bus purchases
will be funded by allocation of regional STP Reserve dollars.
Between these two fund pools, the full $27 million bus
purchase can be made.
Region 2 040 Reserve Account (Metro ID #3 81).
ODOT has allocated the "freed" $9 million to a Region 2040
Reserve account that will be allocated, in cooperation with
Metro, to implement both roadway and alternative mode
[projects consistent with the development form that will be
recommended for adoption by the Region 2 040 process (Summer,
1994) . This ODOT contribution is matched by allocation of
the remaining $11.2 million balance of Regional STP Reserve
dollars, thus creating a $20.2 million "Region 2040 Reserve
Account".
Alternative Mode Construction Program Account (Metro ID
#382) .
A $7.16 million Alternative Mode Construction Program account
is approved in the FY 95 TIP to fund construction of projects
related to TODs, bicycle and pedestrian projects of regional
significance, and projects recommended for construction from
the Congestion Management and Intermodal Management Systems,
including up to $1.05 million of Port of Portland recommended
projects.
B. "ROUND 2" CONGESTION MITIGATION/AIR QUALITY PROJECTS
The Metro FY 95 TIP formally allocates anticipated FY 95, 96
and 97 CMAQ funds to 15 "Round 2" Congestion Mitigation/Air
Quality (CMAQ) projects previously approved as the region's
priorities in Metro Resolution No. 93-1829A.1 By agreement
with ODOT, the region did not program these projects until
public comment was concluded on the Preliminary 1995 through
1998 State Transportation Improvement Program in March 1994.
The 15 projects were included in the Preliminary STIP which
provided for additional review beyond that provided as part
of Metro's project selection and Resolution adoption process.
The projects will not be formally approved by the Oregon
Transportation Commission until July 1994. The projects are
shown in Table 1 below:
TABLE 1
FY 95 - 97 CMAQ PROJECTS
Metro
ID No. Project Description and Lead Agency
609 Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) - Phase II - The TOD will subsidize infrastructure costs
associated with private development land use designs which increase density, mixed uses,
and transit, bike, and pedestrian-friendly amenities and access. (DEQ)
613 Regional TDM - An expanded Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program would
include programs to attract new participants to ridesharing and other alternatives to the
single-occupant vehicle mode. (Tri-Met)
1
 On March 14 1994, Metro notified ODOT and federal authorities that the
Metro FY 1994 TIP had been amended to include three Round 2 CMAQ projects at
Tri-Met's request: 1) Bus purchases for service increase; 2) Mini-bus
purchase; and 3) Sunset Transit Center (bike/pedestrian bridge). The projects
were amended into the TIP so that Tri-Met could initiate a timely request for
these funds as part of the Section 9 grant cycle as required by FTA. The bus
purchases were amended into the FY 94 element because approximately $5 million
of Round 1 project right of way and construction phases had been delayed.
Therefore, this action did not impact the region's commitment to these
previously approved projects.
635 Columbia Slouah Intermodal Expansion Bridge - This intermodal expansion rail bridge would
span the Columbia Slough waterway and connect North and South Rivergate, allowing rail
movement to terminals without going through congested inner-city rail yards and neighbor-
hoods. (Port of Portland)
154 Buses for service expansion - New, cleaner buses would be purchased to provide expanded
transit service and mobility in the region. (Tri-Met)
648 Gresham Traffic Signal Coordination & Optimization Project - Development and installation of
an integrated traffic signal interconnection and operation system. The system would coordi-
nate traffic signal phasing to reduce travel times, improve traffic flow and reduce emissions.
(Gresham)
452 Mini-buses - Community based demand-responsive transit vehicles would be purchased for
operation in areas which currently have no service. (Tri-Met)
TABLE 1
FY 95 - 97 CMAQ PROJECTS (cont'd)
606 Pedestrian to Transit: Phase HI - Funds for the study, design and construction of capital
improvements to the public right-of-way that will enhance pedestrian access to transit
facilities. Phases I and II (CMAQ Round 1) study and design activities were funded with prior
year grants; actual construction is to occur during Phase III. (PDOT)
615 Pedestrian to MAX Capital Program - Construction of priority capital improvements for
pedestrian/bicycle access and amenities around eight Gresham MAX stations. (Gresham)
641 Portland Area Telecommuting Project - Funds to assist public agencies and private employers
in the Portland area to develop and implement telecommuting programs. (ODOE)
629 Eastside Bikewav/Trail Loop (OMSI-Springwater) - Construction of a major urban bike-
way/pedestrian trail in four segments. This segment would connect the Springwater Corridor
trail to the Eastbank Esplanade. (Metro/Portland Parks)
628 Eastside Bikewav/Trail Loop (Springwater-Milwaukie) - Construction of a major urban bike-
way/pedestrian trail in four segments. This segment would complete the Willamette
Greenway/Eastside Trail link to Milwaukie. (Metro/City of Milwaukie)
604 Willamette River Bridges Improvement Package - bike lanes, sidewalks and wheelchair
ramps - Funds for improvements to the Willamette River bridges to enhance access by bicy-
clists, pedestrians and disabled persons. Specific projects could include reconstruction of
bridgeheads to provide sidewalks and bike lanes, and construction of wheelchair/bicycle
ramps from the bridges to the street system. (Multnomah Co.)
633 Strawberry Lane: Webster to I-205 - bike lanes - Construction of bike lanes on Strawberry
Lane from Webster Road to I-205. The project would connect existing bike lanes on Webster
to the bike path paralleling I-205. (Clack. Co.)
612 Sunset Transit Center pedestrian/bike bridge - This project would provide a bicycle/pedestrian
connection between the Sunset Transit Center and the Cedar Hills shopping center. The
bridge would span the Sunset Highway, a distance of 320 feet. (Tri-Met)
637 Highway 217 Corridor Bike Lanes - Phase I would focus on evaluation and prioritization of
links needed to complete a continuous bike route parallel to Highway 217 in Washington
County. The bike route generally follows Cedar Hills Blvd. and Hall Blvd. from the Sunset
Highway to the I-5/I-205 interchange. Phase II would involve construction of high priority
bike lanes identified in Phase I. (Washington Co.)
C. "ROUND 2" TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS
The Metro FY 95 TIP formally incorporates six "Round 2"
Transportation Enhancement projects previously approved as
the region's priorities in Metro Resolution No. 93-1858B and
No. 94-1900. By agreement with ODOT, the region did not
program these projects until public comment was concluded on
the Preliminary 1995 through 1998 State Transportation
Improvement Program in March 1994. The six projects were
included in the Preliminary STIP which provided for addi-
tional review beyond that provided as part of Metro's project
selection and Resolution adoption process. The projects will
not be formally approved by the Oregon Transportation Commis-
sion until July 1994. The projects are shown in Table 2
below.
TABLE 2
FY 95 - 97 TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS
Metro
ID No. Project Description and Lead Agency
621 112th Linear Park. Funding for 10-foot bicycle/pedestrian path, with small bridge, within a
linear park paralleling NW 112th south of Cornell Road. (Washington Co.)
306 Eastbank Trail: Steel Bridge/OMSI. One of four trail segments providing Eastbank trail
connection to the Springwater Corridor trail. (City of Portland)
311 Cedar Creek Trail. Completes a 3,550 foot bicycle/pedestrian trail in a heavily developed
portion of the City of Sherwood. (City of Sherwood).
312 Springwater - Boring Connection. Acquisition of on-half mile segment of Springwater
Corridor near Boring. (Clackamas Co.)
316 Rock Creek Bike/Pedestrian Path). Construction of a path parallel to Rock Creek between
Rock Creek Park (just north of Sunset Highway) to Evergreen. (City of Hillsboro)
318 Intermodal Transfer Park. Reconstruct Troutdale Community Park to include bicy-
cle/pedestrian access; construct a bus shelter; provide interpretive information and kiosk.
(City of Troutdale)
D. TRANSIT PROGRAMMING
The Metro FY 95 TIP incorporates several recent changes to
the region's transit programming. These include:
Section 3 Programming Activity. FTA has authorized Tri-
Met to allocate $75 million of Section 3 funds as a
Contingent Commitment of post-1997 revenues. This
represents a $9 million increase from previously
authorized amounts. The funds will be awarded to the
region as an amendment of the Westside Light Rail Project
Full-Funding Grant Agreement to support extension of the
system to Hillsboro. The funds are allocated within the
new "Integrated Westside\Hillsboro LRT Project" (Metro ID
#206) which combines previously separate Hillsboro Exten-
sion and Westside Full-Funding Grant Agreement funds into
a single program of expenditures across all fund cate-
gories.
Section 9 Programming Activity. Tri-Met has proposed
comprehensive reprogramming of appropriated and projected
Section 9 revenue to a number of previously approved
projects. Technically, most of these changes fall within
the parameters of administrative TIP amendments. How-
ever, in aggregate, the proposal is substantial and
several high-points are discussed in Table 3 below:
TABLE 3
TRI-MET SECTION 9 PROGRAM RECOMMENDATION
Draws down the entire $15 million reserve balance previously identified in FY 97.
Eliminates $800,000 of Section 9 revenue previously allocated in FY 97 to "Banfield Park
and Rides" (Metro ID #675).
Reduces Section 9 Operating Program from $4,396 million in FY 95 and 96 to $3.51 million
annually in FY 95 through 97.
Increases a planned bus purchase from $13.53 million to $14.70 million (net increase of
$1.17 million). Defers $8.85 million of the total bus purchase to FY 97 rather than
expending $13.5 million in FY 96 as previously programmed.
Allocates an additional $8 million of Section 9 revenue in FY 96 to the Hillsboro Extension of
Westside LRT ($30 million total Section 9 allocation).
Consolidates Section 9 funding for the Hillsboro Extension of Westside LRT into a new
"Integrated Westside\Hillsboro LRT Project" (Metro ID #206).
Allocates first time Section 9 funding to purchase Special Needs Transit Vehicles (Metro Id
#897)
E. PROJECTS ADDED BY FY 94 RESOLUTION ACTIONS '
The bulk of "new" programming in the 1995 TIP consists of
complete integration of programming actions approved by
resolutions adopted throughout FY 94. Table 4 below shows
all resolution actions taken in FY 1994 which approved new
programming now reflected in the draft TIP. Many of these
actions have been discussed in greater detail above.
F. ADMINISTRATIVE AMENDMENTS
Transfer of $106,000 of regional STP funds allocated to
Clackamas County to the state in exchange for an
equivalent amount of state Gas Tax funds ($0.96 on the
dollar).
Allocation of $30,000 of regional STP funds previously
allocated to Clackamas County to conduct an EIS on
widening of Sunnyside Avenue from 1-2 05 to 172nd, in
conformance of the East Sunnyside Village traffic plan to
multi-modal criteria of the community master plan. This
work is directly pertinent to the proposed EIS and the
County has agreed to hold harmless the EIS up to the
original project estimate of $600,000.
G. PREVIOUS PROJECTS
Past policy endorsement of projects identified in the TIP.
Previous programming of Surface Transportation Program,
Transportation Enhancement, Congestion Mitigation/Air
Quality, Interstate Maintenance, Interstate Transfer,
Federal-Aid Urban, National Highway System and Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) program funds are reaffirmed.
Previous programming of ODOT highway funds scheduled for
expenditure in the region is reaffirmed as modified by the
STIP reduction process.
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RES. NO.
93-1829A:
93-1845A:
93-1865:
93-1858B:
93-1874:
94-1890A:
94-1900:
94-1905:
TABLE 4
FY 94 METRO RESOLUTION ACTIONS
AFFECTING TIP PROGRAMMING
RESOLUTION TITLE AND EFFECT
ENDORSED THE REGION'S FY 95-97 CONGESTION MITIGATION/AIR QUALITY
PROJECTS AND RECOMMENDED THEM TO THE OREGON TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION FOR INCLUSION IN THE STIP. (9-9-93). See above for project de-
scriptions.
ALLOCATED 1-205 INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS TO THE SOUTH/NORTH
ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS AND COMMITTED LRT BOND MEASURE FUNDS AS
REPLACEMENT FUNDS (09-23-93). Allocated approximately $1,6 million for this purpose.
ESTABLISHED A FUNDING POOL IN THE AMOUNT OF $896,000 TO WASHINGTON
COUNTY FOR COMPLETION OF THE CEDAR HILLS/HALL BOULEVARD "ALTER-
NATE TO HIGHWAY 217 BIKE LANE SYSTEM" AS A REGIONAL CMAQ PROJECT
PRIORITY (10-14-93). Final action approving the Round 2 CMAQ project priorities; see
above for project descriptions.
ENDORSED ODOT REGION 1 PRIORITY FY 95, FY 96 AND FY 97 TRANSPORTA-
TION ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS FOR INCLUSION IN THE 1995-1998 TRANSPOR-
TATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (10-28-93). See above for project descriptions.
PERMISSION FOR TRI-MET TO APPLY FOR SECTION 3 FUNDS IN THE REDI-
RECTED PROJECT BREAKEVEN ACCOUNT (12-23-93). Transferred three Banfield
System Completion projects into the newly created "Section 3: Westside Systems Completion
Program" account together with $13,901 million of appropriated Section 3 Discretionary funds
previously allocated to Project Breakeven. Deleted Project Breakeven from the TIP and left
the Gresham Park & Ride facility as an unfunded system completion need in the TIP.
Allocated approximately $3.9 million of "Section 3: Rail Modernization" program funds to one
Banfield System Completion project.
RECOMMENDED A PACKAGE OF PROGRAM REDUCTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO
THE OREGON TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION FOR INCORPORATION IN THE
1995 THROUGH 1998 STATE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (01-27-
94). This approved Metro's recommendation for OTC approval of approximately $173 million
of STIP construction program deferrals and reprogramming of $36.19 million for implemen-
tation of alternative mode project additions. The current status of
ENDORSED THE NW 112TH LINEAR PARK FOR FUNDING AS PART OF ODOT
REGION 1 PRIORITIES FOR TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT FUNDING IN THE
1995-1998 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (02-24-94). This finalized
approval of the Round 2 Transportation Enhancement program funds.
ALLOCATED FUNDS TO SUPPORT THE OREGON TRANSPORTATION FINANCE
COMMITTEE PUBLIC OUTREACH PROGRAM (02-24-94). This allocated $8,700for
continuation of work on the Oregon Transportation Finance Study (formerly the Oregon Roads
Finance Study.)
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94-1916: APPROVED ADOPTION OF THE FY 95 UNIFIED WORK PROGRAM (3/10/94. This
action also allocated $70,000 of Regional STP funds as partial support of a study to assess
commodity goods movement relative to the anticipated 2040 transportation network.
94- 1937: ALLOCATED FUNDS TO SUPPORT THE EXTENSION OF WESTSIDE LIGHT RAIL TO
THE CITY OF HILLSBORO (final adoption pending). This resolution allocated an additional
$8 million of Section 9 revenue to the Hillsboro Extension in FY 96 ($30 million total
allocation) and programmed $75 million of Section 3 revenue anticipated as an amendment of
the Westside Full Funding Grant Agreement.
II. OTHER ITEMS OF NOTE
A. FUND BALANCES
Revised fiscal data was made available in March 1994 which
affects several regionally significant fund balances. These
are discussed below:
Regional STP.
Appropriation of regional STP funds fell below expectation
in both FY 93 and 94. The current unallocated reserve now
stands at $18,517 million, down $2,448 million from the
projected reserve of approximately $21 million.
Interstate Transfer.
As of November, 1994, the region has appropriated all but
$1,740 million of the total $517,750,507 Interstate Transfer
authorization that resulted from withdrawal of three
approved Interstate freeway projects in the '70s and '80s.
Unless additional appropriation is made by Congress, this
shortfall will leave the 1-2 05 Buslane Withdrawal project
(Metro ID #907) at a balance of approximately $12,601
million (plus as much as $1.6 million of Tri-Met General
Revenue bonds pledged as repayment to the account in the
event it is determined by the region that the ultimate scope
of this project will require the funding).
Section 9.
The 1994 appropriation of Section 9 revenue was approxi-
mately $450,000 higher than previously anticipated. This
increase has been assumed through the remainder of ISTEA,
increasing the Section 9 program total by approximately $1.5
million.
B. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROCESS
Resolution 93-1890, which adopted the Metro FY 94 TIP,
directed staff to work with members of the Metro Committee
for Citizen Involvement to improve public involvement
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procedures pertinent to TIP adoption. This coordination has
generated a draft public involvement program which is
nearing submission to TPAC prior to review and approval by
JPACT and Metro Council. These procedures will address the
required content of public involvement plans mandated in the
federal Metropolitan Planning Rule issued October 28, 1994
and will govern future TIP amendments and updates.
In the interim, public involvement associated with formu-
lation and adoption of Metro's Draft FY 1995 TIP has
revolved around four key processes. The first of these was
the state TIP reduction effort which commenced in August of
1993. To stimulate public input to this process, Metro held
two public hearings in October and December of 1993 that
were attended by over 2 00 persons and organizations. Metro
also solicited, received and responded to several hundred
written comments. Input from these hearings was instru-
mental in both developing and refining the project selection
criteria, determining whether to cut more than needed to
balance the program so that alternative modes could receive
increased funding and in modifying two iterations of staff
recommendations as to which projects should be cut and by
what amounts and in the identification of the types of
projects recommended to receive additional funding.
The second event focused on adoption of Resolutions No. 93-
1829A (CMAQ Round 2) and 93-1858B (Transportation Enhance-
ment Round 2) and Resolutions No. 93-1865 (Washington County
Highway 217 Corridor Bike Program CMAQ project process) ; and
94-1900 (112th Linear Park Enhancement funding) in the fall
and winter of 1993. These actions were preceded by broad
interest group participation in the project nomination and
ranking processes and additional citizen participation in
workshops and public hearings preceding adoption of the
resolutions.
The third event, was a series of four ODOT public hearings
held in the region throughout March 1994 to receive comment
on the Preliminary 1995 STIP. Metro intentionally delayed
formal incorporation of the Round 2 CMAQ and Enhancement
projects to afford additional opportunity at these hearings
to receive citizen and interest group comment on the pro-
grams. The ODOT hearings were also an additional oppor-
tunity to generate input on the STIP reduction recommenda-
tion approved by Metro in January, but for which Oregon
Transportation Commission approval remains pending.
Finally, the Draft Metro FY 1995 TIP is currently subject to
a 3 0-day comment period preceding review and adoption by
JPACT (June 9); an additional 14 days is also provided prior
to final adoption by the Metro Council (June 23) . As part
of this review period, the TIP was presented at a public
workshop on Monday, May 16, 1994, in order to take testimony
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and to foster informed public comment during these hearings.
Timely notice of the public meeting was sent to over 1,200
persons and organizations and materials were freely avail-
able for review. JPACT and Metro Council resolution
adoption actions are noticed in a newspaper of general
circulation one week preceding such actions.
Sixteen people attended the meeting (exclusive of agency
representatives). One letter was submitted and nine people
testified. Staff response to the comments was distributed
as a handout at the May 27 TPAC session and is included in
this Staff Report as Attachment 1. The final response to
comments will be included as an Appendix to the TIP.
Virtually all of the comments centered on the STIP reduction
package and split more or less evenly along two basic,
somewhat competing themes. Roughly, one group of commentors
favored changing the Metro recommendation to increase sup-
port of "urban core" transportation projects defined as
completion of all originally programmed Sunset Highway
improvements, including widening from 217 to Murray, as well
as the Marquam Interchange projects (i.e., Water Avenue
Ramps and the East Marquam/Grand Avenue/MLK Jr. Ramps). The
arguments centered on the need to reinforce and preserve
urban core vitality and economic competitiveness; the sig-
nificance of the Sunset corridor for goods and commuter
movement; and the importance of maintaining capacity within
the corridor in order to deliver automobile commuters to the
Sunset LRT park-and-ride facility.
A second group of comments favored the recommendation's
preservation of "periphery" improvements such as the I-
5/Stafford and I-5/Kruse Way Interchanges, recognizing that
significant economic activity has and will continue to move
to these locations.
One commentor suggested the road project reductions did not
go far enough and that Metro should recommend a moratorium
on all further highway and arterial expansion.
Again, a more comprehensive assessment of and response to
these comments will be provided at the TPAC meeting.
III. CONTENTS
The TIP is organized so that funds controlled by Region appear
first. State-controlled funds appear last. The funds include:
. The Regional Surface Transportation Program (STP); and
. The Regional Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality (CMAQ) program.
These funds are allocated according to regional priorities and
are not subdivided by jurisdiction.
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Following these two funds are the Interstate Transfer projects
which are organized according to the following:
Regional Projects (Category I Projects)
City of Portland
Multnomah County
Clackamas County
Washington County
The next section of the TIP is organized by funding sources
available through the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) which
consist of:
FTA Section 3 (Discretionary) Capital Program
FTA Section 3 (Trade) Capital Program (all projects
complete)
FTA Section 9 Program
FTA Section 3 Westside Light Rail Program
FTA Section 2 0 Human Resources Program
FTA Section 3 (Formula) Rail Capital Modernization Program
FTA Section 16 (b) Special Needs Transit Capital Program
FTA Section 3 Westside Systems Completion Program
Following the FTA projects are those projects forming the
remnant of the Federal-Aid Urban System (FAU) Program organized
by jurisdiction. The region's outstanding FAU balance of $8.25
million of FAU funds was used by 0DOT at the close of the 1992
fiscal year to complete a state-sponsored project. In exchange,
ODOT will make available to the region an equal sum of state STP
funds to complete those projects which were originally programmed
to use the FAU funds. The resulting repayment program has been
dubbed the "FSTP" program and is included as a distinct program
in the TIP as a way of tracking the state's repayment of the
borrowed funds. The FAU program "history" of authorized and
obligated funds is also included for reference purposes.
The final section of the TIP consists of projects supported by
ODOT-controlled fund sources grouped by:
Highway Bridge Replacement (HBR)
Hazard Elimination System (HES)
Interstate Maintenance
State Modernization
State Operations
Bikeways
Access Oregon Highways
State Surface Transportation Program
State Surface Transportation Program (Safety)
National Highway System Program (NHS)
State Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality Program
Transportation Enhancement Program (TE)
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IV. FISCAL CONSTRAINT
The list of projects contained in the TIP is "fiscally con-
strained to reasonably expected revenue," i.e., the region has
authorized projects to obligate only funds that are anticipated
to be allocated to the region. With respect to federal funds,
this expectation is based on consideration of funds received by
the region in the first three years of ISTEA as a benchmark for
projecting the funds that will be appropriated by Congress over
the remaining three years of ISTEA. The first three years of
appropriations have been less than authorized by the Act.
Therefore, the formula used to estimate future revenue is
conservative as it "discounts" the maximum amount ISTEA
authorizes for appropriation to reflect the reduced historical
trend.
The TIP programs 100 percent of the discounted revenue projec-
tion. However, in any given year, the Federal Government may
authorize the region to obligate a percentage of the appropriated
funds (an "obligation ceiling"). Typically, this ceiling is
about 80-90 percent of the annual appropriation. Authority to
obligate all appropriations has historically occurred prior to
federal adoption of a new transportation assistance act (e.g., by
FY 1998 when the current assistance act lapses). Additional
information regarding anticipated revenues is provided in the
discussion of individual programs.
V. PROJECT SELECTION
ODOT, in cooperation with Metro, selects projects that are funded
under the ISTEA Interstate Maintenance and Bridge Replacement
programs, or that are on the National Highway System. All other
projects are selected by Metro in consultation with ODOT.
The year a project is scheduled for funding, and thus the manner
in which its relative priority is established, is a function of
need, readiness and regional equity. The need for a project is
established by technical and administrative criteria established
by JPACT and Metro Council. Technical considerations include
congestion relief, correction of hazards, and ratios of benefit
to cost. Administrative considerations include project relation-
ships to regional goals identified in the RTP and the 15 planning
factors identified in ISTEA.
If a high-priority project (e.g., a first year project) is not
ready to proceed, projects scheduled for later years may advance
"out of turn." For example, a high-priority project may have
delays in development of plans and specifications, or its right-
of-way acquisition may encounter legal obstacles. Under such
conditions, projects from the second or third years of the
Approved Program would be brought forward. This assures that the
region contributes its share to orderly statewide obligation of
available funds.
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Although projects may be moved between years, fiscal constraint
in any given year must continue to be maintained. However, the
demonstration of fiscal constraint may rely upon availability of
statewide funds. In other words, this region may be advanced
federal or state funds by ODOT so that more projects can be
completed than the region's TIP identifies revenues to afford in
a given year. When this occurs, ODOT draws upon statewide funds
available for obligation outside the region. When Metro and ODOT
agree to such arrangements, Metro reduces later-year regional
reserve funds identified in the TIP to reflect the dollar amounts
involved. Therefore, on a multi-year, total program basis, the
region constrains programming of federal funds to those reason-
ably anticipated to be available.
Should a project "slip" to a later year, either because it was
not ready to proceed or because less funding is made available
than expected, it would then share equal priority with all other
projects scheduled in that later year of the Approved Program.
Again, readiness to proceed is the main issue in deciding which
projects "go first" that year.
Finally, regional equity plays an important role in prioritiza-
tion of projects. In previous years, equity was ensured by the
requirement that certain classes of federal funds be suballocated
on the basis of population. ISTEA prohibits this practice in
order to increase the likelihood that important regional needs
will be addressed regardless of cost or geographic location.
However, equity is an approved long-term consideration. In the
Metro region, individual year allocations to jurisdictions are
not treated as annual entitlements to fixed amounts based on
population. Rather, the distribution of funds in an equitable
manner is a long-term objective of TIP programming founded in
public policy. Specifically, the desire to program funding to
the most "important" projects is tempered by the legitimate need
to maintain a balanced regional transportation system.
VI. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Private Enterprise Participation.
In accordance with UMTA (FTA) Circular 7005.1, recipients of FTA
funding are required to develop a process for considering the
capability of private providers to perform mass transportation
and related support services. They are also required to provide
periodic documentation on the results of implementation of the
policy. This requirement falls both on Metro as the Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) and Tri-Met as the principal provider
of transit services and FTA grant recipient. Specifically, Metro
is required to adopt a policy which provides for consideration of
private enterprises in local transit service planning, ensure a
fair resolution of disputes and certify at the time of submission
of the annual Transportation Improvement Program that the local
process is being followed. The policy is intended to respond to
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the above requirements while recognizing that the principal
responsibility for involving the private sector should rest with
Tri-Met since it is the only operator in the Portland region. In
accordance with these requirements, Tri-Met's compliance with the
policy to ensure private sector participation has been determined
and is shown in Attachment 2.
Financial Capacity,
On March 30, 1987, UMTA (FTA) issued Circular 7008.1 which
requires transit agencies and MPOs to evaluate the financial
ability of transit agencies to construct and operate projects
proposed in the TIP. Tri-Met's Finance Administration has
conducted an analysis of the District's ability to fund the
capital improvements appearing in the TIP. The results are shown
in Attachment 3.
Air Quality.
Clean Air Act of 1990 - Transitional Conformity. The TIP has not
yet been found to comply with the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990 and the Transitional Conformity requirements contained in 40
CFR Parts 51 and 93. The TIP must be found to be consistent with
the most recent estimates of mobile source emissions; provide for
the expeditious implementation of transportation control mea-
sures; and contribute to annual emission reductions. The TIP
conformity is YET TO BE DETERMINED.
Certification of the Urban Transportation Planning Process.
ODOT and Metro have certified that the planning process
carried out by Metro is in conformance with requirements
established as a prerequisite for receipt of federal highway
and transit funding. This certification is documented in
Resolution No. 94-1917 and its attachments.
ISTEA mandates that as part of compliance with federal metro-
politan planning requirements, the TIP is to explicitly
address 15 planning factors. This evaluation is included in
Appendix D of the Draft Metro FY 1995 TIP.
Title 23 U.S.C. and the Federal Transit Act, as amended by
ISTEA, prohibits programming of federal funds for highway or
transit projects that provide a significant increase in SOV
capacity in TMAs that are in nonattainment for carbon
monoxide and/or ozone, unless the project results from an
approved Congestion Management System or unless it complies
with interim procedures established in 23 CFR Part 450.
Preliminary analysis of this question indicates that one
project allocated funding in the three-year approved program
period will be required to comply with the interim procedures
before receipt of federal approval to obligate federal funds.
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ATTACHMENT 1
RESPONSE TO SIGNIFICANT COMMENTS
ON THE
DRAFT METRO FY 1995 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
RECEIVED AT THE PUBLIC HEARING
HELD MONDAY MAY 16, 1994
AT THE METRO COUNCIL CHAMBERS
7:00 - 9:00 P.M.
Peter Sato,
CPO 1
Mr. Sato stressed that the Westside combined light rail and US 26 improvement program has
been the subject of an extensive regional debate for nearly a decade. The current STIP
"cut/add" process is merely the latest round of negotiations. He pointed out that the original
vision of a $1 billion package of improvements has been incrementally modified by a series
of decisions which have escalated the LRT cost and which have now begun to sacrifice the
integrity of the agreed-upon highway improvements. His principle concern is that the
suburban Westside stations are dependent upon road access and that this has always been an
intregal aspect of the Westside planning. If street/highway congestion is allowed to escalate,
especially within the US 26 corridor, to the point that access to the Sunset station park and
ride lot is significantly impeded, then the region risks throwing away significant benefits of
this $1 billion investment. He rejects any contention that an increase in congestion will in
fact "force" increased ridership by commuters seeking to avoid the highway congestion.
Mr. Sato suggested that Metro transportation system planning should emphasize preservation
of access to the urban core employment centers (extending to Westside communities) and that
Washington County "edge" projects should be sacrificed in favor of completing the full
Westside highway improvement program. Specifically, Metro should recommend deletion of
the Farmington Road widening (167th to Murray); the I-5/Stafford Road interchange
reconstruction; and the OR 47 Bypass (Council Creek to Quince). These savings would pay
for construction of the US 26 widening from 217 to Murray ($20 million).
Response:
The US 26 widening from Hwy 217 to Murray was not part of the Westside package of LRT
and highway improvements. The elements of the widening recommended by Metro for
construction within the 1998 timeframe were those that bear direct relationship to the LRT
program. Not even all of these projects can begin construction by 1998. Elements of both
the east and westbound widening between the Zoo and Hwy 217 interchanges have been
deferred. The deferrals are recommended both because of funding constraints and in order
that startup of LRT service can be used as one means of minimizing congestion impacts of
mainline reconstruction activity. Moreover, the Metro recommendation very firmly states
that completion of the full Westside package of LRT and highway projects is the region's
number one system expansion priority and is to be addressed during the next STIP update.
Mr. Sato stated that more Westside highway work could be completed immediately if other
regional road projects were deferred. This would jeopardize Metro's commitment to maintain
a balanced regional system. The Metro recommendation to include the other Washington
County road projects considered both technical and administrative criteria. The three projects
do not have higher technical rankings than Westside- related project elements that have been
deferred. However, the projects all enjoy very significant private/local funding commitments
that could be voided by delay of the projects. These political and economic administrative
criteria were approved by JPACT and the Metro Council for use in determining the projects
to defer.
Natalie Bates
Ms. Bates expressed her concern that the commute route she relies upon, US 26, is a
significant facility and that everything possible should be done to maintain and improve its
capacity. She felt that other "edge" projects should be deferred (e.g., the I-5/Stafford Road
interchange reconstruction) rather than limiting US 26 projects to a $50 million cap within the
FY 98 timeframe. Specifically, the Hwy 217 to Sylvan eastbound widening should proceed
as well as the LRT project.
Response:
Ms. Bates comments are noted. These issues are addressed in the previous response.
Terry Parker:
Mr. Parker suggested that the Draft TIP was not a regionally balanced document. He felt the
TIP only addresses movement of people to downtown Portland and provides "scatter-shot"
support of suburban projects. He felt the TIP needs to better address mobility across the
region, generally and that it should fund the Eastside Connector LRT proposal especially.
The flavor of Mr. Parker's comments are somewhat aligned with Mr. Sato's. Both
individuals believe that Metro's transportation planning should better support an urban-
centered land use orientation and deemphasize provision of greater access to suburban
population and employment centers.
Response:
Mr. Parker's specific concern, the Eastside Connector project, was evaluated in the
South/North LRT Tier 1 scoping analysis (see the Central Eastside Connector Technical
Memorandum). It was concluded by the Steering Group that the concept not be advanced
into Tier I for further study because of the very strong household and employment dominance
of the Downtown relative to the Eastside, the minimal improvement or increase in travel
times to the Eastside, and the operational difficulties and the high costs associated with an
additional line and service parallel to an alignment through Downtown Portland.
The TIP is not an appropriate document to reassess these issues. Staff does note that the next
RTP update will mark the beginning of the process of integrating system development with
the Region 2040 land form decision. This is a more appropriate forum to address the
planning related issues addressed by Mr. Parker, who is invited to participate in this RTP
update process.
Mike Cook,
Mentor Graphics:
Mr. Cook restated his previous support for the Stafford Road Interchange and the I-5/Kruse
Way Interchange reconstruction projects. He also questioned Metro programming of Round 2
Transportation Enhancement funds to construct a southerly extension of the Lake Oswego
Trolley in light of the possibility that a portion of this corridor may be selected in the
South/North Alternatives Analysis for extension of light rail.
Response:
The Trolley serves transportation and recreational functions within the regional system and is
a project that is both eligible and very consistent with Transportation Enhancement program
funding objectives identified in ISTEA. The Trolley's immediate utility is that it is providing
transportation service while preserving a significant rail corridor parallel to OR 43. Should
the South/North Alternatives Analysis adopt an alignment which uses some portion of this
corridor, the Trolley service may or may not remain viable within its current and planned
termini (Riverfront to south of Lake Oswego). However, continued marginal investment in
the Trolley's operation and in improvement and extension of the tracks is justified at this time
given the balance of current utility, uncertainty regarding eventual South/North alignment
issues, greater uncertainty regarding the timing of financing, construction and startup of an
LRT extension in this corridor and the impact of any such operation on viability of continued
Trolley operation.
Gary Coe,
Central Eastside Industrial Council
Mr. Coe expressed his concern that the Water Avenue southbound on-ramp to 1-5 has been
deferred. He indicated that the project would improve air quality as it would eliminate
circuitous, stop-and-go truck movement into and through the congested downtown area
currently required to access the freeway.
Response:
Metro's recommendation to defer this project to post-1998 was effectively dictated by the
City of Portland's announced rejection of the proposed Water Ramps configuration, together
with its stated long-term desire to study relocation of the entire 1-5 facility eastward of its
present alignment. In light of these decisions, the prospect of implementing the project within
the 1998 timeframe was considered remote, and thus the funding allocation enjoyed by the
project was reallocated. However, Metro has left the Water Ramp project within the Regional
Transportation Plan and has allocated funding within the 1998 timeframe to continue project
development. The proposed Water Ramps will remain a regionally approved project until
such time as it is constructed or an alternative southbound alignment is approved for
construction by all parties, including the City of Portland.
Jack Burns,
Central Eastside Industrial Council
Mr. Burns reiterated support for the Water Ramps and the associated (northbound) Marquam
auxiliary braids which would bypass the current weave/merge congestion which now occurs
between Water Street and the Coliseum exit. Mr. Burns remarked that increased access to the
Central Eastside would consolidate the area and lead to an increase of up to 40,000 family
wage production jobs in a "close in" portion of the central city.
Response:
This issue is addressed in the previous Response.
Fred Nussbaum,
Association of Oregon Rail Transportation Advocates
(See written comments, attached). Mr. Nussbaum notes AORTA's support for highway
cutbacks programmed in the TIP. He notes that these cuts are consistent with the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990 and with ISTEA. However, he states AORTA's desire for deeper
cuts and requested a moratorium on new highway construction where viable alternatives to
vehicular travel modes exist, including bike, pedestrian, and transit modes. Savings should be
used to improve such alternative travel options.
Response:
Mr. Nussbaum's request is noted. Although the moratorium suggested by Mr. Nussbaum is
not under active consideration, it is worth noting that approximately 60 percent of funds
previously allocated to system expansion have either been cut or transferred to support
construction of projects of benefit to alternative modes as a result of the "STIP cut/add"
package reflected in the Draft Metro 1995 TIP. Excluding nearly $700 million of federal
funds allocated to construction of the Westside LRT system, nearly 68 percent of all funds
reported in the Draft Metro FY 1995 TIP are allocated to other than highway system
expansion projects between FY 1995 and FY 1998.
Over 60 percent of "new" state STP controlled funds expended within the region are allocated
to direct support of transit. Approximately 56 percent of regionally controlled STP funds are
allocated to direct support of transit and an additional 20 percent is being held in reserve to
fund yet to be determined projects that will be consistent with the upcoming Region 2040
land form decision.
Peter Fry
Eastside Industrial Council Consultant
Mr. Fry also expressed concern that urban core concerns are under-represented in the Draft
TIP. He expressed concern that subarea circulation deficiencies are being slighted due to
overemphasis of intra-regional connectivity. The lack of progress on the Water Ramps project
is one example of this deficiency. In addition to access impacts, the failure of the TIP to
advance this project is also leading to interrelated impacts on pedestrian/bike elements of
Central Eastside Industrial Area Transportation Plan. Deficiencies of the multi-modal
infrastructure in this part of the city, and elsewhere in the region are creating serious safety
impacts that are not being addressed.
Response:
Mr. Fry's concerns point out the difficulty in managing the interface of regional transportation
system planning and local system interaction with the regional system. Through the 2040
process, Metro has become increasingly aware of the importance of local system management
to encourage regional goals of increased pedestrian and bicycle travel and reduced reliance on
automobile travel. The LCDC mandated Transportation Planning Rule (Goal 12), the
associated Transportation and Growth Management Grants program, the Westside Station
Area design program now in process and the Transit Oriented Development program which
will soon begin project screening, are all Metro sponsored initiatives that will generate
increased regional programming to help resolve the types of local system needs addressed by
Mr. Fry.]]
ATTACHMENT 2
TRI-MET
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE PARTICIPATION POLICY
A. Purpose
The Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (Tri-Met) shall comply with
the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) policy regarding private sector participation (FTA
Circular 9030.1 A). That FTA policy dictates that recipients of FTA funds need to develop a
process for involving the private sector in planning new transit services and projects.
Tri-Met has a history of private sector contributions to transit service. At present, several
services are operated under contract with private providers. Additionally, Tri-Met has used
private providers for a portion of maintenance work.
Tri-Met wants to integrate private sector participation as part of the District's overall work
program addressing improvements in transit efficiency and effectiveness. Tri-Met's specific
objectives and plan to implement the federal policy are as follows.
B- Objectives
1. Tri-Met will involve the private sector in transit planning and operation.
2. Tri-Met will facilitate communication and coordination of service opportunities
between itself and private transit operators.
3. Tri-Met will provide technical assistance, as available and appropriate, to private
transit operators as they seek to implement the provisions of the federal policy.
4. Tri-Met will work cooperatively with the bargaining unit to clarify options for using
private sector resources in appropriate areas of service delivery, maintenance, and
administration.
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE PARTICIPATION POLICY
Process
1. Involve the Private Sector in Transit Planning and Programming
Solicit advance input and comments from the private sector in the planning
process for the Transit Development Plan (TOP). The TDP is the basis for
developing transportation improvement program annual elements, FTA Section
9 program of projects, and the annual Service Plan. The TDP is developed in
coordination with the long-range Regional Transportation Plan for the Portland
Metropolitan Area.
Consult with private sector providers early in Tri-Met's public participation
process for service changes.
Mail notices of opportunity for public hearing on proposed capital projects
before grant application to FTA.
Coordinate with the MPO (METRO) in the involvement of private providers.
Review major capital project site plans to assess joint development potential.
As appropriate, modify proposed program of projects based on comments
received from private transportation providers.
2. Facilitate Communication Between Tri-Met and Private Providers
Establish and maintain a directory of private sector transit operators and
support services.
Publish, and disseminate to parties listed in the directory, notices of meetings
and public hearings, describing transit service modifications which may
provide reasonable opportunities for private sector contracting.
Coordinate regional efforts with any private sector provider organizations.
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE PARTICIPATION POLICY •
Hold workshops for private providers to discuss service and fare changes prior
to general public workshops. .
3. Provide Technical Assistance to Private Transit Operators
Maintain information regarding contracting, specifications, bidding cost
analyses, and other related actions.
Coordinate private sector participation activities with other regional programs
to enhance transit efficiency and effectiveness, including coordination and
productivity improvements.
Provide other technical assistance as requested by transit operators; including
identification of any existing impediments to policy implementation.
4. Service Contracting
Tri-Met shall describe the issues related to contracting for service and the
measures taken to address the impact of such issues.
5. Dispute Resolution Process
A protest based upon Tri-Met's Private Enterprise Participation Policy must be
received in writing by the Executive Director of Finance & Administration (or
his designee) no later than 10 working days following any decision or
recommendation.
The decision of the Executive Director of Finance & Administration can be
appealed by written communication to the Deputy General Manager (or his
designee) within 10 working days of receiving the Executive Director's
decision. Tri-Met must in each case render a decision within 10 working days
of receipt of the protest or appeal.
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE PARTICIPATION POLICY
The protest or appeal must be in writing, include a detailed explanation of the
basis of the protest or appeal, and state the course of action that the protesting
party thinks Tri-Met should take. Any interpretation of the FTA regulations
can be appealed to FTA following the Tri-Met steps.
This dispute resolution process is not applicable to RFQ/RFP or bid protests
which have their own procedures.
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PRIVATE ENTERPRISE PARTICIPATION POLICY
TRI-COUNTY
METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION
ATTACHMENT 3
TRI-MET
4O12 S.E. 17TH AVENUE
PORTLAND. OREGON 972O2
May 18, 1994
Mr. Andrew Cotugno
Director; Transportation Planning
Metro
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232-2736
Subject: Certification of Financial Capacity on Behalf of Tri-Met
For Transit Projects in the FY 1995
Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
Dear Andy:
The purpose of this letter is to certify that Tri-Met has conducted a financial analysis and the
results show that the District is financially capable of funding the capital elements programmed
for FY 1995 in the regional TIP.
Please call me at 238-4842 if you require additional information.
Sincerely,
Bruce Harder
Executive Director
Finance & Administration
BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE ) RESOLUTION NO. 94-1964
FY 1995 TO POST-1998 TRANSPORTATION )
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE FY 1995 ) Introduced by the
THROUGH 1997 THREE-YEAR APPROVED ) Planning Committee
PROGRAM
WHEREAS, Projects using federal funds must be specified in
the Transportation Improvement Program by the fiscal year in
which obligation of those funds is to take place; and
WHEREAS, In accordance with the Metro Council/Southwest
Washington Regional Transportation Council Memorandum of Agree-
ment, the Transportation Improvement Program will be submitted to
the Southwest Washington Regional Transportation Council for
review and comment; and
WHEREAS, The Metro Council must certify compliance with the
proposed policy on private enterprise participation in the
Federal Transit Administration Program; and
WHEREAS, The Metro Council must evaluate the program of
transit projects included in the Transportation Improvement
Program to ensure financial capacity to fund the capital improve-
ments ; and
WHEREAS, The 1995 Air Quality Conformity Determination is
not yet complete and is not expected to be approved by federal
authorities until the end of September 1994; and '
WHEREAS, Some 1994 Annual Element projects may not be
obligated by the end of FY 1994 and the exact time for their
obligation is indeterminate; and
WHEREAS, Metro staff have worked with TPAC members and the
Metro Committee for Citizen Involvement and have defined a draft
public involvement process for TIP development as directed at
adoption of the Metro FY 1994 Transportation Improvement Program;
and
WHEREAS, Tri-Met has proposed to substitute local funds for
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) activity previously funded
under the FY 95 CMAQ program in exchange for using the CMAQ funds
to purchase additional buses and to complete funding of the
Tigard Park-and-Ride; now therefore
BE IT RESOLVED:
1. That the Metro Council adopts the FY 1995 through post-
1998 Transportation Improvement Program for the urban area and
the FY 1995-1997 Three-Year Approved Program as contained in the
attachment to this Resolution marked Exhibit A.
2. That projects that are not obligated by September 30,
1994 be automatically reprogrammed for FY 1995 for all funding
sources.
3. That the Metro Council allows funds to be transferred
among projects consistent with the Transportation Improvement
Program Project Management Guidelines adopted by Resolution No.
85-592.
4. That^the Transportation Improvement Program is in
conformance with the Regional Transportation Plan, and that the
planning process meets all requirements of Title 23 — Highways
and Title 49 — Transportation of the Code of Federal Regula-
tions, including those provisions that have been added by the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA).
5. That the Metro Council finds that Tri-Met has complied
with the requirements of the region's Private Enterprise Partici-
pation Policy, adopted in August 1987. Documentation is shown in
the Attachment to the Staff Report.
6. That the Metro Council finds sufficient financial
capacity, as certified by Tri-Met and as demonstrated in the
adopted Transit Development Plan, to complete the projects
programmed for FY 1995 and incorporated in the Transportation
Improvement Program.
7. That the Transportation Improvement Program is presumed
to conform with the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and 40 CFR
Parts 51 and 93 (the federal Final Air Quality Conformity Rule)
and the 1982 Air Quality State Implementation Plan (Ozone and
Carbon Monoxide).
8. That Metro will provide final certification of the
Transportation Improvement Program's conformance with all perti-
nent air quality requirements at such time as the 1995 Conformity
Determination is complete.
9. That Metro staff have complied with the resolve attached
to adoption of the Metro FY 1994 Transportation Improvement
Program respecting development of public involvement procedures.
10. That the Metro Council hereby gives affirmative Inter-
governmental Project Review approval.
11. That Tri-Met use of TOD-related CMAQ funds for other
than TOD-related activities is contingent upon receipt from Tri-
Met of a letter committing an equal amount of Tri-Met local funds
to support the TOD project.
ADOPTED by the Metro Council this day of
1994.
Judy Wyers, Presiding Officer
TPAC Recommendation
TW:lmk
94-1964.RES/5-31-94
DRAFT
(REVISIONS THROUGH 5/04/94)
PORTLAND METROPOLITAN AREA
FISCAL YEAR 1995 THROUGH POST-1998
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
METRO
Effective October 1, 1994
Metro was created by voters in 1978 to handle
regional concerns in the urban areas of Clackamas,
Multnomah and Washington counties. Metro is
responsible for solid waste management, operation
of the Metro Washington Park Zoo and the Oregon
Convention Center, transportaion and land-use
planning, urban growth boundary management and
technical services to local governments.
Metro is located at 600 NE Grand Avenue,
Portland, OR 97232-2736. For more information,
call the Planning Department at 797-1700.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

METRO FY 1995 THROUGH POST-1997
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
L DOCUMENT PURPOSE AND RELATIONSHIP TO KEY ELEMENTS OF
THE FEDERAL METROPOLITAN PLANNING RULE
A. PURPOSE
United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) regulations require that no less
than every two years, the region's Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), which
is Metro, must develop a program which lists:
a. highway and transit projects which use federal funds, and
b. State or locally funded that have a potential to affect regional
attainment and/or maintenance of Federal air quality standards.
In practice, the TIP describes how federal and State funds for highway and transit
projects in the Portland Urbanized Area will be spent during the three-year period of
October 1,1994, through September 30,1997 (the FY 1995-97 Approved Program).
The TIP shows cost estimates for projects scheduled for completion during the three-
year Approved Program period and provides other descriptive information about
projects. For perspective, projects completed prior to FY 1995 and those programmed
for years subsequent to FY 1997 are also indicated.
New federal guidance also stresses the HP's role as a tool for tracking how the
capital improvement component of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) is being
implemented. Although no project may receive federal funds that is not approved in
the RTP, the RTP approves more projects than can be afforded by the region in any
given year. The TIP programming process determines which projects will be given
funding priority by balancing a broad range of local and regional priorities, which
range from correcting deficiencies unique to a local street to advancing major
long-range projects.
The program reflected in this document is a mid-step in establishing actual priorities
for FY 1995 through 1997. Many projects identified in this TIP have been carried
over from previously approved TIPs. (Each Resolution which adopts a TIP states that
if the approved projects do not receive or spend their authorized funding in the year
expected, they are automatically brought forward to the current fiscal year. These
projects remain approved to spend available funds unless specifically removed from
the Approved Program at the request of the sponsoring jurisdiction, or by action of
JPACT and the Metro Council.)
Administrative adjustments and Metro Council amendments to the TIP have also
been adopted throughout FY 1994. Approval of the 1995 TIP consolidates these past
project approvals into the current document. Amendments adopted throughout 1995
will then alter the program of projects currently approved.
B. CONTENTS
Six-Year Summary Tables
The core of the TIP consists of the Six-Year Summary Tables which appear after this
Introduction. The Summary Tables display all of the region's approved projects in all
programs and the total amount of federal, or state funding they are authorized to
spend. Project authorization occurs when JPACT and the Metro Council adopt
Resolutions which approve of a project receiving and spending Federal and State
transportation funding; these Metro actions must then be approved by the Oregon
Transportation Commission for amendment into the State TIP.
The Summary Tables also show the amount each project is expected to obligate
during the three-year Approved Program period (FY 95-97) and ensuing years,
through post-1998. (An "obligation" is a commitment by federal agencies to reimburse
State and local entities for "up front" project expenditures.) The Tables show past
federal obligations for active and completed projects. Projects with funds shown in
FY 94 were expected to obligate that amount of money in that fiscal year (by the
September 30,1994 deadline).
The Summary Tables are organized so that funds controlled by Region appear first.
State-controlled funds appear last. The funds include:
the Regional Surface Transportation Program (STP),
the Regional Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality (CMAQ)
program.
These funds are allocated according to regional priorities and are not subdivided by
jurisdiction, although sponsoring agencies are indicated.
Following these two funds are the Interstate Transfer projects which are organized
according to the following:
Regional Projects (Category I Projects)
City of Portland
Multnomah County ,
Clackamas County
Washington County
The next section of the TIP is organized by funding sources available through the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) which consist of:
. FT A Section 3 (Discretionary) Capital Program
. FTA Section 3 (Trade) Capital Program (all projects complete)
. FTA Section 9 Program
. FTA Section 3 Westside Light Rail Program
. FTA Section 20 Human Resources Program
. FTA Section 3 (Formula) Rail Capital Modernization Program
. FTA Section 16 (b) Special Needs Transit Capital Program
. FTA Section 3 Westside Systems Completion Program
Following the FTA projects are those projects forming the remnant of the Federal-Aid
Urban System (FAU) Program organized by jurisdiction. The region's outstanding
FAU balance of $8.25 million of FAU funds was used by ODOT at the close of the
1992 fiscal year to complete a state-sponsored project. In exchange, ODOT will make
available to the region an equal sum of state STP funds to complete those projects
which were originally programmed to use the FAU funds. The resulting repayment
program has been dubbed the "FSTP" program and is included as a distinct program
in the TIP as a way of tracking the state's repayment of the borrowed funds. The
FAU program "history" of authorized and obligated funds is also included for
reference purposes.
The final section of the TIP consists of projects supported by ODOT-controlled fund
sources grouped by:
Highway Bridge Replacement (HBR)
Hazard Elimination System (HES)
State Modernization
State Operations
Bikeways
Access Oregon Highways
Interstate Maintenance
State Surface Transportation Program
Transportation Enhancement Program (TE)
National Highway System Program (NHS)
Appendix A: Consolidated Funding History
Many projects receive funding from more than one source. While the Six-Year
Summary Tables do show these funds, it is difficult to use the Tables to identify all
funds allocated to a given project. This consolidated information is provided in
Appendix A for those project scheduled to receive significant implementation funding
in the three-year approved program period (i.e., small reserves and funding in FY 94
or post-1997 are mostly not shown). The projects are listed by Metro Identification
Number (Metro ID #) in ascending order. The Metro ID # can be found in the Six-
Year Summary Tables as the three digit number which follows each project title (in
line with the third, right-hand "Approved Program Years" arrow at the bottom of
each Table page). For instance:
Sample Six-Year Summary Table
With Metro ID # Location Noted
Metropolitan Service District
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Years 1994 to Post 1997 Portland Urbanized Area
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 1993
Regional Surface Transportation Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 ' 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
[Metro ID »]
**83 BEAVERCREEK RD EXT(RED SOILS) - BEAVERCREEK RD TO WARNER - MILNE**********855 * 10249****02375*FAU9742*703********0**••
Pre Eng 140,046 0 0 0 0 0 0 140,046
Constr 0 316,219 0 0 0 0 0 316,219
Total 140,046 316,219 0 0 0 0 . 0 456,265
». I #
#»« * « # Hilt
It It It* It It It II It II *O«I
Approved Program Years
Appendix B: Project Descriptions
Each project scheduled to receive significant implementation funding in the three-
year approved program period is briefly summarized.
Appendix C: Project Location Maps
Each page of this appendix contains four quarter page project location maps
(ascending Metro ID #).
C. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Federal guidance and State regulations require active outreach to broad segments of
the both the transportation-related and general community, reasonable opportunity
for public comment on this TIP and demonstration of responsiveness. At least one
formal public meeting must be held during the TIP development process.
Local Projects.
Projects included in the TIP were identified through cooperative participation of the
Oregon Department of Transportation, the cities and counties in the region, and
special districts such as Tri-Met Projects contained in the TIP, that were submitted
by local jurisdictions, were drawn from local Capital Improvement Programs (CIP)
and from recommendations of County Transportation Coordinating Committees in
each of the three Counties in the Region. Metro has taken steps over the past year to
assure that local CIP development includes outreach to members of the general
public and to representatives of local Community Planning Organizations (CPOs)
formed under authority of O.R.S. Chapter 197. Metro expects local jurisdictions to
assure that public comment on CIP project lists is obtained both during the initial list
formulation process and as a part of hearings held prior to CIP adoption by local
ordinance.
State TIP
Projects nominated by ODOT have undergone State-level hearings preceding their
adoption into the Six-Year Plan (now called the State TIP, or STIP); adoption into the
State TIP is a pre-requisite for inclusion in the Metro TIP.
During FY 94, ODOT and Metro cooperated in a process which produced a joint
recommendation to the Oregon Transportation Commission to balance the STIP by
reducing the FY 1995-98 construction program by approximately $136 million and to
reprogram an additional $36 million from previously approved road-related
construction projects to projects of benefit to alternative travel modes. Metro initiated
a public process to both refine the technical and administrative project selection
criteria used in this process and to determine whether there was sufficient support in
the region for cutting more roadway construction funds than needed so that alterna-
tive mode projects could receive additional funding.
Metro held two public hearings in October and December of 1993 that were attended
by over 200 persons and organizations. Metro also solicited, received and responded
to several hundred written comments. Input from these hearings was instrumental in
both developing and refining the selection criteria and in modifying two iterations of
staff recommendations as to which projects should be cut and by what amounts and
in the identification of the types of projects recommended to receive additional
funding.
Regional (20 Year) Transportation Plan (RTP
No project may be included in the Metro TIP that has not also been included in the
Metro RTP as either a specific project, or as an element of a corridor concept or
system study. The formal RTP revision schedule encompasses a complete public
outreach and comment process. Interim, or single project RTP amendments also
include opportunities for public input during debate of Metro's Joint Policy
Alternatives Committee on Transportation, or JPACT and the elective Metro Council
which together constitute the federally designated MPO. Projects are also identified
through sub-area and corridor studies; through formation of Technical and Citizen
Advisory Committees, these studies involve affected local jurisdictions and the public
in all phases of the planning process.
Metro TIP Adoption
Projects nominated from these sources for inclusion in the Metro TIP are then subject
to public comment during a 30 day comment period preceding review and adoption
by JPACT; an additional 14 days is also provided prior to final adoption by the
Metro Council. The TIP was presented at a public workshop held on May 16, 1994 in
order to foster informed public comment during these hearings. Timely notice of the
public meetings was sent to over 1,200 persons and organizations and materials were
freely available for review. JPACT and Metro Council Resolution adoption actions
are noticed in paper of general circulation one week preceding such actions.
D. FISCAL CONSTRAINT
The list of projects contained in the TIP is "fiscally constrained to reasonably expected
revenue", i.e., the region has authorized projects to obligate only funds that are
anticipated to be allocated to the region. With respect to federal funds, this
expectation is based on consideration of funds received by the region in the first three
years of the ISTEA as a benchmark for projecting the funds that will be appropriated
by Congress over the remaining three years of the ISTEA. The first three years of
appropriations have been less man authorized by the Act. Therefore, the formula
used to estimate future revenue is conservative as it "discounts" the maximum
amount ISTEA authorizes for appropriation to reflect the reduced historical trend.
The TIP programs 100 percent of the discounted revenue projection. However, in
any given year, the federal government may authorize the region to obligate a
percentage of the appropriated funds (an "obligation "ceiling"). Typically, this ceiling
is about 80 to 90 percent of the annual appropriation. Authority to obligate all
appropriations has historically occurred prior to federal adoption of a new
transportation assistance act (e.g., by FY 1998 when the current assistance act lapses).
Additional information regarding anticipated revenues is provided in the discussion
of individual programs.
E. PROJECT PRIORITIZATIQN
The year a project is scheduled for funding, and thus the manner in which its relative
priority is established, is a function of need, readiness and regional equity. The need
for a project is established by technical and administrative criteria established by
ODOT, JPACT and Metro Council. Administrative considerations include project
relationships to significant policy documents, including:
regional goals identified in the RTP;
the 15 planning factors identified in ISTEA (see Appendix D);
the Transportation Planning Rule (Goal 12); and
provisions of the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990
Technical considerations include congestion relief, correction of hazards, and ratios of
benefit to cost. Individual programs are governed by other more specific criteria.
(These are addressed in later sections of this Introduction under the individual
program discussions.)
R PROJECT SELECTION
ODOT, in cooperation with Metro, selects projects that are funded under the ISTEA
Interstate Maintenance and Bridge Replacement programs, or that are on the National
Highway System. All other projects are selected by Metro in consultation with
ODOT.
If a high-priority project (e.g., a first year project) is not ready to proceed, projects
scheduled for later years may advance "out of turn". For example, a high-priority
project may have delays in development of plans and specifications, or its right-of-
way acquisition may encounter legal obstacles. Under such conditions, projects from
the second or third years of the Approved Program would be brought forward. This
assures that the region contributes its share to orderly statewide obligation of
available funds.
Although projects may be moved between years, fiscal constraint in any given year
must continue to be maintained. However, the demonstration of fiscal constraint
may rely upon availability of statewide funds. In other words, this region may be
advanced federal or state funds by ODOT so that more projects can be completed
than the region's TIP identifies revenues to afford in a given year. When this occurs,
ODOT draws upon statewide funds available for obligation outside the region.
When Metro and ODOT agree to such arrangements, Metro reduces later-year
regional reserve funds identified in the TIP to reflect the dollar amounts involved.
Therefore, on a multi-year, total program basis, the region constrains programming of
federal funds to those reasonably anticipated to be available.
Should a project "slip" to a later year, either because it was not ready to proceed or
because less funding is made available than expected, it would then share equal
priority with all other projects scheduled in that later year of the Approved Program.
Again, readiness to proceed is the main issue in deciding which projects "go first"
that year.
Finally, regional equity plays an important role in prioritization of projects. In
previous years, equity was ensured by the requirement that certain classes of federal
funds be suballocated on the basis of population. ISTEA prohibits this practice in
order to increase the likelihood that important regional needs will be addressed
regardless of cost or geographic location. However, equity is an approved long-term
consideration. In the Metro region, individual year allocations to jurisdictions are not
treated as annual entitlements to fixed amounts based on population. Rather, the
distribution of funds in an equitable manner is a long-term objective of TIP
programming founded in pubic policy. Specifically, the desire to program funding to
the most "important" projects is tempered by the legitimate need to maintain a
balanced regional transportation system.
II. NEW PROJECTS APPROVED IN THE 1995 TIP
A. ODOT SIX-YEAR PROGRAM REDUCTIONS
In summer of 1993, ODOT Region 1 staff advised the region that the State's FY 1993
through 1998 Six-Year Program was some $400 million out of balance and that a
reduction of approximately $136 million from the Region 1 urban construction
program would be required. The Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) invited
the region to recommend the needed cuts and to also identify cuts in excess of those
needed to balance the program. These additional savings would be considered by
the OTC for reallocation to projects of benefit to alternative travel modes
recommended by the region. Metro initiated a two-fold program to address these
issues which included development of project selection criteria and an extensive
public involvement process.
Metro Recommendation.
In January 1994, Metro adopted Resolution No. 94-1890A which recommended a
package of construction program cuts and deferrals totalling approximately $173
million and reallocation of approximately $34 million to projects of benefit to
alternative transportation modes.
Program Reduction Highlights.
Although 17 different projects were either eliminated, deferred or down-scoped, the
bulk of Metro's reductions to the State Construction program come from six
recommendations which include:
Deferral of $36 million of work related to reconstruction of the
Sunset Highway between the Zoo Interchange and Highway 217
originally programmed to occur during construction of the
Westside LRT, reducing the project allocation to a first phase of
$50 million.
Down-scoping of the I-5\217\Kruse Way Interchange from $43
million to a first phase project of $13.5 million.
Deferral of $7 million to widen 1-84 to six lanes from the 238th
Interchange to Troutdale.
Deferral of $50 million associated with the 1-5: E.
Marquam/Grand Ave/MLK Jr. Ramps to post-1998.
Deferral of $17.2 million associated with the 1-5: Water Street
Ramps project to post-1998.
Down-scoping of the US 26: Hwy 217 to Murray project ($20
million) to the Development program (EIS authorization only).
The "STIP CUT/ADD APPENDIX" at the end of this TIP contains a Table which
summarizes the complete Metro recommendation.
Alternative Mode Recommendation.
Metro also recommended allocation of $36 million to a set of alternative mode pro-
grams including $29 million to Tri-Mefs Core Capital Program and $7 million to an
Alternative Mode Construction Program.
Program Revisions Since Tanuary Adoption.
ODOT has continued to refine engineering of several of the larger projects addressed
in the Metro recommendation in order to obtain better cost, scheduling and
transportation system impact estimates. This work has produced two significant
modifications to the January recommendation.
1. 1-84: Widening to Six lanes between 223 and Troutdale.
Metro recommended saving $7 million from this project by eliminating
continuation of the proposed widening beyond the 238th Interchange.
However, it now appears that $5.5 million of this savings would have come
from deferral of a railroad bridge crossing that cannot be deferred. The
current estimate to complete this project is $24.1 million, an approximate $2
million increase. This would include reconstruction of the 238th Interchange to
address significant safety problems, and reconstruction of the deficient railroad
bridge. Widening from 223 to Troutdale would be deferred. The cost increase
of $2 million would reduce the Tri-Met Core Capital Program allocation
discussed above, from $29 million to $27 million.
2. US 26 Reconstruction.
The ability to defer $36 million of this work was achieved in part by delaying,
until after 1998, the $14.3 million cost of constructing a westbound truck climb-
ing lane between the Zoo and Sylvan interchanges. This deferral was contin-
gent on continued availability after 1998 of $14.3 million earmarked for this
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project in the ISTEA Demonstration Grants program. In spring, the Office of
Management and Budget recommended rescinding all such funds not
obligated by the end of FY 94. ODOT has therefore proceeded with plans to
construct this project in FY 1994.
This change did not, however, effect Metro's recommended "budget". A
second element of the $36 million savings assumed that $50 million would be
needed to both reconstruct the Sylvan overcrossing of US 26 and to construct
an off-system collector\ distributor system needed to alleviate significant
westbound weave and merge safety problems. ODOT has engineered a
solution to these problems costing only $35 million. Thus the climbing lane
and the westbound safety problems can both be accommodated within Metro's
January fiscal cap.
However, Metro had stipulated that should the "Sylvan Interchange" project
cost less than $50 million, the difference was to be allocated to increased
support of alternative mode projects. In effect, this savings has now been
allocated to building the climbing lane. To do otherwise would result in the
region both losing $14.3 million of ISTEA grant funds and needing to
eventually fund the cost of the climbing lane with local resources. Therefore,
Metro staff concur with ODOT's decision to advance construction of the
climbing lane.
Tri-Met Core Capital Program Funds (Metro ID #154).
ODOT has allocated $18 million of State STP funds and Metro has allocated $9
million of Regional STP funds to purchase 144 buses (a mixture of 40-foot standard
and articulated buses for mostly replacement and some service increase) and 20
Special Needs Transit minibuses.
Metro's original recommendation was to allocate $29 million of State STP dollars to
fund these Tri-Met Core Capital Program needs. This figure was reduced to $27
million in response to cost increases on the 1-84: 223 to Troutdale project. (Tri-Mef s
need for the additional funds relates largely to the updated Hillsboro Extension
financial plan; Tri-Met was required to allocate an additional $18 million to the
Extension project. This money was taken from resources previously allocated by Tri-
Met to purchase buses that were to meet service demands associated with startup of
Hillsboro rail service.)
ODOT countered Metro's January recommendation with a proposal to allocate $18
million of State STP dollars to purchase buses for Tri-Met; nine million dollars of
which would directly make up for the funding that Tri-Met shifted to Hillsboro. The
other $9 million of "Hillsboro related" bus purchases is funded by allocation of
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Regional STP Reserve dollars. Between these two fund pools, the full $27 million bus
purchase can be made.
Region 2040 Reserve Account (Metro ID• #381).
ODOT has allocated the "freed" $9 million to a Region 2040 Reserve account that will
be allocated, in cooperation with Metro, to implement both roadway and alternative
mode projects consistent with the development form that will be recommended for
adoption by the Region 2040 process (Summer, 1994). This ODOT contribution is
matched by allocation of the remaining $11.2 million balance of Regional STP Reserve
dollars, thus creating a $20.2 million "Region 2040 Reserve Account".
Alternative Mode Construction Program Account (Metro ID #382).
A $7.16 million Alternative Mode Construction Program account is approved in the
FY 95 TIP to fund construction of projects related to TODs, bicycle and pedestrian
projects of regional significance, and projects recommended for construction from the
Congestion Management and Intermodal Management Systems, including up to $1.05
million of Port of Portland recommended projects.
B. "ROUND 2" CONGESTION MITIGATION/AIR QUALITY PROJECTS
The Metro FY 95 TIP formally allocates anticipated FY 95, 96 and 97 CMAQ and
funds to fifteen "Round 2" Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality (CMAQ) projects
previously approved as the region's priorities in Metro Resolution No. 93-1829A. By
agreement with ODOT, the region did not program these projects until public
comment was concluded on the Preliminary 1995 through 1998 State Transportation
Improvement Program in March 1994. The 15 projects were included in the
Preliminary STIP which provided for additional review beyond that provided as part
of Metro's project selection and Resolution adoption process. The projects will not be
formally approved by the Oregon Transportation Commission until July 1994. The
projects are shown in Table 1 below:
TABLE 1
FY 95 - 97 CMAQ PROJECTS
Metro
ID No. Project Description and Lead Agency
609 Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) - Phase II - The TOD will subsidize infrastructure costs
associated with private development land use designs which increase density, mixed uses, and
transit, bike, and pedestrian-friendly amenities and access. (DEQ)
613 Regional TDM - An expanded Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program would
include programs to attract new participants to ridesharing and other alternatives to the single-
occupant vehicle mode. (Tri-Met)
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TABLE 1
FY 95 - 97 CMAQ PROJECTS (cont'd)
635 Columbia Slough Intermodal Expansion Bridge - This intermodal expansion rail bridge would
span the Columbia Slough waterway and connect North and South Rivergate, allowing rail
movement to terminals without going through congested inner-city rail yards and neighbor-
hoods. (Port of Portland)
154 Buses for service expansion - New, cleaner buses would be purchased to provide expanded
transit service and mobility in the region. (Tri-Met)
648 Gresham Traffic Signal Coordination & Optimization Project - Development and installation of
an integrated traffic signal interconnection and operation system. The system would coordinate
traffic signal phasing to reduce travel times, improve traffic flow and reduce emissions.
(Gresham)
452 Mini-buses - Community based demand-responsive transit vehicles would be purchased for
operation in areas which currently have no service. (Tri-Met)
606 Pedestrian to Transit: Phase III - Funds for the study, design and construction of capital
improvements to the public right-of-way that will enhance pedestrian access to transit facilities.
Phases I and II (CMAQ Round 1) study and design activities were funded with prior year
grants; actual construction is to occur during Phase III. (PDOT)
615 Pedestrian to MAX Capital Program - Construction of priority capital improvements for pedestri-
an/bicycle access and amenities around eight Gresham MAX stations. (Gresham)
641 Portland Area Telecommuting Project - Funds to assist public agencies and private employers
in the Portland area to develop and implement telecommuting programs. (ODOE)
629 Eastside Bikewav/Trail Loop (OMSI-Springwater) - Construction of a major urban bike-
way/pedestrian trail in four segments. This segment would connect the Springwater Corridor
trail to the Eastbank Esplanade. (Metro/Portland Parks)
628 Eastside Bikewav/Trail Loop (Springwater-Milwaukie) - Construction of a major urban bike-
way/pedestrian trail in four segments. This segment would complete the Willamette
Greenway/Eastside Trail link to Milwaukie. (Metro/City of Milwaukie)
604 Willamette River Bridges Improvement Package -bike lanes, sidewalks and wheelchair ramps -
Funds for improvements to the Willamette River bridges to enhance access by bicyclists,
pedestrians and disabled persons. Specific projects could include reconstruction of bridge-
heads to provide sidewalks and bike lanes, and construction of wheelchair/bicycle ramps from
the bridges to the street system. (Multnomah Co.)
633 Strawberry Lane: Webster to 1-^ 205 - bike lanes - Construction of bike lanes on Strawberry Lane
from Webster Road to 1-205. The project would connect existing bike lanes on Webster to the
bike path paralleling 1-205. (Clack. Co.)
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TABLE 1
FY 95 - 97 CMAQ PROJECTS (cont'd)
612 Sunset Transit Center pedestrian/bike bridge - This project would provide a bicycle/pedestrian
connection between the Sunset Transit Center and the Cedar Hills shopping center. The
bridge would span the Sunset Highway, a distance of 320 feet. (Tri-Met)
637 Highway 217 Corridor Bike Lanes - Phase I would focus on evaluation and prioritization of links
needed to complete a continuous bike route parallel to Highway 217 in Washington County.
The bike route generally follows Cedar Hills Blvd. and Hall Blvd. from the Sunset Highway to
the I-5/I-205 interchange. Phase II would involve construction of high priority bike lanes
identified in Phase I. (Washington Co.)
C. "ROUND 2" TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS
The Metro FY 95 TIP formally incorporates six "Round 2" Transportation
Enhancement projects previously approved as the region's priorities in Metro Resolu-
tion No. 93-1858B and No. 94-1900. By agreement with ODOT, the region did not
program these projects until public comment was concluded on the Preliminary 1995
through 1998 State Transportation Improvement Program in March 1994. The six
projects were included in the Preliminary STIP which provided for additional review
beyond that provided as part of Metro's project selection and Resolution adoption
process. The projects will not be formally approved by the Oregon Transportation
Commission until July 1994. The projects are shown in Table 2 below.
TABLE 2
FY 95 • 97 TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS
Metro
ID No. Project Description and Lead Agency
621 112th Linear Park. Funding for 10-foot bicycle/pedestrian path, with small bridge, within a
linear park paralleling NW 112th south of Cornell Road. (Washington Co.)
306 Eastbank Trail: Steel Bridge/OMSI. One of four trail segments providing Eastbank trail
connection to the Springwater Corridor trail. (City of Portland)
311 Cedar Creek Trail. Completes a 3,550 foot bicycle/pedestrian trail in a heavily developed
portion of the City of Sherwood. (City of Sherwood).
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TABLE 2
FY 95 - 97 TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS
312 Spring water - Boring Connection. Acquisition of on-half mile segment of Springwater Corridor
near Boring. (Clackamas Co.)
316 Rock Creek Bike/Pedestrian Path). Construction of a path parallel to Rock Creek between
Rock Creek Park (just north of Sunset Highway) to Evergreen. (City of Hillsboro)
318 Intermodal Transfer Park. Reconstruct TroutdaJe Community Park to include bicycle/pedestrian
access; construct a bus shelter; provide interpretive information and kiosk. (City of Troutdale)
D. TRANSIT PROGRAMMING
The Metro FY 95 TIP incorporates several recent changes to the region's transit
programming. These include:
Section 3 Programming Activity. FTA has authorized Tri-Met to
allocate $75 million of Section 3 funds as a Contingent
Commitment of post-1997 revenues. This represents an $8 million
increase from previously authorized amounts. The funds will
awarded to the region as an amendment of the Westside Light
Rail Project Full Funding Grant Agreement to support extension
of the system to Hillsboro. The funds are allocated within the
new "Integrated WestsideXHillsboro LRT Project" (Metro ID
#206) which combines previously separate Hillsboro Extension
and Westside Full Funding Grant Agreement funds into a single
program of expenditures across all fund categories.
Section 9 Programming Activity. Tri-Met has proposed
comprehensive reprogramming of appropriated and projected
Section 9 revenue to a number of previously approved projects.
Technically, most of these changes fall within the parameters of
administrative TIP amendments. However, in aggregate, the
proposal is substantial and several high-points are discussed in
Table 3 below:
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TABLE 3
TRI-MET SECTION 9 PROGRAM RECOMMENDATION
Draws down the entire $15 million reserve balance previously identified in FY 97.
Eliminates $800,000 of Section 9 revenue previously allocated in FY 97 to "Banfield Park and
Rides" (Metro ID #675).
Reduces Section 9 Operating Program from $4,396 million in FY 95 and 96 to $3.51 million
annually in FY 95 through 97.
Increases a planned bus purchase from $13.53 million to $14.70 million (net increase of $1.17
million). Defers $8.85 million of the total bus purchase to FY 97 rather than expending $13.5
million in FY 96 as previously programmed.
Allocates an additional $8 million of Section 9 revenue in FY 96 to the Hillsboro Extension of
Westside LRT ($30 million total Section 9 allocation).
Consolidates Section 9 funding for the Hillsboro Extension of Westside LRT into a new
"Integrated Westside\Hillsboro LRT Project" (Metro ID #206).
Allocates first time Section 9 funding to purchase Special Needs Transit Vehicles (Metro Id
#897)
E. PROJECTS ADDED BY FY 94 RESOLUTION ACTIONS
The bulk of "new" programming in the 1995 TIP consists of complete integration of
programming actions approved by resolutions adopted throughout FY 94. Table 4
below shows all resolution actions taken in FY 1994 which approved new program-
ming now reflected in the draft TIP. Many of these actions have been discussed in
greater detail, above.
F. ADMINISTRATIVE AMENDMENTS
Transfer of $106,000 of Regional STP funds allocated to
Clackamas County to the state in exchange for an equivalent
amount of state Gas Tax funds ($0.96 on the dollar).
Allocation of $30,000 of Regional STP funds previously allocated
to Clackamas County to conduct an EIS on widening of
Sunnyside Avenue from 1-205 to 172nd, to conformance of the
East Sunnyside Village traffic plan to multi-modal criteria of the
community master plan. This work is directly pertinent to the
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proposed EIS and the County has agreed to hold harmless the
EIS up to the original project estimate of $600,000.
G. PREVIOUS PROJECTS
Past policy endorsement of projects identified in the TIP. Previous programming of
Surface Transportation Program, Transportation Enhancement, Congestion
Mitigation/Air Quality, Interstate Maintenance, Interstate Transfer, Federal-Aid
Urban, National Highway System and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) program
funds are reaffirmed. Previous programming of ODOT highway funds scheduled for
expenditure in the region is reaffirmed as modified by the STIP reduction process.
TABLE 4
FY 94 METRO RESOLUTION ACTIONS
AFFECTING TIP PROGRAMMING
METRO
RES. NO. RESOLUTION TITLE AND EFFECT
93-1845A: ALLOCATED I-205 INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS TO THE SOUTH/NORTH
ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS AND COMMITTED LRT BOND MEASURE FUNDS AS
REPLACEMENT FUNDS (09-23-93). Allocated approximately $1.6 million for this
purpose.
93-1865: ESTABLISHED A FUNDING POOL IN THE AMOUNT OF $896,000 TO WASHINGTON
COUNTY FOR COMPLETION OF THE CEDAR HILLS/HALL BOULEVARD "ALTER-
NATE TO HIGHWAY 217 BIKE LANE SYSTEM" AS A REGIONAL CMAQ PROJECT
PRIORITY (10-14-93). Final action approving the Round 2 CMAQ project priorities;
see above for project descriptions.
93-1858B: ENDORSED ODOT REGION 1 PRIORITY FY 95, FY 96 AND FY 97 TRANSPORTA-
TION ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS FOR INCLUSION IN THE 1995-1998 TRANSPOR-
TATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (10-28-93). See above for project descriptions.
93-1874: PERMISSION FOR TRI-MET TO APPLY FOR SECTION 3 FUNDS IN THE REDI-
RECTED PROJECT BREAKEVEN ACCOUNT (12-23-93). Transferred three Banfield
System Completion projects into the newly created "Section 3: Westside Systems Com-
pletion Program" account together with $13,901 million of appropriated Section 3
Discretionary funds previously allocated to Project Breakeven. Deleted Project
Breakeven from the TIP and left the Gresham Park & Ride facility as an unfunded
system completion need in the TIP. Allocated approximately $3.9 million of "Section 3:
Rail Modernization" program funds to one Banfield System Completion project.
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TABLE 4
FY 94 METRO RESOLUTION ACTIONS
AFFECTING TIP PROGRAMMING (cont'd)
94-1890A: RECOMMENDED A PACKAGE OF PROGRAM REDUCTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO
THE OREGON TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION FOR INCORPORATION IN THE
1995 THROUGH 1998 STATE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (01-
27-94). This approved Metro's recommendation forOTC approval of approximately
$173 million of STIP construction program deferrals and reprogramming of $36.19
million for implementation of alternative mode project additions. The current status of
94-1900: ENDORSED THE NW 112TH LINEAR PARK FOR FUNDING AS PART OF ODOT
REGION 1 PRIORITIES FOR TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT FUNDING IN THE
1995-1998 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (02-24-94). This finalized
approval of the Round 2 Transportation Enhancement program funds.
94-1905: ALLOCATED FUNDS TO SUPPORT THE OREGON TRANSPORTATION FINANCE
COMMITTEE PUBLIC OUTREACH PROGRAM (02-24-94). This allocated $8,700 for
continuation of work on the Oregon Transportation Finance Study (formerly the Oregon
Roads Finance Study.)
94-1916: APPROVED ADOPTION OF THE FY 95 UNIFIED WORK PROGRAM (3/10/94. This
action also allocated $70,000 of Regional STP funds as partial support of a study to
assess commodity goods movement relative to the anticipated 2040 transportation
network.
94-1937: ALLOCATED FUNDS TO SUPPORT THE EXTENSION OF WESTSIDE LIGHT RAIL
TO THE CITY OF HILLSBORO (final adoption pending). This resolution allocated an
additional $8 million of Section 9 revenue to the Hillsboro Extension in FY 96 ($30
million total allocation) and programmed $75 million of Section 3 revenue anticipated as
an amendment of the Westside Full Funding Grant Agreement.
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III. STATUS OF FUNDING PROGRAMS
The TIP encompasses Federal-Aid programs relating to highways and transit. In
addition, it includes transportation projects funded from state and local sources.
Some $228 million is being sought from the Federal Government this year for
improving our region's transportation system. The money, however, comes through
various mechanisms - each with different requirements and local funding
responsibilities and with varying policies concerning match funding. These are
discussed below.
A. INTERMODAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY ACT OF 1991
(ISTEA)
The policy declaration which begins this relatively new Act states that its purpose is
"to develop a National Intermodal Transportation System that is economically
efficient, environmentally sound, provides the foundation for the Nation to compete
in the global economy and will move people and goods in an energy-efficient
manner." The Act contains major new features including:
De-emphasis of highway construction and maintenance as denoted by the
tide - "Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991" (emphasis
added).
Authorization is for a six-year period from FY 1992 through FY 1997.
Changes name of "Urban Mass Transportation Administration" to "Federal
Transit Administration."
Transit match ratios for Section 3 and Section 9 are increased to 80%;
operating assistance is 50% as in the past.
Interstate Transfer and Federal-Aid Urban funding currently programmed
in the TIP will remain available until the funds are expended.
Funding Programs Added in FY 92.
The ISTEA created several new program categories. They include the following:
National Highway System Program
State Surface Transportation Program
State Surface Transportation Program (Safety)
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Regional Surface Transportation Program
Regional Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality Program (CMAQ)
State Transportation Enhancement(TE) Program
National Highway System (NHS)
Provides funding for a new National Highway System, composed of Interstate
highways and other primary roads. Interstate maintenance is considered part of the
program funding total. The NHS will become the new focus of the Federal-Aid
Program following the completion of the Interstate Highway System. Up to 50% of
program funds can be transferred by the state to the more flexible Surface
Transportation Program, or 100% if approved by the U.S. Secretary of Transportation.
Surface Transportation Program (STP)
STP funds derive from a new flexible block grant-type program category which
provides funds for a broad range of transportation uses and which consolidates the
former functions of the Federal Aid Interstate Secondary, Urban, and Primary
programs. STP funds are allocated both to ODOT and to Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPO). A portion of the state's funds are taken "off the top" for safety
projects. The 1995 TIP tracks projects funded by:
The Regional Surf ace Transportation Program; and <
The State Surface Transportation Program (includes safety-related projects);
Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality Program
CMAQ funded projects are intended to help urban areas achieve air quality
standards mandated by the 1990 Clear Air Act and to reduce urban congestion. For
practical purposes the program has been interpreted by federal authorities to direct
funds toward transportation projects in Clean Air Act non-attainment areas (as in the
Portland area) for ozone and carbon monoxide. Funds are used for projects which
will contribute to meeting the attainment of national ambient area air quality
standards; the federal share is approximately 90 percent with 10 percent state or local
for all eligible projects except for pedestrian and bicycle projects which enjoy only an
80/20 match rado.
Transit and ISTEA
As a result of ISTEA, all activities are now allocated by formula with the exception of
1) Section 3 Capital Grants for new rail or fixed guideway systems; 2) Section 3
Capital Grants for bus and bus-related projects, and 3) the national portion of the
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Planning and Research Program. Approximately 76 percent of the FTA program
resource is now delivered by formula apportionment.
The Section 3 Program at the federal level provides 40 percent of funds for
fixed-guideway modernization, 40 percent for new fixed-guideway systems and
extensions, and 20 percent for buses and bus-related equipment and facilities. The
program is funded for six years with a federal share of project costs of 80 percent.
However, negotiations with FTA in this region have resulted in funding agreements
with a variety of federal participation ratios ranging from 75 percent for the Westside
LRT project and 66 percent for the Hillsboro Extension project.
Other programs include:
Section 9 for capital and operating expenses with federal shares of 80
percent and 50 percent respectively. Section 9 funds may be applied for
highway projects in Transportation Management Areas (TMA) if all needs
related to the Americans with Disabilities Act are met, the MPO approves
and there is a balanced local approach to funding highways and transit (no
Section 9 funds are allocated to road purposes in the region).
Section 16(b)(2) funds for elderly and disabled persons may go to private,
nonprofit organizations or to public bodies to provide for capital costs or
for capital costs of contracting for services. Allocation of Section 16(b)(2)
funds are overseen by Tri-Met in cooperation with ODOT in the Portland
metropolitan area.
B. REGIONALLY CONTROLLED HIGHWAY PROGRAMS
Regional STP Program
The current six-year projection of Regional STP funding is $58,551 million. This
projection is based actual FY 92-94 appropriations and assumption of a percentage
increase of FY 95 - 97 appropriations equal to total annual STP authorization
increases mandated in the ISTEA. This yields the following schedule of program
increases:
Regional STP Funding Assumptions
19.84% above base yr
19.87% above base yr
19.87% above base yr
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FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
92
93
94
95
96
97
(Appropriated)
(Appropriated)
(Appropriated)
(est.)
(est.)
(est.)
Six-Year Total
$8.72
$8.70
$9.76
$10.45
$10.46
$10.46
$58.55
mil.
mil.
mil.
mil.
mil.
mil.
mil.
McLoughlin PE $ 920,721
223rd Connector (207th) 2,637,581
Johnson Creek Boulevard 897,150
Misc./Reserves Under $500,000 3,255,702
Total $ 7,711,154
And those using remaining funds on the transit side are:
1-205 Buslane Withdrawal 15,941,283
The fiscal year 94 appropriation of transit/highway funds did not account for a
transfer of funds between accounts. The highway "side" thus has a positive balance
that should be allocated to transit purposes. The transfer is as follows:
Transit to Highway Transfers:
Metro Planning (Transit) -$43,3 05
Metro Planning (Highway) $43,305
Federal-Aid Urban (FAU) System Program
The FAU program has been eliminated under ISTEA and replaced by the STP
program through which the Metro region receives annual allocations. Resolution No.
92-1644 established administrative procedures between Metro and ODOT for use and
exchange of remaining FAU funds for an equal amount of State STP funds having an
availability of four years. Highlights of the Resolution provide for the following:
1. Metro may request of ODOT that FAU fund balances be
exchanged for STP funds and that any remaining amounts
currently programmed for FAU projects in the TIP be allocated
to corresponding projects under the STP program.
2. Metro and ODOT's Salem Program Section will mutually
establish the Metro areas annual authority and six-year
obligation authority in order to assure compatibility between
Metro and statewide program ceiling limitations.
3. Annual programmed amounts may vary from annual
allocations by mutual agreement of ODOT and Metro subject to
ODOT ability to accommodate shifts relative to the statewide
program and subject to the region's assurance that future
authority will be available on a one-for-one basis.
There still remain FAU balances amounting to some $600,000 which must be
obligated by the end of FY 94. Approximately $8.25 million of FAU appropriations
were converted to State STP funds in FY 93 to avoid their lapse. The combined total
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of these funds are tracked in the FY 95 TIP as the FAU/STP Replacement Program
with a control total of $8.8 million. Approximately $3.3 million has been obligated
since FY 93. About $2.5 is anticipated to be obligated by the end of FY 94. Another
$1.7 million of mostly miscellaneous reserve funds remains to be obligated by the
City of Portland and $1.2 million more in the rest of the region. The largest
shareholder for the region is Clackamas County with $933,000 retained for the
McLoughlin Boulevard - Harrison Street through Milwaukie CBD project which is
remains largely undefined at this time. The precise mix of residual FAU funds and
traded STP funds was being determined by ODOT Headquarters staff at the time of
this publications.
C. STATE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
The Highway Division in the past has biennially published a Six-Year Highway
Improvement program which has essentially targeted highway improvements. That
publication has now been replaced in keeping with the broad interest of ODOT and
the multi-modal policy emphasis that has occurred at the national level. The current
publication (1995-1998 Six-Year Transportation Improvement Program) lists major
activities expected to be under way over the next four years of the Aeronautics,
Highway, Public Transit, and Rail programs. The state highway projects listed in
Metro's TIP were extracted from ODOT's proposed TIP (August 1993) and comprise
the "State Highway Program Section" section.
As has been previously discussed the State's FY 1993 through 1998 Six-Year Program
was some $400 million out of balance. ODOT Region 1 staff and Metro cooperated to
identify a recommended package of construction program cuts and deferrals totalling
approximately $173 million and reallocation of approximately $34 million to projects
of benefit to alternative transportation modes. This agreement is reflected in the
Metro FY 95 TIP although it will not be finalized until adoption by the Oregon
Transportation Commission in July 1994. If the OTC amends the recommendation,
the Metro TIP will be amended accordingly.
Criteria.
The guiding objectives of the recommendations are to craft an ODOT Program that
strengthens consistency with federal and state directives contained in ISTEA, the
Clean Air Act, the OTP and the Transportation Planning Rule, to reduce reliance on
Single Occupant Vehicle travel, increase multi-modal transportation options and
improve air quality. The recommendation creates a program that:
Maintains and preserves existing transportation infrastructure investment;
Funds critical safety projects; and
Funds those regionally significant highway projects that are:
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a. of critical need to the multi-modal transportation system
b. substantially supported by local overmatch made in anticipation of
state completion;
c. likely to proceed on schedule;
d. linked to construction and enhanced operation of the Westside LRT;
e. important to the flow of commodities and goods; and
f. justified by high technical ranking.
The recommended Program allocates no funding to highway projects not currently in
the TIP and defers to the Development element those projects previously identified
for construction now left unfunded.
Program Highlights.
Interstate Maintenance. The Interstate 4R Program has been replaced with the 3R
Program which is mostly referred to as the Interstate Maintenance Program (IM). It
provides funds for resurfacing, restoring, and rehabilitating Interstate highways.
Reconstruction is eligible but cannot add capacity unless primary use is
high-occupancy lanes. Projects classed as Interstate Maintenance by the state have
been included in this section.
Highway Bridge Replacement
This program was established to replace or repair bridges that have structural
deficiencies and physical deterioration. Funding for HBR projects is 80 percent
federal and 20 percent state or local. The program (ISTEA) is basically unchanged
from previous years in its formula and requirements.
Hazard Elimination System
The Hazard Elimination System (HES) funds safety projects under $500,000 and
which are categorically exempt from NEPA review (i.e., they cannot generate
environmental impacts of any sort).
State Highway Funds Financing. This TIP update incorporates categories devoted to
state funding - State Modernization, State Operations, and Access Oregon Highways
wherein the state participates in part or in whole in the development of a project and
its funding. The projects use funds generated by the Fuel and Equivalent Truck
taxes. The Modernization projects would generally create new highway capacity.
The Operations projects are essentiall safety oriented and are limited to elimination of
operational deficiencies with provision of only incidental capacity expansion. The
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Access Oregon Highways program consists of funding for EIS completion only on
several large highway expansion proposals.
Bicycle Transportation and Pedestrian Walkways . ORS Chapter 366 requires that
bicycle trails and footpaths be considered on all state and federally funded highway,
road or street construction, reconstruction or relocation projects, with certain
exceptions: where establishment would be contrary to public safety; where cost
would be disproportionate to need or probable use; and where sparsity of population
or other factors indicate an absence of any need. Sources of bikeway funds include
the Oregon State Highway fund and, when approved by FHWA, federal highway
funds. Federal funds are matched at the same ratio as for the highway to which the
bikeway is accessory. Other bikeway projects are funded by state and local revenues.
State Surface Transportation Program. The Surface Transportation Program (STP) is a
new block grant-type program that may be used by the states and localities for any
roads (including NHS) that are not functionally classified as local or rural minor
collectors. Transit capital projects are also eligible under this program. Funding is
approximately 90 percent federal and 10 percent state or local. ISTEA mandates that
a portion of the Oregon's entire STP allocation be suballocated to metropolitan areas
with population in excess of 200,000. These funds support the Regional STP program
discussed previously. Another portion is allocated to the state to expend anywhere
within the state. The portion of these funds that; ODOT has allocated to the Portland
region are reported in the Metro TIP as the State STP Program.
ODOT and Metro have cooperated in an agreement to "flex" nearly $41 million, or
almost 60 percent of the total of $69 million of State controlled STP funds allocated to
the Portland region to directly support transit, including:
construction of the Hillsboro LRT Extension project ($22 million);
improved ground transportation connections to the LRT system ($9
million);
miscellaneous transit capital needs ($9 million); and
1-84: Gateway Park & Ride Lot ($861,000).
An additional $7.16 million is being reserved to construct prbjects of benefit to
alternative modes including support of transit oriented development projects, bike
and pedestrian facilities and other right of way projects recommended as part of the
Congestion Management System and up to $1.05 million of Port of Portland related
Intermodal facility improvements.
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Finally, another $9 million is being reserved to implement yet to be determined right
of way and/or alternative mode projects that respond to the Region 2040 land form
decision expected in summer of FY 95.
Approximately $5.4 million has been obligated to reconstruct the Sunset/185th
Interchange. The balance of approximately $7 million is either obligated or allocated
to highway safety and preservation projects.
National Highway System Program . This includes Interstate routes, a large
percentage of urban and rural principal arterials, the defense strategic highway
network, and strategic highway connectors. Funding is 90 percent federal and 10
percent state; if used on Interstate facilities, 92 percent federal and 8 percent state.
D. FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION PROGRAMS
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) carries out the federal mandate to improve
urban mass transportation. It is the principal source of federal financial assistance to
help urban areas (and, to some extent, non-urban areas) plan, develop and improve
comprehensive mass transportation systems. The FTA's programs of financial aid
include, but are not limited to, the following:
Section 9 formula grant program covering capital and operating
expenses at 80 percent federal, 20 percent local for capital funding,
and 50 percent federal for operating expenses. For FY 1994, some
$14.5 million is programmed.
Section 3 discretionary and formula capital grant program at 80
percent federal, 20 percent local funding.
Section 9 Program
Section 9 funds are committed to the region by formula allocation of annual
congressional appropriations. Appropriations for FY 92, 93 and 94 are known.
Appropriations for FY 95 through 97 are estimates. Federal Section 9 appropriations
over the last ten years have averaged only 85 percent of authorizations. Therefore,
Section 9 revenue during FY 95 through 97 is assumed to be only 85 percent of the
legislatively authorized funds. The FY 93 appropriation was even lower and this
trend has been factored. However, FY 94 exceeded the projection by approximately
$550,000. The resulting projection of annual Section 9 revenue is shown in the
Section 9 Revenue table, below:
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Projected Section 9 Revenue:
Prior Year Grants $118,110 mil. (obligations)
FY 93 7.225 mil. (actual carryover)
FY 94 14.824 mil. (actual approp.)
FY 95 14.824 mil. (projected auth.)
. FY 96 14.824 mil. (projected auth.)
FY 97 17.048 mil, (projected auth.)
TOTAL $186,855 mil.
The FY 95 TIP programs approximately $64 million of revenue from FY 95 though FY
98. One item of note concerns changes in the allocation of funds to work phases of
the Westside LRT Extension to Hillsboro. The Hillsboro Extension Locally Preferred
Alternative was selected in April 1993. Section 9 and Section 3 funds were allocated
to conclude the Final EIS, including approximately $875,000 of $22 million
programmed in FY 93 for construction activity scheduled for 1994. A Letter of No
Prejudice was obtained so that the funds transferred to complete the EIS would
continue to be counted toward the "1/3-1/3-1/3" Local-Federal-Discretionary funding
package agreed to in 1993 for the Extension project. In FY 94, an additional $8
million of Section 9 funding authority was approved for FY 96 ($30 million total
Section 9 allocation) to reflect estimated system cost increases. This increase was
necessary to secure FTA approval of the Hillsboro EIS and issuance of a Letter of No
Prejudice for advancing the Extension project using local funds. This programming
action is addressed in greater detail in the Westside Program discussion, below.
Another $24 million is spread to three other capital projects including bus purchases
and retrofitting Banfield LRT vehicles with air conditioning. Tri-Met has also
included annual allocation of $3.5 million of operating funds in FY 95, 96 and 97
($10.5 million total operating) compared to previous years which averaged $4-$5
million annually. No assumption is made regarding operating revenue in FY 98. Tri-
Met thus continues to decrease reliance of Section 9 revenue for operational costs,
following the trend of decreasing federal support for transit operating assistance,
federal is continuing a trend of reduced allocation of Section 9 . These programming
changes eliminate the substantial unallocated reserves that have been carried over the
previous two years. In total, the Section 9 program described in the FY 95 TIP is
fiscally constrained to revenue appropriated through FY 94 and federal revenues
reasonably anticipated in future years.
Section 3 Programs
The regions's Section 3 Program is currently composed of four major subdivisions.
These are:
Section 3: Discretionary Capital
Section 3: Rail Modernization Formula Funds
Section 3: Westside Light Rail Program (FFGA)
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Section 3: Westside Systems Completion projects
Section 3: Discretionary Capital. Projects proposed for FY 1995 Section 3
Discretionary Capital program funding include:
. City of Gresham Park & Ride: $4,500,000
. Banfield Station Low-Floor Vehicle Retrofit: $5,925,000
Section 3: Rail Modernization Formula Funds. Fiscal year 1994 marks the seventh
year of Banfield LRT revenue service and thus, the first year of regional eligibility for
Rail Modernization funds. Based on projection of first year appropriation levels, Tri-
Met anticipates the following revenue stream through completion of the ISTEA
authorization:
Rail Modernization Revenue:
Prior Year Grants: $0
Obligations to date: 0
Firm Carryover: 639,809 (BLRT Reserve transfer)
FY 94 Appropriation 1,043,553
FY 95 Projection: 1,190,000
FY 96 Projection: 1,190,000
FY 97 Projection: 1,190,000
TOTAL: 7,633,362
First year funds of $1,683,362 were allocated to final engineering, support services
and contingencies for three Banfield system completion projects needed to optimize
integration of Banfield and Westside LRT service. An additional $3.9 million has
been allocated to construction of Banfield System Operation Control improvements.
Approximately $2.4 million is held in reserve pending additional prioritization of
projects.
Westside Corridor Light Rail Project (Section 3 Statutory Authorization). Over the
last five years, the Region has been heavily engaged in planning the Westside Light
Rail program, an extension of the MAX light rail system from Downtown Portland to
Hillsboro. This project represents the region's top transit priority.
In December 1991, Congress authorized the expenditure of up to $515,995 million of
Section 3 funds to support the Westside extension. In April 1992, Resolution No.
92-1598 amended the TIP and endorsed an overall Westside Light Rail Transit
funding package. The Resolution recognized two elements of the project: extension
of light rail from Downtown Portland to SW 185th, and extension from SW 185th to
Hillsboro. In July 1992, Tri-Met submitted a revised grant application to the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) for constructing the first program phase: a construction
of the Westside Light Rail to SW 185th. The Full Funding Grant Agreement
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subsequently approved by FTA authorized a multi-year award of $515,995 million for
this project. The extension to SW 185th will be 75 percent funded with federal
Section 3 program funds and 25 percent funded with a state/local share. (Additional
detail regarding the Westside to 185th funding agreement is contained in the
Westside Appendix of this TIP.)
Section 7 of the Full Funding Grant Agreement authorized an amendment to include
extension of the project to downtown Hillsboro upon conclusion of the project EIS
and appropriation of federal funds by Congress. It was agreed that the Extension
would be funded with one-third state/regional funds, one-third Section 3
Discretionary funds, and one-third flexible federal funds; Metro Resolution No. 92-
1598 committed $22 million of Regional STP funds, $22 million of State STP funds
and $22 million of Tri-Met Section 9 funds for the Hillsboro extension.
In FY 94 the Hillsboro Final EIS identified construction costs totalling $27 million in
excess of previous estimates. In order to secure FTA approval of the EIS and a Letter
of No Prejudice needed to advance the project, an additional $8 million of Section 9
Reserve funds were allocated to the Extension project by Tri-Met/Metro action ($30
million total Section 9). Tri-Met also allocated an additional $10 million of general
revenue funds. This $19 million was composed of funds previously earmarked to
purchase new buses directly related to increased service demands expected with
startup of Hillsboro LRT service. Therefore, in the FY 95 TIP, the state and Metro
commit an additional $9 million each of STP funds ($18 million total) to assure that
these service demands are met. On the federal side, FTA has authorized Contingent
Commitment of an additional $8 million of Section 3 funds by FTA. This represents
an earmark against Section 3 Discretionary funds anticipated in the FY 1998 federal
transit authorization bill.
Three years into the Full Funding Grant Agreement schedule (through the Federal FY
94) $175 million of Section 3 FFGA funds have been awarded by FTA, which is $28.4
million less than anticipated by the schedule. These "short funds" have been
rescheduled to FY 95 ($6 million), FY 96 ($6 million) and FY 97 ($16.4 million). To
date, this reduced pace of Westside obligations has not required expenditure of
Hillsboro local funds to maintain the Westside to 185th construction schedule.
With approval of the Hillsboro Letter of No Prejudice, FTA has authorized blending
of the two projects for purposes of cash flow accounting into the Integrated
Westside/Hillsboro LRT Project (Metro ID #206). This account programs a total of
$590,995,000 of Section 3 Discretionary funds: $515,995 million towards the Westside
to 185th project and $75 million toward the Hillsboro Extension segment, (an increase
of $8 million above funds previously authorized). The entire "Hillsboro" component
of trtis funding package is scheduled after FY 97 which denotes that these funds are
recognized by FTA only as a contingent commitment against funds as yet
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unauthorized by Congress. However, again, this does not preclude the region from
using the blended program funds to advance both projects prior to FY 98.
Section 3: Westside Systems Completion Projects. This is a program created in FY
94. It contains a set of project which are necessary to efficient functioning of a
combined Banfield and Westside LRT system. It currently contains three projects
which were deferred during Banfield construction.
Section 3 "Trade" Funding. These are funds committed through a $76.8 million
Section 3 Letter of Intent issued May 14,1982. The funds are restricted to bus capital
purposes but are flexible as to the particular bus capital purpose. With the exception
of final auditing, this program is closed and is included in the TIP only for historical
reference. It will be deleted from the TIP in FY 1996.
Miscellaneous Light Rail Activity.
Low Floor Vehicles. In April 1992, the Tri-Met Board of Directors authorized the
acquisition of 29 "low-floor" light rail vehicles in the Westside Project and the grant
application. This decision was made in part to comply with the 1990 Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA); the low floor vehicles are a superior alternative to Banfield-
style mechanical lifts. In FY 1995, Tri-Met is seeking Section 3 Discretionary funds to
retrofit Banfield system loading platforms to accommodate the new vehicle floor
heights.
Sunset Highway Improvements. In addition to the Westside LRT, over $100 million
in highway/transit-related construction improvements are planned in the Sunset
Highway Corridor between the Zoo and Highway 217. These changes will be
managed by ODOT. Construction of highway improvements will be coordinated
with construction of the light rail program. The original schedule and scope of these
projects was a central focus of the STIP reduction process concluded in FY 94. These
highway improvements are expected to use a blend of federal and state funds in a
package approved by the Oregon Transportation Commission. The FY 95 TIP has
been revised to reflect the following schedule of projects on US-26:
• Cedar Hills Blvd. Interchange to SW 76th Avenue (concluded)
• SW 82nd Place (Golf Creek Access Road) (concluded)
• Highlands (Zoo) Interchange (concluded)
• Sylvan Interchange to Highlands Interchange (anticipated r94)
• Camelot Interchange to Sylvan Interchange ('96)
• Beaverton/Tigard Highway to Camelot Interchange (post-FY 98)
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IV. THE QUARTERLY TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
In 1985, by Resolution No. 85-592, the Metro Council amended procedures governing
the TIP management process. These revisions were precipitated by a desire to
streamline the process for routine amendments to the TIP while ensuring proper
attention is paid by TPAC, JPACT and the Metro Council for amendments of
significance. In this manner, the time of various committees can be used more
productively and response to jurisdictions for routine amendments can be expedited.
The changes accelerate the TIP process while maintaining compliance with federal,
state and local requirements in preparation and maintenance of the TIP. The
procedures provide for administratively adding to the TIP, at the option of Metro
staff, new projects not significantly affecting roadway capacity:
Safety improvements;
Bridge replacements not exceeding $2 million;
Interstate 3R (formerly 4R) resurfacing/rehabilitation improvements-not
exceeding $2 million;
State Priority 3 (along state highways) and Priority 4 (local routes) Bike
funds;
Emergency projects involving imminent public safety hazards; and
Additions to previously approved projects (such as Parts and Equipment,
Signal programs, Overlay programs, etc.).
The procedures require that monthly notification be provided to TPAC and quarterly
notification to JPACT of all TIP additions noted above. All other project additions to
the TIP require an adopting resolution (policy action) approving a specific new
project as a priority for use of a particular category of federal funds. The procedures
also provide for amendments to the TIP for previously approved projects on the
following basis:
Administrative Adjustments;
1. Transfer of funds between different phases of a project and different
program years within previously approved funding levels.
2. Transfer of funds between projects within a jurisdiction and within
previously approved funding levels; transfers between jurisdictions
require the approval, of each affected jurisdiction; must be
accompanied by a statement as to the impact on the project
relinquishing funds; and requires monthly report to TPAC and
quarterly report to JPACT for all transfers in excess of $100,000.
Adjustments by Resolution:
1. Funding transfers between projects resulting in an increase or
decrease in funding allocation greater than 50 percent.
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2. Increased allocation of funds to a jurisdiction in excess of the
level previously authorized.
In preparation of this report - the FY 1995 TIP - information in the Quarterly TIP
(where applicable) served as its basis with unobligated balances and federal
obligations (where available) being processed through April, 1994.
Information to process Interstate Withdrawal funds in the Quarterly TIP is provided
by the USDOT in the form of summary reports (HNG-13) which describe the fiscal
status, and ledger reports which detail obligations by specific project. Information to
process weekly project updates for FAU and Interstate Transfer programs is
furnished by the Program Section of ODOT. The procedures outlined above require
revision to account for the cessation of suballocation of funding to individual
jurisdictions resulting from ISTEA.
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V. GENERAL COMMENTS
Private Enterprise Participation.
In accordance with UMTA (FTA) Circular 7005.1, recipients of FTA funding are
required to develop a process for considering the capability of private providers to
perform mass transportation and related support services. They are also required to
provide periodic documentation on the results of implementation of the policy. This
requirement falls both on Metro as the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
and Tri-Met as the principal provider of transit services and FTA grant recipient.
Specifically, Metro is required to adopt a policy which provides for consideration of
private enterprises in local transit service planning, ensure a fair resolution of
disputes and certify at the time of submission of the annual Transportation
Improvement Program that the local process is being followed. The policy is
intended to respond to the above requirements while recognizing that the principal
responsibility for involving the private sector should rest with Tri-Met since it is the
only operator in the Portland region. In accordance with these requirements,
Tri-Mef s compliance with the policy to ensure private sector participation is YET TO
BE DETERMINED.
Financial Capacity.
On March 30, 1987, UMTA (FTA) issued Circular 7008.1 which requires transit
agencies and MPOs to evaluate the financial ability of transit agencies to construct
and operate projects proposed in the TIP. Tri-Mef s Finance Administration has
conducted an analysis of the District's ability to fund the capital improvements
appearing in the TIP. The results ARE YET TO BE DETERMINED.
Certification of the Urban Transportation Planning Process.
ISTEA mandates that as part of compliance with federal metropolitan planning
requirements, the TIP is to explicitly address 15 planning factors. This evaluation is
included in the TIP at Appendix D.
ODOT and Metro have certified that the planning process carried out by Metro is in
conformance with requirements established as a prerequisite for receipt of federal
highway and transit funding. This certification is documented in Resolution No. 94-
1917 and its attachments (Appendix E).
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Title 23 U.S.C. and the Federal Transit Act, as amended by ISTEA, prohibits
programming of federal funds for highway or transit projects that provide a signifi-
cant increase in SOV capacity in TMAs that are nonattainment for carbon monoxide
and/or ozone, unless the project results from an approved Congestion Management
System. The preliminary analysis of this issue indicates that only one project is
currently programmed that has yet to comply with this requirement: Metro ID #855
Beavercreek Rd Extension (Red Soils - Beavercreek Rd. to Warner-Milne.
Air Quality.
Clean Air Act of 1990 - Transitional Conformity. The TIP has not yet been found to
comply with the Transitional Conformity Determination Rule finalized in November
of 1993 pursuant to the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. The TIP has been found
to be consistent with the most recent estimates of mobile source emissions (the 1994
Conformity Determination); provides for the expeditious implementation of
transportation control measures; and contributes to annual emission reductions
consistent with Section 182(b)(l) and 187(a)(7) of the Act.
The preliminary Conformity Network Table which will be used as the basis for
quantitative modeling of the air quality effects of the FY 95 TIP is included in
Appendix F. NOTE: This table has not been updated to reflect current expectations
of probable project slippages from FY 95 to FY 96 (two milepost years). In addition,
several projects are not yet included because system impacts have not yet been
determined for modeling purposes (including I-5/Kruse Way Interchange phase 1
and 2; and the 1-205/Sunnybrook Split Diamond Interchange project. These projects
will be included in the final Conformity Determination Analysis which will be
concluded prior to October 1,1995.
This incomplete table is included at this time to afford the maximum possible public
review of the Conformity process. Additional information regarding the Conformity
Determination will be made available as the analysis gets underway in June.
Local Projects of Regional Significance. The federal Metropolitan Planning Rule
finalized in October 1993 requires the Metro TIP to identify locally funded projects of
regional significance. The primary intent of this requirement is to assure
documentation of projects which do not receive federal funds but which have a
potential to effect regional attainment and/or maintenance of federal air quality
standards. The desired documentation is two-fold: 1) calculation of emissions which
may result from such projects so that they will be quantified in the Conformity
Determination process discussed above, and 2) identification of committed funding
so that "proof" that the modelled air quality impacts (either positive or negative) will
occur. Appendix F contains a Draft Table which lists these projects as they are
known to Metro as of May 1994. The Table also shows the capacity effects that will
be used in the Conformity Determination modeling process. Metro does not yet have
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in place a system for tracking local project cost data. However, the Draft Table
represents those projects considered by their local sponsors to be "legitimate" and
which have a high probability of implementation within the identified schedule.
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SECTION 2: SIX-YEAR PROGRAM SUMMARY TABLES

Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Inprovemeat Program
In Federal Dollars
Regional Surface Transportation Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures fay Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Post 1996 Authorized
REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM PROJECTS
•••1 LOWER BOONBS FERRY RD - MADRONA TO SW JEAN (CLACKAMAS)*
Constr 0 300,000 0
Total 0 300,000 0
•••2 REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM RESERVE*******4
Reserve 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
•••3 OREGON TRANSPORTATION FINANCE STUDY; SYSTEM STUDY '94*1
Sys Study 125,447 8,700 0
Total 125,447 8,700 0
•••4 FY 93-94 SIGNAL RETIMING (CITY OF PORTLAND)•••*••*••*•'
Pre Eng 6 125,000 0
Total 0 125,000 0
•••5 METRO PLANNING*•••••
Pre Eng 3,148,812
Total 3,14 6,812
»•#••••«•••••••••
0 325,000
0 325,000
•••6 FY 93-94 ROAD REHABILITATION (CITY OF PORTLAND)'
Constr 575,946 1,718,516 0
Total 575,948 1,718,516 0
•••7 BURQARD INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT (
Pra Eng 0 100,000
Total 0 100,00 0
CITY OF PORTLAND)1
0
0
>•»•••••
0
0
• • • • • • • • • • 5 8 •00-000**'
0
0
•••••••••100 *00-000**<
0
0
00000*FAO9473*703«
0 0
0 0
00000*na*na***na*
0 0
0 0
•111 •oo-000***00000*STP*****na*
0 0 0
0 0 0
******0****
300,000
300,000
******0****
0
0
*******0****
134,147
134,147
..........123 «93-054'
0
0
>.........126 «80-404»*
0
0
••••••••••141 *91-013A*
0
0
..........142 »93-055'
o
••06 973'STP*****na"•••••••
0 0
0 0
00000*VARvar**na*
0 0
0 0
*0697i«STP* •••'tia*
0 0
0 0
**06974*STP*****na*
•••8 COLOMBIA BLVD FEASIBILTY STUDY (CITY OF PORTLAND)••••••
Sys Study 0 150,000 0
Total 0 150,000 0
• • • 9 TRANSIT PREFERENTIAL CORRIDOR STUDY (CITY OF PORTLAND) *
Pre Eng 0 8 0,000 0
Total 0 80,000 0
••10 SOOTH PORTLAND CIRCULATION STUDY (CITY OF PORTLAND)•••«
Sys Study 0 120,000 0
Total 0 120,000 0
••11 SOUTHERN TRIANGLE STUDY (CITY OF PORTLAND)••••••••••••<
Pre Eng 0 32,000 0
Total 0 32,000 0
••12 FY 93-94 SIGNAL SAFETY REMODELS (CITY OF PORTLAND)•••••
Pre Eng 0 30,000 0
Constr 0 215,000 0
Total 0 245,000 0
«••••••••»•««143 •00-000**'
'•••••••145
0
00000*STP*"
0
0
••13 BUS PURCHASES (TRI-MET)•••••••••••
Non-Hwy Cp 0 0
Total 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
••••••••154
9,000,000
9,000,000
•93-056*
•93-053*
•00-000*
••08042
0
0
••06975
0
0
••06972
0
0
0
••00000
0
0
•STP**»*
•STP"** *
*STP«**«
*OR*var*
»*14 92ND AVENUE - IDLEMAND TO COUNTY LINE (CLACKAMAS) •••••••«
Pre Eng , 0 o 150,000
Total 0 0 150,000
••15 SUNNYSIDB ROAD - 1-205 TO 172ND {CLACKAMAS)•••••••••••••«
Env Study 0 570,000 0
Total 0 57 0,0 0 0 0
•93-134***07167*STP****'
•07051*STP****'
0
125,000
125,000
*****0****
3,473,812
3,473,612
2,294,464
2,294,464
100,000
100,000
150,000
150,000
80,000
80,000
• ••«!)••••
120,000
120,000
32,000
32,000
30,000
215,0 00
245,000
9,000,000
9,000,000
• ••••*()•*•*
150,000
150,000
570,000
570,000
••16 EAST SUNNYSIDE VILLAGE CIRCULATION SYSTEM (CLACKAMAS) ••••••••*
Pre Eng 0 30,000 0 0
Total 0 30,000 0 0
••17 CORNELL R D . - CORNELIUS PASS RD TO JOHN OLSEN AVE (WASHINGTON)
Pre Eng 0 0 0 0
Constr 1,115,463 0 0 0
Total 1,115,463 0 0 0
•163 •••••••«
0
0
•171 •00-000'
0
0
0
•07434*STP*«««1
0
0
0
•••0«**«
30,000
30,000
1,115,463
1,115.463
« # «
#«« ##« *##
##### ##### #####
Approved Program Years
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal T«ara 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanized Area
Zn Faderal Dollar*
Effective Octob«r 1, 1994
Regional Surface Transportation Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditure* by Federal Fiscal Yaar
Obligatad 1994 199S 1996 1997 1996 Post 1998 Authorized
REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM PROJECTS
(Continued)
••18 IMTEORATBD NSSTSXDE/HXIiLSBORO UlT PROJECT«»*»«*«»"«******«""************206 •00-000*«»06595*TRA*••••na*«««»«*»«O»*«*
Hon-Hwy Cp 0 11,000,000 11,000,000 0 0 0 0 22,000,000
Total ' 0 11,000,000 11,000,000 0 0 0 0 22,000,000
••19 MARXNS DR WIDEHIHG TO FOUR IAMB - 1-5 TO RXVKRQATS (COP)••••••••••••••••••298 »o*•••••••0***»•FAU9962*120*««*••••2«*«•
Constr 0 1,700,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,700,000
Total 0 1,700,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,700,000
••20 REGIONAL 2040 RESERVE*****•**•**••*******••*••*•********•*******•***•*****381 «00-000*•*00000*STP*•********•••***0••*•
Reserve 0 0 0 11,217,092 0 0 0 11,217,092
Total 0 0 0 11,217,092 0 . 0 0 11,217,092
••21 HB SANDY BV TO HE GLISAN ST - 223RD CONNECTOR/207TH (MULTNOMAH) •••••• •••••864 ••••••••••••••• «FAU9867 *726 *••••• ••0»»* •
Constr 0 1,825,257 2,533,621 0 0 0 0 4,358,878
Total 0 1,825,257 2,533,621 0 0 0 0 4,358,878
••22 33D TO 33C TRANSFER**********"******•••••*••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••899 •00-000*•*00000*STP*****2**••••*•**0•••*
Constr 0 5,516,779 0 0 0 0 0 5,516,779
Total 0 5,516,779 0 0 0 0 0 5,516,779
••23 33C TO 33D TRANSFERS************** •**•*•*•••••*••**•••***••••**•*••••*****900 *00T000*••00000*STP*••••••••••••*••()••••
Other 0 -5,516,779 0 0 0 0 0 -5,516,779
Total 0 -5,516,779 0 0 0 0 0 -5,516,779
••24 33C TO STATE GAS TAX*•••••*•*••••••••*•••••••••••••••••*•*•••••••••••**•**901 *00-000*••00000*STP*•••••••••••••**0••••
Other 0 106,000 0 0 0 0 0 106,000
Total 0 106,000 0 0 0 0 0 106,000
••25 JOHNSON CREEK BV - LINWOOD AV TO 82ND AV (CIACKAMAS) ••**•••*••••*•••• *****905 *00-000* •• 00000*PAU9704 *703 ••••••• *0* •••
Constr 0 0 249,218 0 0 0 0 249,218
Total 0 0 249,218 0 0 0 0 249,218
••26 OR206 - 209TH AVENUE TO 167TH (WASHINGTON) •••••*••••«••*•••••••••••••••• **934 *00-000 • **00000 *PAU9064*142 **•••• **8* *••
Pre Bng ' 0 0 1,000,000 0 0 0 0 1,000,000
Total 0 0 1,000,000 0 0 0 0 1,000,000
T o t a l REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
4 , 9 6 5 , 6 7 0 1 8 , 1 1 0 , 4 7 3 1 5 , 2 5 7 , 8 3 9 1 1 , 2 1 7 , 0 9 2 9 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 58,551,074
« # «
#«# ### «##
«#### ##### ###««
Approved Program Years
DRAFT
Regional CMAQ Program
Fiscal Year 1995
Fiscal Years 1994 to Post 1997
Effective October 1, 1993
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Regional CMAQ Program .
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Post 1997 Authorized
Total Program
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Non-Hwy Cp
Reserve
Total
1,246,025
64 6,020
0
3,768,000
0
5,660,045
511,
510,
069
0
0
450
0
,619
1,
4,
6,
951,351
374,000
297,725
226,048
0
849,124
1,
1,
3,
745,
640,
226,
612,
319
000
839
0
0
158
0
1,651,600
4,905,454
• 0
-1,446,344
5,110,710
2,
1,
4,
886,
475,
361,
0
0
000
0
434
434
3,431,626
4,311,620
9,316,018
7,994,498
29,090
25,082,852
# * #
### ### ###
##### ##### #####
Approved Program Years
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Regional a o g Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996
Portland Urbanized Axea
1996 Post 19 96 Authorized
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM PROJECTS
•••1 BOS PURCHASES (TRI-MBT)•••••••••••••••••<
Non-Hwy Cp 3,766,000 3,589,450
Total 3,768,000 3,589,450
•••2 MINIBUSES FOR EXPANDED SERVICE (TRI-MET)1
Non-Hwy Cp 0 538,350
Total 0 536,350
•••3 RESERVE"1
Reserve
Total
•••4 TIGARD PARK & RIDE LOT (ODC
Rt-of-Way 646,020
Total 646,020
•••5 BIKES OH TRANSIT (TRI-MET)'
Non-Hwy Cp 0
Total 0
0
0
•••••*••«
98,696
98,698
'••6 NEIGHBORHOOD RIDE SHARE (CITY OF PORTLAND)•••••••'
Pre Eng 0 35,890 35,690
Total 0 35,690 35,890
***7 WILLAMETTE RIVER BRIDGES ACCESS STUDY (MOLTNOMAH)'
Pre Eng 0 80,000 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 0
Total 0 80,000 0
•••8 COURTNEY AVE BIKE/PEDESTRIAN LINK (CLACKAMAS) ••••«
Constr 0 160,000 0
Total 0 160,000 0
-1,446,344
-1,446,344
500,000
0
500,000
•••••••••154 •93-030*»«06904«OR*var»
0 0
0 0
.........452 •93-143*•*07974*CMAvar<
0 0
0 0
...*.....59e »0000*""0000"CMA""
1,475,434 0
1,475,434 0
.........£01 «B8-028***04821*CMA***«
0 0
0 0
.........£02 • 93-064«"06897«CMA«"«
0 0
0 0
>...«*.«603
0
0
• 93-039* "06898'CMA"*'
0
•••••604 •93-034*"06899«CMA«**<
0 0
500,000
500,000
•••9 PEDESTRIAN TO TRANSIT ACCESS STUDY (CITY OF PORTLAND)'
Pre Eng 0 . 80,000 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 60,000
Constr
Total
0
80,000 80,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
••10 PORTLAND REGIONAL TRANSPORATIOH KNOT ASSOC (DEQ)•••••'
Pre Eng 0 3 97,250 500,000
Total 0 397,250 500,000
••605 •93-049*"06900*CMA»"'
0 0
0 0
.#606 *93-051*"O69Ol«CMA"*<
0 0
0 0
«93-042***06896*CMA*«*«
•na«
0
0
••11 TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (DEQ)••••••
Pre Eng 0 565,889 34,111
Rt-of-Way 0 0 1,450,000
Constr 0 0 0
Total 0 565,8 89 1,4 84,111
1,431,454
1,431,454
•13 SUNSET T . C .
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
PEDESTRIAN
0
0
0
0
'•12 PEDESTRIAN ENHANCEMENT FAC/TRANSIT ACCESS STUDY (WASHINGTON)**
Pre Eng 0 30,000 0 0
Constr 0 0 170,000 0
Total 0 30,000 170,000 0
BICYCLE BRIDGE (TRI-MET)•••••••••••••
0 55,400 0
0 0 20,000
0 0 0
0 55,400 20,000
••14 PORTLAND REGIONAL RIDESHARB/TDM PROGRAM (TRI-MET)••*•••••••••*
Pre Eng 535,000 1,556 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 700,000
Total 535,000 1,556 0 700,000
••15 NE KILLINGSWORTH - SB FLAVEL (CITY OF PORTLAND) •••••••••••••••
Pre Eng 0 49,492 0 0
Constr 0 0 51,000 0
Total 0 49,492 51,000 0
•609
0
0
0
0
•610
0
0
0
395,000
395,000
• 93-041***06902*CMA*<
•93-033•••06903*CMA«
0
0
0
•93-167«»*07968*CMA*
0
• 93-031*••06905*CMA»
0
0
0
»93-037" •06906«CMA«
0
0
0
••••••0****
7,357,450
7,357,450
......Q....
538,350
538,350
......0....
29,090
29,090
•«*««*0****
646,020
646,020
98,698
98,698
.«*««0***.
71,780
71,780
***«*0**.«
80,000
500,000
500,000
1,080,000
160,000
160,000
t«..**0****
80,000
80,000
1,000,000
1,160,000
897,250
897,250
600,000
1,450,000
1,431,454
3,481,454
30,000
170,000
200,000
.«**Q..**
55,400
20,000
395,000
470,400
536,556
700,000
1,236,556
49,492
51,000
100,492
### ##« #«#
##### ###«# #####
Approved Program Years
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Regional CMAQ Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorized
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM PROJECTS
(Continued)
• •16 PEDESTRIAN/BIKE ACCESS FOR MAX (MULTNOHAH) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••615
Pre Eng 64,000 0 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0 500,000 0
Conatr 0 0 0 0 500,000
Total 64,000 0 0 500,000 500,000
••17 CENTRAL CITT BIKEWAY FACILITIES (CITY OF PORTLAND)••••••••••••••••••••••••617
Pre Eng 0 20,000 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 70,000 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 190,000 0
Total 0 20,000 70,000 190,000 0
••16 KELLY PT PK RD - N. RXVERQATE BLVD/N LOMBARD BIKEWAY (POP) ••••••••••••• •••619
Pre Eng 0 0 20,000 0 0
Constr 0 0 300,000 0 0
Total 0 0 320,000 0 0
• •19 PEDESTRIAN/BIKE XING OH STEEL BRIDGE (CITY OF PORTLAND) •••••••••••••• •••••620
Pre Eng 198,400 51,600 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 40,000 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 0 1,070,000
Total 198,400 51,600 40,000 0 1,070,000
••20 COLOMBIA SOOTH SHORE TRANSIT DEMO (PORT OF PTLD, TRI-MET) ••••••••••••••• "621
Constr 0 69,725 0 0 0
Total 0 89,725 0 0 0
•93-048•••06907»CMA«•••••*•
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
•93-038»**06908*CMA» •-••••*•
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
•93-035*•*06910«CMA*•••••••
0 0
0 0
0 0
•93-040*"06911*CMA9361«lW«
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 • 0
•93-036•••06912»CMA*
••21 OREGON CITY DOWNTOWN PARK t RIDE (OREGON CITY)**
Pre Eng 0 25,405 0
Rt-of-Way 0 370,000 0
Constr 0 0 125,000
Total 0 395,405 125,000
•••••••••••<•..£22 *93-032* '06913'CMA*
0
••22 ELECTRIC VEHICLE DEMO (DEQ)**«*>
Pre Eng 0
Constr 0
Total 0
••23 REGIONAL PUBLIC EDUCATION (DEQ) '
Pre Eng 448,625
Total 448,625
26,918
40,376
67,294
*93-043«*»06914*CMA*
0
0
0
.£25 *93-044«»»06916»CMA*
0 0
0 0
••24 MAX BIKE LOCKERS/BOS SHELTERS (MULTNOMAH, CITY OF GRESHAM) ••••••<
Pre Eng 0 12,000 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 4,000 0 0
Constr 0 48,000 0 0
Total 0 64,000 0 0
**25 EASTSIDK BIKEWAY/TRAIL LOOP (SPRINGWATER-MILWAOKIE) (MILW/METRO)>
Pre Eng 0 91,200 0 0
Total 0 91,200 0 0
•627 *93-060'
0
0
'628
0
0
•*06917«CMA***'
0
0
•07260«CHA*«
0
0
64,000
500,000
500,000
1,064,000
20,000
70,000
190,000
280,000
•• ••()•*••
20,000
300,000
320,000
250,000
40,000
1,070,000
1,360,000
89,725
69,725
**••()••••
25,405
370,000
125,000
520,405
«••.g....
26,918
40,376
.67,294
«*••(}•*••
448,625
448,625
••••()•••«
12,000
4,000
48,000
64,000
*•«•()*••«
91,200
91,200
••26 EASTS IDE BIKEWAY TRAIL LOOP (OMSI-SPRINGWATER) *'
Constr 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
584,000
584,000
•629
0
••27 STRAWBERRY LAKE BIKE LANE (CLACKAMAS)•••••••••••••••••••••••••«
Pre Eng 0 0 20,000 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0 209,600
Total 0 0 20,000 209,600
••28 COLOMBIA SLOUGH INTERMODAL EXPANSION BRIDGE (PORT OF PORTLAND)'
Constr 0 0 0 1,000,000
Total 0 0 0 1,000,000
0
0
0
•••••••635
0
0
••29 HIGHWAY 217 CORRIDOR BIKB/PBD FUND (WASHINGTON)•••••••••••••••••••••••••••637
Pre Eng o o 53,000 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 o 0 422,000 0
Constr 0 0 0 0 421,000
Total 0 0 53,000 422,000 421,000
564,000
564,000
20,000
209,600
229,600
•DEMO*•••••«•••••0***t
0 1,000,000
0 1,000,000
53,000
422,000
421,000
896,000
« * »
### •#« ###
##### ««*«« ##«##
Approved Program Years
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Orbanixed Area
In Federal Dollar*
Effective October 1, 1994
Regional CMAQ Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM PROJECTS
(Continued)
••30 PORTliAND ARBA TELECOMMOTIIKJ PROJECT* ••••••••««••••••••*••••••••••••• ••••••641 ••••••••••••*••«CMA*•••••••••••••••0*««*
Constr 0 0 240,463 0 0 0 0 240,463
Total 0 0 240,463 0 0 0 0 240,463
••31 ORBSHAM TRAFFIC SIOHAL COORDIMATION fc OPTIMIS&ATIOH PROJECT*** ••••«••• •••••648 •••••••••••••• ••€»«.•••••• ••••••••••0»**«
Constr 0 0 300,000 0 0 0 0 300,000
Total 0 0 300,000 0 0 0 0 300,000
Total REOIOHAL CMAQ PROGRAM
5,660,045 6,338,505 3,612,158 5,110,710 4,361,434 0 0 25,082,852
# # #
*## *## «##
#«### ##### #««##
Approved Program Years

DRAFT
Interstate Transfer Program
Fiscal Year 1995
Fiscal Years 1994 to Post 1997
Effective October 1, 1993
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Interstate Transfer Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated " 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Post 1997 Authorized
Total Program
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Non-Hvry Cp
Operating
Reserve
Sys Study
Pre AA
Alt Anal
Pending
Total
50,
75 ,
362,
2 ,
2,
494,
397,643
290,092
782,558
863,490
188,124
0.
0
997,050
0
0
518,958
-92,615
-1,7.7 9,214
-286,844
0
-190,527
631,374
0
0
987,950
0
-729,876
274,135
0
586,528
3,000,000
226,527
0
0
0
1,600,000
0
5,687,190
#
###
#####
0
0
1,435,677
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,435,677
#
###
#####
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
#
###
88,
66,
158,
16,525,
16,838,
298
696
243
0
0
321
0
0
0
0
558
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
50,667,461
73,577,574
364,676,162
5,863,490
2,224,125
17,156,695
0
997,050
2,587,950
0
517,750,507
Approved Program Years
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Interstate Transfer Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorized
Category X Projects
•••1 Fiaaled Voucbered Project!
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Non-Hwy cp
Operating
Reserve
Sys Study
Pre AA
Total
1,
5,
7.
447,646
339,439
879,244
0
155,015
0
0
0
621,336
•0 0000000*00000"
0
0
0
0
0
447,646
1,339,429
5,679,244
0
155,015
0
0
0
7,621,336
•• • 2 Conpleted Proj ecte not Vouchered* • • •
Pre Bng 16,828,667 0
Rt-of-Way 20,259,156 0
Constr 126,367,196 0
Non-Hwy Cp 2,863,490 0
Reserve 0 0
Pre AA 997,050 0
Total 171,315,583 0
•••3 RESERVE FOR OREGON DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (ODOT)'
Reserve 0 0 - 0
Total 0 0 0
•••4 BANFIELD TRANSITWAY - HIGHWAY FUNDS*
Pre Bng 5,506,103 0
Rt-of-Way 7,929,650 0
Constr 14,194,021 42
Total 27,629,774 42
•**5 INCIDENT RESPONSE EQUIPMENT*•••••*••
Constr 0 595,000
Total 0 595,000
•10000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
'••******107
1,323,006
1,323,006
•122
0
0
•00-000" ••00000«VARvar**na«
0 0
0 0
»*00000*FAP68***2»"
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
••067i6*FAI*****«*"
0 0
18,626,687
20,259,158
128,367,198
2,663,490
0
997,050
171,315,583
1,323.006
1,323,006
••*•*«()•*•«
5,506,103
7,929,650
14,194,064
27,629,817
595,000
595,000
••'•« METRO PLANNING* ••••*
Pre Bng 2,314,004
Total 2,314,004
44,075
44,075
•••7 MCLOUGHLIN BOULEVARD LRT ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS AND DEIS(T)'
Alt Anal 0 2,587,950 0
Total 0 2,587,950 0
'128 *00-000"
0
•*00000*FAP26«
0
•••8 MCLOUGHLIN BLVD PHASE I - TACOMA OVERPASS AND HARRISON/RIVER RD**
Rt-of-Way 8,296,000 394,625 0 0
Total 6,296,000 394,625 0 0
***9 MCLOUQHLIN BLVD PHASE II - TACOMA TO HIGHWAY 224**•••••••****•**•
Conatr 9,675,867 633,133 0 0
Total 9,675,867 633,133 0 0
••10 BUS PURCHASES (TRI-MET)•••••••••••••*••*••••*••••••••••••••••••••
Non-Hwy Cp 0 3,000,000 0 ' 0 t
Total 0 3,000,000 0 0
••11 FREEWAY MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS CENTER*** *••••••*••••*••••••••••••*
Constr 98,658 -12,408 0 0
Total 96,658 -12,408 0 0
••12 YBON/ VAUGHN/ NICOLAI/ WARDWAY AND ST HELENS ROAD RECONSTRUCTION*
Pre Bng 1,985,482 0 0 0
Constr 44,322 0 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 2,029,804 0 0 0
•***••***•*<••13 TRI-MET RIDESHARE PROGRAM
Operating 1,708,165 226,527
Total 1,706,165 226,527
•134 *77-159a«
•136 *77-159b*
0
0
>154 *00-000**
0
0
•262 *90-006A*
0
0
•269 *79-038*«
0
0
0
0
•295 *60-313"
0
0
•04672*PAP26"
0
'IE*
0
2,358,079
2,356,079
2,587,950
2,587,950
*»••*•4****
8,690,825
6,690,625
•O4873*FAP26***1E*******«*5*»*«
0 0 10,309,000
0 0 10,309,000
•00000*OR*var**na****«
•06662*na*na*<
0
0
*00129*VARvar«
0
•726"
0
0
0
0
•*02151*VARvar**na"
0 0
0 0
3,000,000
3,000,000
86,250
66,250
»•**•«()••*«
1,985,462
44,322
0
2,029,804
1,934,713
1,934,713
« # «
««# «#« ###
#«### «##«« ###«#
Approved Program Years
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollar*
Interstate Transfer Program
Portland Orban!red Xr«a
Projact Description
Estimated Expenditures by Fadaral Fiscal Year
Obligatad 1994 1995 1996 19 97 Post 1998 Authorlzad
Category I Projacts
(Continued)
••14 BANFIELD LRT CAPITAL QRAKT - (FFA)•••••••••••••*•••••••••••••«
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
•43< *30~025**'00000*FAP68***2**
0 0 0
0 0 0
••15 XBTRO TECHNICAL ASSI8TANCH**#***"***"**#**#******>********"****"******440 •80-404***00000*VARvar*#na* • • • • • • • • 0 " » "
Operating 65,678 36,000 0 0 0 0 0 101,878
Total 65,878 36,000 0 0 0 0 0 101,878
••16 VW YEOH AVB - HW ST HELENS KD TO IK HICOUU* • • • • • •
Kt-of-Way 760,217 0 0
Constr 9,839,300 311,544 0
Reserve 0 0 0
Total 10,599,417 311,544 0
• • 1 7 VAOQHH ST / WARDWAY - KW 31ST AVE TO NW 34TH AVE««
Comtr 1,000,913 763 0
Total 1,000,912 763 0
•733 «79-038»««00364*rAPl»»««2W*««««»*«0»«»«
0 0 0 760,217
0 0 0 10,050,745
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 10,810,962
•735 •79-036*»«00387»FAO9296«726«*«»»*»"3«*««
0 0 0. 1,001,675
0 0 0 1,001,675
••18 FRONT - TEOM CONNECTION* •••••••••••••••.••••••••*••••••*•••••••
Rt-of-Way 1,003,071 0 0 0
Constr 4,452,733 - 0 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 5,455,604 - 0 0 0
••19 REGIONAL RESERVE*••••*•••••••*•••••*•••**•••••••*•••••****••••
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
••30 HW TRANSPORTATIOM SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM** ••••••••••••••••
Pre Bng 63,027 59,007 0 0
Total 63,027 59,007 0 0
••21 TRAKSIT MALL EXTENSION NORTH - W BURNSIDE ST TO NW IRVINQ****'
Pre Eng 370,300 0 0 0
Constr 3,146,025 0 0 0
Total 3,416,325 0 0 0
••33 SUNSET HIGHWAY RAMP METERING** •••**••••••••
Pre Eng 33,848 7,152
Constr 693,105 36,895
Total 725,953 44,047
••23 1-205 BUSLANES WITHDRAWAL RESERVE(T) **••••'
Reserve 0 0
Total 0 0
Total Category I
252,236,539 7,820,506
•••••••••738 *79-038**
0
0
0
0
.........755 *00-000**
11,802
11,802
.........802 «84-016**
0
0
.........822 »91-009**
0
0
0
.........827 *10231**»
0
0
0
.........907 «00-000»«
14,341,283
14,341,283
15,676,091
0
0
0
0
•00000'VARvar••
0
0
•02358»VARvar**
0
0
*06356*PAD9341*
0
0
0
•02235*P'AP27»»«
0
0
0
•00000*TRA205*»
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
na««
0
0
736*
0
0
0
0
0
1,
4,
S,
* * • •
* • • •
« * • •
3,
3,
47......
0
0
0
64»«
0
0
0
« • * *
14,
14,
275,
003,071
452,733
0
455,804
««.Q«.««
11,602
11,602
142,035
143,035
...Q...1
370,300
146,035
416,335
40,000
730,000
770,000
•*18***'
341,363
341,363
733,137
. # « «
#«# ««# ###
##### ###«« #####
Approved Program Years
Fiscal Tear* 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Interstate Transfer Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures.by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Axea
1998 Post 19 98 Authorized
City of Portland Projects
••24FinaledVoucheredProj<
Pre ing
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Reserve
Total
1,246,823
1,111,410
24,613,209
0
26,971,442
0
- 1
0
0
- 1
•00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
• •••••••CLOSED
1,246,823
1,111,409
24,613,209
0
26,971,441
" 2 5 Completed Proj act snot vovtd»ered*"****»«»****'
Pre Ing 1,327,693 0
Rt-of-Way 708,133 0
Constr 20,783,695 0
Operating 32,519 0
Total 22,852,040 0
••26 1-5 - QREELEY/X-5 CONNECTION - LANDSCAPING**
Constr 92,89 6 0
Total 92,898 0
••27 MCLOUOHLIN NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC CIRCULATION*
Pre En? 19,043 0
Constr 0 0
Total 19,043 0
•10000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1,327,693
708,133
20,783,695
32,519
22,652,040
*76-009**< 00305*FAUvar*
0
0
«726*<
0
0
92,899
92,899
••28 BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HWY ( OR10) - CAPITOL HWY TO SCHOLLS FY RD«***
Pre Eng 298,044 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 476,620 0 0 0
Constr 1,646,619 0 0 0
Total 2,421,283 0 0 0
••29 ST HELENS ROAD RECONSTRUCTION - WEST CITY LIMITS TO NW KITTRIDGE*
Pre Eng 62,165 -11,012 0 0
Rt-of-Way • .0 256 0 0
Constr 156,182 -147,649 0 0
Total 218,347 -158,405 0 0
••30 HORTHWEST PORTLAND TRANSPORTATION STUDY**••••••••••••••*••••••*••
Pre Eng 28,804 0 0 0
Total 28,804 0 0 0
••31 MARINE DR WIDENING TO FOUR LANE - 1-5 TO RIVERGATE (COP) ••••••••«
Pre Eng 2,394,082 16 0 0
Rt-of-Way 5,525,000 -2,380,000 0 0
Conetr 8,079,313 -2,676,903 0 0
Total 15,998,395 -5,058,887 0 0
••32 NE PORTLAND HWY IMPROVEHEKT TO FOUR LANES - NE 60TH AVE TO 1-205*
Pre Eng 29 8,577 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 225,649 0 0 0
Constr 2,462,096 20,094 0 0
Total 2,986,322 20,094 0 0
••33 SW TERWILLIGER BLVD - BARBUR BLVD TO TAYLORS FERRY RD* *••••••••••
Pre Bng 525,897 218 0 0
Rt-pf-Way 23,477 0 0 0
Constr 1,596,900 -56,312 0 0
Total 2,146,274 -56,094 0 0
'153
0 .
0
0
•243
0
•80-081**«02345*VARvar**726****»**«0»*.*«
0 0 19,043
19,043
100383 •FATJ9228*4 0<
0 0
0 0
0 0
•***271 *79-067*«*02107*FAPl****2W**<
••••285 *79-035**'
•296 *79-056*«'
•301
0
0108e*VARvar«»726*
0 0
0 0
0 0458*FAU99 62*120"
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
'79-055*•*00861*FAU99 66*123'
298,044
476,620
1,646,620
2,421,264
••••••5****
51,153
256
8,533
59,942
28,804
28,804
2,394,096
3,145,000
5,400,410
10,939,506
298,577
225,649
2,482,191
3,006,417
••309 *80-015***00709*FAU9361*726***'
••34 SW BERTHA BLVD - SW VERMONT TO BARBUR BLVD******
Pre Bng 183,880 -1,527 0
Rt-of-Way 16,150 0 0
Constr 1,334,549 6,561 0
Total 1,534,579 5,054 0
'515 *84-078'
0
0
0
0
••35 NW S3RD AVE / BURNSIDE* ••••*••• •••
Pre Eng 188,500 92,767
Rt-of-Way 206,125 -94,681
constr 0 443,079
Total 394,625 441,165
•626
0
0
0
0
•10093'
0 0
0 0
0 0
•02535*FAU9420*726*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
•0 0733*FAU9326«726«
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
526,115
23,477
1,540,568
2, 090,160
*«•*•*()••*•
182,353
16,150
1,341,130
1,539,633
281,267
111,444
443,079
635,790
##« #«# ###
#«### ««### «####
Approved Program Years
Fiscal Year* 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation XsrpxOTement Program
In Federal Dollars
Interstate Transfer Program
Portland Urbanized Araa
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 Post 1998 Authorized
City of Portland Projects
(Continued)
••36 HW 21ST/22ND - THURMAN TO FRONT***
Pre Sng - 54,230 0
Total 54,230 0
»••••••••*••<
••37 HW INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS - 22 LOCATIONS"**"*********1
Pre Eng 33,000 67,117 0
Constr 137,253 12,382 0
Total 170/253 79,499 0
••38 CITTWIDK SIGNAL SYSTEM A H A L Y S I S * " " " " " * " " " * " " " " 1
Pre Eng 1,039,873 46,143 0
Constr 2,849,392 -41,882 0
Total 3,889,265 4,260 0
••39 COLOMBIA BLVD - DELAWARE TO CHAUTAUQUA RRJCINGS* • •••••••"•<
Pre Eng 116,429 0 0
Total 116,429 0 0
0
0
,.*..**.....
••40 BANFIKLD FXRX LINE* " " " " " " " •
Pre Bng 15,842 -15,642
Total 15,842 -15,842
"41 SK VERMONT STREET - 30TH AVENUE TO OLESOK ROAD*'
Pre Bng 123,318 - 0 0
Total 123,318 - 0 0
**42 MARQUAM RAMP ST IMPROVEMENTS - SE WATER,
Pre Eng 102,834 0
Constr 871,736 0
Total 974,570 0
YAMHILL, TAYIJOR, CLAY*
0 0
0 0
0 0
•630 *10126""00743*FAU9317*726""""0**"
0 0 0 54,230
0 0 0 54,230
•631 *10017""00545*VARvar"726*""*"0*"«
0 0 0 100,117
0 0 0 149,636
0 0 0 249,753
660 *89-027*"05128*VARvar"726""""0"*«
0 0 0 1,086,016
0 0 0 2,807,510
0 0 0 3,893,526
'••712 •10131""00768*FAtT99S6*726""""0""
0 0 0 116,429
0 0 . 0 116,429
'••724 *e0-900"*O0OOO*FAP6B"*2*"*"""0"**
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
•••726 *10133""02O13*FAU9398»726""""0*"«
0 0 0 123,318
0 0 0 123,318
•••727 •1013 2""01412*FAU93 66*72 6 " " " " 0 " "
0 0 0 102,834
0 0 0 871,736
0 0 0 974,570
••43 82ND AVENUE - DIVISION TO CRYSTAL SPRINGS -UNITS 1 fc 2*"«
Pre Eng 637,048 -158,481 0
Rt-of-Way 830,003 31,372 0
Constr 1,073,393 159,433 0
Total 2,540,445 32,323 0
•*44 NW FRONT AVB - QLXSAN TO COUCH ( EVERETT-FRONT CONNECTOR )<
Pre Eng 291,123 -24,540 0
Constr 2,024,513 0 0
Total 2,315,636 -24,540 0
••45 BANFIELD FREEWAY - CITY BRIDGE REPAIR WORK" " • • " " " • • " '
Constr 149,405 -149,405 0
Total 149,405 -149,405 0
••46 SIGNAL MODIFICATIONS(3) - NORTH PORTLAND**"•••••••"""•<
Pre Eng 53,850 -49,958 0
Constr 0 49,958 0
Total 53,850 0 0
••47 SIGNAL R E P L A C E M E N T S ^ ) " * " * * " " * " " " * " " " " * * * * " " '
Pre Eng 32,689 0 0
Constr 680,9 57 -300 0
Total 713,646 -300 0
»0 07 00*FAU9713*68"
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
•••751 •10140""01250«FAU93 00*726"
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
• • • • • • • • • • •«B08 •80-9O0>*' 00000*FAI84*«*2*••
0 0
0 0
••48 NB LOMBARD
Pre Eng
Total
/ COLUMBIA BLVD VIA NE 60TH AVENUE* ••
212,925 -92,070 0
212,925 -92,070 0
'•49 NE GBRTZ/13TH - VANCOUVER WAY TO MERRITT/FAZIO**
Pre Eng 169,856 0 0
Constr 1,094,681 0 0
Total 1,264,537 0 0
••50 AIRPORT WAT UNIT DESIGN - 1-205 TO 181ST A V E " "
Pre Eng 1,805,245 - 1 0
Total 1,805,245 - 1 0
•84 0 *84-001*"02362*VARvar**726*"
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
•842 *84-002*"02364*VARvar**726*«
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
•854 •80-011*"00835*FATJ9917*123*1
0 0
0 0
•857 • 84-051"*02464*FAU9961*726'
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
478,567
861,375
1,232,827
2,572,769
ft*****Q***l
266,583
2,024,513
2,291,096
3,892
49,958
53,850
32,689
680,657
713,346
120,855
120,855
>•••••()••*•
169,8S6
1,094,682
1,264,538
•858 •84-022"*02355*FAtr9964*726*""*"0*"*
0 0 0 1,805,244
0 0 0 1,805,244
### #«# ###
##### ««#«# «####
Approved Program Tears
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1996 Portland Urbanized Xr«
Xn Federal Dollars
Effective October i, 1994
Interstate Transfer Program
Project Description
estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
City of Portland Projects
(Continued)
••51 AIRPORT WAY EMBANKMENT (2/5)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••859 •84-022b««04112«FAO9964»726»««*»***0«»*»
Pre Sng 47,557 -47,557 0 0 0 0 0 0
Conatr 2,596,641 -201,520 0 0 0 0 0 2,395,121
Total 2,644,198 -249,077 0 0 0 0 0 2,395,121
••52 AIRPORT WAT - 1-205 TO 138TH AVENUE (1/5)••••••••••••••...................860 •84-022a»»05001«FAO9964«726***«»««»0«««*
Pre Bng 71,784 -71,764 0 0 0 0 0 0
Constr 4,665,646 66,562 0 0 0 0 0 4,752,208
Total 4,757,430 -5,222 0 0 0 0 0 4,752,208
••53 AIRPORT WAT OMITS II AMD III - MB 136TH AVK TO 161ST AVB(5/5)•••••••••••••861 •84-022e«*05002»FAO9964«726«««»»««»0»*"
Conetr 7,209,916 -255,772 0 0 0 0 0 6,954,144
Pending 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 7,209,916 -255.772 0 0 0 0 0 6,954,144
••54 JOBKSOH CRKBK BLVD - 32ND AVENUE TO 45TH AVENUE*•••••*"*••••••••••*•••••**902 '91-014* • •06357»FAU9704 «703#* • • • •'••0«* • *
Pre Bng 102,850 0 0 0 0 0 0 102,850
Constr 0 0 897,150 0 . 0 0 0 897,150
Total 102,850 0 897,150 0 0 0 0 1,000,000
••55 45TH AVENUE - HARNEY TO OLBNWOOD««»*»«»»**«**««««"«" ••••*• ••••••••••••••906 •91-015«"06358»FAU970e«726«"*»*««0«*g•
Pre Bng 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
••56 AIRPORT WAY - THREE STRUCTURES - 158th AVE TO 181ST AVE(3/5)•••••••••••••«918 •84-022c»«03384»FAU9964 «726«» •• • • •«0«* • •
Conatr 1,762,655 -14,691 0 0 0 0 0 1,747,964
Total 1,762,655 -14,691 0 0 0 0 0 1,747,964
••57 AIRPORT WAY WETLAND MITIGATION - NE 158TH AVE to 181ST AVE( 4/5) ••«••*•••• «920 «84-022d» • 05598 "FAU9964 «726«* ••••• «0«* ••
Conatr 600,660 0 0 0 0 0 0 600,660
Total 600,660 0 0 0 0 0 0 600,660
Total City of Portland
107,143,362 -5,499,910 897,150 0 0 0 0 102,540,602
# # «
### ### ««#
#«#«# «##«# #####
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998
Effactive October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation - Improvement Program
Xn Federal Dollars
Interstate Truifsr Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditure* by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorised
Multnomah County Projects
••56 Finaled Vouchered Pro j«
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Reserve
Sye Study
Total
164,960
67,463
5,751.147
6,023,590
•00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
•••••••CLOSED
184,980
87,463
5,751,147
0
0
6,023,590
• »59 Completed Projeets not Vouchered* ***
Pre Eng 89,394 0
Constr 601,458 0
Reserve 0 '0
Total 690,652 0
•10000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
••60 257TH AVE IMPROVEMENT & EXTENSION - COLUMBIA HWY TO STARK ST*******
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Reserve
Total
193,822
752,971
2,32S,237
0
3,272,030
• • • • • •139 •80-048'
0
0
0
50,000
50,000
'•00546»FAU9683*726'
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
••61 221ST/223RD - POWELL BLVD TO FARISS RD - UNITS 1 & 2*'
Pre Eng 283,968 0 0
Rt-of-Way 1,156,670 0 0
Conitr 1,879,806 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0
Total 3,320,444 0 0
••62 221ST AVENUE - POWELL THROUGH JOHNSON CREEK BRIDGE - I
Pre Eng 274,767 0 0
Rt-of-Way 248,639 0 0
Conatr - 2,275,366 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0
Total 2,798,792 0 0
••63 SANDY BLVD CORRIDOR - 99TH AVE TO 16 2ND AVE*«**« *••••'
Pre Bng 77,415 0 0
Rt-of-Way 12,636 -790 0
Con«tr 471,623 0 0
Total 561,674 -790 0
*77-078*«»01688»FAa9867»726«
0 0
2 7
2 7
* *
0
,637
,637
• • •214 •76-012"
0
0
0
• 0
••64. MT HOOD AT BIRDSDALE ( POWELL/ 190TH INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT) • • • •
Pre Eng 361,918 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 571,693 0 0 0
Conitr 1,404,287 0 0 0
Total 2,337,898 0 0 0
••65 BURNSIDE ST - STARK TO 223RD AVE(BANFIELD FUNDED: STARK TO 199TH'
Rt-of-Way 222,417 0 0 0
Conatr 1,754,683 0 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 1,977,100 0 0 0
••66 US30B - NE PORTLAND HWY AT NE 158TH - SIGNAL/CHANNELIZE*" •••«••«
Con«tr 63,452 3,179 0 0
Total 63,452 3,179 0 0
••67 HAWTHORNE BRIDGE EAST APPROACH RAMPS REPLACEMENT(#2757C) ••••••••<
Constr 1,707,525 292,475 0 0
Total 1,707,525 292,475 0 0
••68 SCHOLLS/ SKYLINE IMPROVEMENTS - CANYON CT TO RAAB RD(I )••••••••••<
Pre Eng 0 54,272 0 0
Total 0 54,272 0 0
••69 SB STARK STREET - 242ND AVENUE TO 257TH AVENUE*******•••••••••••'
Pre Eng 16,594 0 0 0
Constr 1,306,481 10,039 0 0
Total 1,323,075 10,039 0 0
40,457
4 0,457
••••••244
0
0
0
0
••••••293
-3,248
-3,043
30,540
24,249
0590«FAU9867«726«
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
»76-049*»»001ie»FAU9966*59*«
0 0
0 0
0 0
•77-064*»«00366«FAP24»»l26«'
'294 •76-034**'
65,269
65,269
......506
0
0
00132«FAU9622*72 6«
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
B4-097«««02914*FAU9366*726*
0 0
0 0
•84-014c*«02586*FAU9235»72 6«
0 0
0 0
......837 •10206****02036*FAU9810*726<
25,906 0 0
0 0 0
25,906 0 0
89,394
601,458
0
690,852
193,822
752,971
2,325,237
50,000
3,322,030
283,968
1,156,670
1,879,806
27,637
3,348,061
274,787
246,639
2,275,366
40,457
2,839,249
77,415
12,046
471,623
561,084
356,670
568,650
1.434,627
2,362,147
222,417
1,754,683
65,269
2,042,369
66,631
66,631
2,000,000
2,000,000
54,272
54,272
42,500
1,316,520
1,359,020
««# «»« ###
##### ####« #####
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal T M » 1995 to Post 1996 Portland Urbanized Area
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 1994
Interstate Transfer Program
Project Description '
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
Kultnomah County Projects
(Continued)
••70 SB STARK STREET - 221ST AVBHOE TO 242ND AVBHTJE*«««»«»*««*«««*»**«»*"»»«««844 •85-054»»*03686«FAa9810»726«***«*»*0»«*«
Pre Eng 151,555 -18,700 0 0 0 0 0 132,855
Rt-of-Way 263,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 263,500
Constr 1,348,201 18,538 0 0 0 0 0 1,366,740
Reserve 0 0 0 0 127,704 0 0 127,704
Total 1,763,256 -161 0 0 127,704 0 0 1,890,799
••71 HE SANDY BT TO IB OLISAM ST - 223RD COHHECTOR/207TH (WJLTHOKAH) •••••••• •••864 •89-025**«05149«FAO9867«726»*««»* ••0"»»
Pre Eng o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 106,250 -106,250 0 0 0 0 0 0
Conitr 931,476 1,192,113 0 0 0 0 0 2,123,589
Reserve 0 631,374 0 0 0 0 0 631,374
Total 1,037,726 1,717,237 0 0 0 0 0 2,754,963
Total Multnomah County
26,877,614 2,076,250 0 0 361,222 0 0 29,315,087
#«* ##* ###
««##« ««««# #####
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditure* by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996
In Federal Dollar*
•rotate Transfer Program
1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Post 1998 Authorized
Clackamas County Project*
••72 Finaled Voucher ed Pro j«
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Conatr
Reserve
Pending
Total
311,529
184,790
4,001,053
0
0
4,497,372
•00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
o 6
0 0
0 0
•••••••CLOSED
311,529
184,790
4,001,053
0
0
4,497,372
••73 Completed Project* not Voucher
Pra Bng
Rt-of-Way
Conatr
Reserve
Total
252,053
829,173
1,983,054
0
3,064,280
••74 SUNNYSIDE ROAD - STEVENS ROAD TO 122ND UNIT I*•••••••••••
Pre Eng 24,075 0 0
Rt-of-Way 121,950 0 0
Conatr 338,292 0 0
Total 484,317 0 0
••75 HIGHWAY 212 IMPROVEMENTS (1-205 EAST TO HIGHWAY 224)****«
Pre Sng 487,891 0 0
Rt-of-Way 2,878,114 0 0
Conatr 4,994,657 0 0
Reeerve 0 0 0
Total 8,360,662 0 0
••7 6 OREGON CITY BYPASS - PARK PLACE TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE"***'
Pre Eng 1,167,420 0 0
Rt-of-Way 5,077,369 0 0
Constr 16,383,423 13,325 0
Total 22,628,212 13,325 0
'•77 STATE STREET CORRIDOR ( OR43)
Pre Eng 247,612
Rt-of-Way 576,772
Conatr 1,063,213
Reserve 0
Total 1,887,597
TERWILLIGER TO LADD*
0 0
0 0
•10000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
............77 *77-147*«
0
43,732
0
43,732
•••••••••••124 *77-037»<
18,526
18,526
•00127«FAU9718*703"«
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
252,053
829,173
1,983,054
0
3,064,280
»«••()•*•*
24,075
165,682
338,292
528,049
•00384«FAP74***171*«»»»«*»0*«««
0 0 487,891
0 0 2,878,114
0 0 4,994,657
0 0 18,526
0 0 8,379,188
•76-007«**01670*FAP7B***l(
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
••78 JOHNSON CK BLVD IMPROVEMENT - CASCADE HWY N TO LESTER INTCHG**
Conetr 903,860 -31,500 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 903,860 -31,500 . 0 0
••79 KING RD AND 42ND(PORTION) - 44TH TO 42ND/MONROE SE OF 42ND****
Pre Eng 34,360 0 0 0
Conatr 170,331 19,481 0 0
Total 204,691 19,481 0 0
••80 RAILROAD AVENUE /HARMONY ROAD - 82ND TO MILWAUKEE CBD - UNIT I"
Pre Eng 291,404 16,142 0 0
Rt-of-Way 154,942 -3,642 0 0
Constr 1,404,758 -62,885 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 1,851,104 -50,385 0 0
0
0
0
222,880
222,880
>......405 «86-076'
0
29,650
29,650
•00359*FAU9565»3«
0 0
0 0
0 0
•03355»FAD9704»70 3<
0 0
0 0
1,167,420
5,077,369
16,396,748
22,641,537
247,612
576,772
1,063,213
222,880
2,110,477
872,360
29,650
902.010
......500 •85-055***03626*FAU9714*703*******«0»»««
15,640 0 0 50,000
0 0 0 189,813
15,640 0 0 239,813
••553 •10037***«00705«FAU9702«
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
307,546
151,300
1,341,873
0
1,800,719
••81 82HD DRIVE - HWY 212 TO QLADSTONB/I-205 INTERCHANGE*
Pra Eng 645,999 0 0
Rt-of-Way 764,684 200,915 0
Conatr 2,768,074 25,494 0
Total 4,178,757 226,409 0
•578 •10051A«*«00500»FAU9653»703"
0 0 0
0 0 0
••82 THIBSSEN/JBMNINGS CORRIDOR- OATFIBLD RD TO JOHNSON RD(REVISED)'
Pre Bng 134,517 30,000 0 0
Total 134,517 30,000 0 0
•581
0
0
•02024*FAU9698*703<
0 0
0 0
»*•*••()•**•
645,999
965,600
2,793,568
4,405,167
164,517
164,517
«#* ««« ###
##### ##### «##««
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Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Interstate Transfer Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures fay Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorised
Clackamas County Projects
(Continued)
••83 RAILROAD AVENUE /HARMONY ROAD - 62ND/SUNNYSIDE REALIGNMENT - I I "
Pre Eng 69,937 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 454,074 0 0 0
Constr 540,025 0 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 1,064,036 0 0 0
••84 RAILROAD AVENUE/HARMONY ROAD PHASE XV - SUNNYBROOK EXTENSION*** •
Pre Eng 138,549 311,451 0 0
Total 138,549 311,451 0 0
••85 HIGHWAY 43 9 MCKILLICAN /
Pre Eng
Rt-or-Way
Constr
Reserve
Total
70,762
25,173
225,547
0
321,462
HOOD AVENUE WIDENINO******
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
'••••764 *10037****00660*FAU97ie*703«
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
676 0 0
676 0 0
•••••769 *86-083***04180*FAO9736*703'
0 0 0
0 0 0
'••••853 *10252****00976*FAU9565*3**<
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
7,062 0 0
7,062 0 0
••86 BKAVERCREEK RD EXT (RED SOILS) - BBAVERCREEK RD TO WARNER - MILNE*** ••• ****655 •10249****02375*FAO9742*703"
Pre Eng 140,046 0 0 0 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 316,219 0 0 0 0
Total 140,046 0 316,219 0 0 0 0
«*87 HARRISON STREET - HIGHWAY 224 TO 32KD AVENUE*•**••••*•••*•'
Pre Eng 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
••88 JOHNSON CREEK BV - LINWOOD AV TO 82ND AV (CLACKAMAS) •••••••
Pre Eng 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 222,308
Total 0 0 222,308
••••••904 "00-000'
50,000
SO,000
»00 000*FAU9714*703*
0 0
Total Clackamas County
49,859,483 518,781 538,527
>«..«90S •00-000***00 00 0*FAU9704*70 3'
0 0 0
388,186
69,937
454,074
540,025
676
1,064,712
450,000
450,000
• ••XI* *••
70,762
25,173
225,547
7,062
328,564
140,046
316,219
456,265
••••0***«
50,000
50,000
222.306
222,308
51,304,978
# # #
«## «#« ###
##### «##«« #####
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Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Zntarstata Transfer Program
Projact Dascription
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorized
Washington County Projects
'69 FlnaledVouchered Projects•••
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Conatr
Reserve
Total
212,501
329,293
13,056,943
0
13,598,737
••00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
'••••••••CLOSED
212,501
329,293
13,056,943
' 0
13,590,737
••90 Completed Projects not Vouchered*
Pre Xng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Reserve
Total
2,063,600
6,491,620
14,911,796
0
25,467,016
45,332
-45,332
0
0
••91 ALLEN BLVD RECONSTRUCTION - MURRAY BLVD TO HWY217***•••••••
Constr -24,000 24,000 0
Total -24,000 24,000 0
••92 HIGHWAY 217 AND SUNSET HIGHWAY INTERCHANGE*******"*•••*••••
Pre Eng 506,912 0 0
Rt-of-Way 1,934,681 0 0
Conitr 6,908,401 36,463 0
Total 9,349,994 36,463 . 0
••93 CORNELL ROAD RECONSTRUCTION - E MAIN TO ELAM YOUNG PARKWAY*
Pre Eng 155,945 0 0
Rt-of-Way 159,2 93 0 0
Constr 2,586,470 79,000 0
Total 2,901,708 79,000 0
••94 ORB - TUALATIN VALLEY HIGHWAY AT 185TH STREET* *•••*••••••••
Pre Bng 163,477 0 0
Rt-of-Way 994,422 0 0
Constr 953,957 16,909 0
Total 2,131,856 16,909 0
•10000000*00000*••••••••••••«•
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
••93 *80-Oe5***00306*FAD9088*nt
6 0 0
0 0 0
•121 *79-076***00376*PAP27*«
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2,063,600
6,536,952
14,866,464
0
25,467,016
0
0
»*••••££*•»*
506,912
1,934,661
6,944,864
9,366,457
•••*••132 *80-03B«**00139*FAU9022*734********0*»**
0 0 0 155,945
26,007 0 0 . 185,300
0 0 0 2,665,471
26,007 0 0 3,006,716
•207 *76-027>
0
0
0
0
•00350*PAP32***29<
0 0
••95 FARMINGTON RD CORRIDOR) OR206) TSM - 185TH AVE TO LOMBARD AVE*
Pre Eng 83,025 -2,108 0 - 0
Constr 152,280 -943 0 0
Total 235,305 -3,051 0 0
••96 OR99W - PACIFIC HIGHWAY WEST AT CANTERBURY LANE*••••••••••••••
Constr 32,741 -1,615 0 0
Total 32,741 -1,615 0 0
••97 CORNELL ROAD PHASE II - ECL TO CORNELIUS PASS ROAD*
Pre Eng 404,643 0 0
Conetr 2,281,853 0 0
Total 2,686,496 0 0
••9 8 MURRAY BLVD - JENKINS ROAD TO SUNSET HIGHWAY* •*••••
Rt-of-Way 39 -39 0
Conotr -42,000 42,000 0
Total -41,960 41,960 0
••99 OREENBURG ROAD AT TIEDEMAN AVENUE - SIGNAL*•*•••••<
Constr 3,270 -3,270 0
Total 3,270 -3,270 0
•100 HALL BOULEVARD AT BURNHAM STREET - SIGNAL* ••••••••<
Constr 1,614 -1,614 0
TOtal 1,814 -1,814 0
......•••236
0
0
0
•••••••••469 *85-006**'
0
127,500
127,500
•78-057***02233*FAU9064»142'
> • • • • • > . . . . . • • . . • . * 5 8 6 *10059**'
0 0
0 0
0 0
> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 2 5 *e6-037*'
0 0
0 0
> * • • • • • • * • • . . . . . . . . 7 2 9 *85-033*"
0 0
0 0
02933*FAPvar**lW**«
0 0
0 0
*FAU9022*734*«
*FAU9067*734«
0
•04115*FAU9207*734*
0 0
0 0
•03913*FAU9091*141*
0 0
0 0
183,477
994,422
970,666
2,146,765
60,917
151,337
232,254
31,126
31,126
«. *•«•()«•••
404,643
2,409,353
2,813,996
*.*••*()•••«
0
0
0
•101 SCHOLLS FERRY ROAD /
Pre Eng 131,632
Rt-of-Way 234,432
Constr 651,464
Total 1,017,526
HALL BOULEVARD INTERSECTION*
0 0
80,226 0
-599 0
79,629 0
•829
0
0
0
0
' 02353*FAU9234*143'
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
131,632
314,660
650,665
1,097,157
« * «
### ««« ###
##### ##### «####
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation Xoproranant Program
Fiacal Yeara 1995 to Poet 1998 Portland Urbanized Araa
In Federal Dollar*
Effective Octobar 1, 1994
Intaratata Transfer Program
Project Deaeription
Batlnmtad Expandituraa by Paderal Piacal Tear
Obllgatad 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 Poat 1998 Authorised
Waahington County Projacta
(Continued)
•102 EUL BOULEVARD - ALLEH TO aRERHWAr«*»«"***"*«***""«*"«*««****"»«""830 •10237«*"023S4»FAtr9091»734«**»»««l*»«»
Pre> Eng 53,260 -53,260 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way -53,260 53,260 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•103 WASHINGTON CODMTY RESERVE* •*•'•••••••*•••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••836 «00-000** »00000*VARvar* *na* • • •• ••••0«»»*
Reserve 0 0 0 0 259,349 0 0 259,349
Total 0 6 0 0 259,349 0 0 259,349
•104 OR210 - SCSOIoLS FBRRY RD - MURRAY BLVD TO FAHNO CREEK«««««« •••••• •••••••••875 •e6-077*"03290*FAO9234*143« ••• ••••7«*««
Conatr 814,937 0 0 0 203 0 0 815,140
Total 814,937 0 0 0 203 0 0 815,140
Total Waahington County
58,175,443 268,210 0 0 413,059 0 0 58,856,713
# # #
«## ««# ###
##### ##### #####
Approved Program Tears
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METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 199 8 Portland Urbanized Xr«a
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 1994
Interstate Transfer Program
Projact Description ' •
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
Report Total
494,292,431 5,183,840 1,435,677 0 16,838,558 0 0 517,750,507
# # #
##« ### ###
##### ##«#« #####
Approved Program Years
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DRAFT
Federal Transit Administration Program
Fiscal Year 1995
Fiscal Years 1994 to Post 1997
Effective October 1, 1993
Project Description
Estimated Grant Award by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated Anticipated 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Federal Transit Administration Program
1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Post 1997 Authorized
Total Program
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Non-Hwy Cp
Operating
Reserve
Other
Supt Serv
Alt Anal
Total
4,618,037
6,394,602
49,352,673
367,228,690
45,711,694
0
7,735,976
190,694
1,625,504
- 1
- 0
- 0
-93,254,049
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
110,513,050
4,388,000
0
75,000
0
0
1,246,520
0
0
127,243,480
3,510,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
3,000,000
135,526,578
3,510,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
137,764,174
3,510,000
1,190,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
76,672,000
0
1,190,000
0
0
0
5,864,556
6,394,602
52,352,672
861,693,923
60,629,694
2,380,000
7,810,977
190,-694
1,625,504
482,857,873 -93,254,051 114,976,050 132,000,000 142,036,578 142,464,174 77,862,000 998,942,624
# " # #
### ### ###
##### ##### #####
Approved Program Years
Fiscal Year* 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
Project Description
Estimated Grant Award by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated Anticipated 1995
KETRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Federal Transit Administration Program
1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorized
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 3
•••lFinaledVouehersd Projects* •••••«
Constr 381,773
Mon-Hwy Cp 30,248,883
Other 133,602
Total 30,764,259
• • • 2 Completed Pro j ects not Voucher«d •
Pre Sng
Rt-of-Way
constr
Bon-Bwy Cp
Other
Supt Serv
Total
212,874
280,575
1,888,328
77,864,488
118,220
11,382
80,375,869
••• 3BOS PORCHASHS (TRI-MET)•
Hon-Hwy Cp 0
Total 0
2,500,000
2,500,000
•00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
•1 0000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
381,773
30,248,883
133,602
30,764,259
212,874
280,575
1,888,328
77,864,488
118,221
11,382
80,375,869
•var* *00000**OR**03-0047*******
0 2,500,000
0 2,500,000
«**4 CITY OF QRBSBAM PARK I RIDE* •••••••••••••
Pre Bng 0 0
Constr 0 0
Total 0 0
• • • 5 BAKFIELD STATIOHS RETROFIT FOR LFLRVs • • • •
Non-Hwy Cp 0 0
Total 0 0
Total Federal Transit Administration-Sect
111,140,128 2,500,000
k^ .74 * * •••**«
5
5
6
375,
375,
r * • • # t
,925,
,925,
3
,300,
000
0
000
r * * * * *
000
000
000
3,
3,
• • • * •
3,
000,
000,
r * * * *
000,
0
000
000
I * * ri
0
0
000
.........00000..OR.
0 0
0 0
•oooo*********
375,000
3,000,000
3,375,000
5,925,000
5,925,000
0 122,940,128
* # «
«#* *«« ««*
«#«## ##### ««##«
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 199»
Effective October 1, 1994
Projact Description
Estimated Grant Award by Federal Fiscal Taar
Obligated Anticipated 1995
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Federal Transit Administration Program
1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Post 1998 Authorized
Federal Transit Administration-Trade
••* 6FlnaledVouch*
Non-Buy Cp
Total
•00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
•••7 Completed Projects not Vouehered*
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Non-Hvy Cp
Supt Serv
Total
1,070,185
2,650,933
31,953,547
26,117,806
148,18 2
61,939,655
•*• 8PASSBH0ERSHEI,TERS* •••••<
Non-Hvy Cp 612,951
Total 612,951
• * * 9TI0ARDPAR1C-AND-RIDE* • • • '
Pre Eng 44,000
Constr 353,600
Total 397,600
•• 10 TRANSIT TRANSFER PRO JECT*
Pre Eng 265,129
Constr 1,189,245
Total 1,454,374
- 1
- 0
0
0
0
- 1
•10000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,070,183
2,650,933
31.952,547
26,117,807
148,182
61,939,654
••00-000***00000**TRA*03-0044*•••••
0 0 612,951
0 0 612,951
••11 WEST BURNSIDE / MORRISON TSM IMPROVEMENTS* •••••••••••••••••••••••
Pre Eng 10,200 0 0 0
Constr 68,040 0 0 0
Total 78,240 0 0 0
• • 12 SUNSET TRANSIT CENTER AND PARK-AND-RIDE STATION'•••••••••••••••••
Pre Eng 960,435 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 1,902,246 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 0
Supt Serv 0 0 0 0
Total 2,862,683 0 0 0
• • 13 WASHINGTON COUNTY TRANSIT TSM IMPROVEMENTS* •••••••••••••«•••»••••
Pre Eng 169,917 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 256,000 0 0 0
Constr 619,547 0 0 0
Total 1,245,464 0 0 0
••14 SUPPORT SERVICE - RELOCATION & APPRAISAL. COSTS / COST ALLOCATION*
Other 564,934 - 0 0 0
Total 584,934 - 0 0 0
••15 TRANSIT MALL EXTENSION NORTH - W BURNSIDE ST TO NW IRVING* ••*•**•
Pre Eng 730,970 0 0 0
Constr 4,961,260 0 0 0
Supt Serv 31,130 0 0 0
Total 5,723,380 0 0 0
• • 16 SECTION 3 TRADE CONTINGENCY*
Other 480,583
Total 460,583
••17 GLISAN STREET BUS LANE******
Pr« Eng 6,6 63
constr 1
Total 6,664
• * 18 SPECIAL NEEDS TRANSPORTATION MINI-BUSES * * *'
Non-Hwy Cp 1,413,472 0
Total 1,413,472 0
Total Federal Transit Administration-Trade
76,800,001 - 1
•435*
0
0
•576•<
0
>***«var******04821*
0
0
•FAI*03-0035******
0 44,000
0 353,600
0 397,600
•00000**OR**03-0035******
0 265,129
0 1,189,245
0 1,454,374
s«0
0
0
..
0
0
0
0
0
ft *
0
0
0
0
•***00000*
••••00000*
••••00000*
•FAU
0
0
0
•OR*
0
0
0
0
0
•OR*
0
0
0
0
•03-0027*****'
10,200
68,040
78,240
•03-0027*****
960,435
1,902,248
0
. 0
2,662,683
•03-0027*****
169,917
256,000
819,547
1,245,464
•00000*•OR**03-0035******
0 584,934
0 584,934
•063S6««FAO*03-0035******
0 730,970
0 4,961,280
0 31,130
0 5,723,380
•00000" OR*
0
0
•03-0035**
480,
480,
• • •
584
584
>**9314*****00000**FAtJ*03-0035******
0 0 6,663
0 0 1
0 0 6,664
•**var******00000**OR**03-0041******
0 0 1,413,472
0 0 1,413,472
76,800,000
# # #
### ### ###
##### #««#« «###«
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
Project Description
Estimated Grant Award by Federal Fiscal T«ar
Obligated Anticipated 1995
METRO
Transportation improvement Program
In Federal Dollar*
Federal Traneit Administration Program
Portland Urbanized Are
Post 1998 Authorized
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 9
• •19 FinaledVoueheredProjectI
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Kon-Bwy Cp
Other
Total
597,664
1,304,846
7,736,311
9,177,692
6,053,273
24,870,786
••20BUSPURCHASES(TRI-MET)'
Bon-Buy Cp 12,865,149
Total 12,865,149
•00000000«00000«
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 . 0
••21XMTBORATED WESTSIDE/HILLSBOROLRT PROJECT*•• • ••••••
Pre Bng 5S0,000 0 871,520
Hon-Hwy Cp 0 0 10,128,480
Total 550,000 0 11,000,000
• • 22 BUS DXSPATCH CEHTER REPLACEMENT •••••••••••••••••••
Non-Hwy Cp 5,326,836 0 0
Total 5,326,836 0 0
4,679,200
4,679,200
17,000,000
17,000,000
10,021,224
10,021,224
2,000,000
2,000,000
0
597,664
1,304,846
7,736,311
9,177,692
6,052,273
24,870,786
27,565,573
27,565,573
••TRA»90-X055«"»«»
0 1,421,520
0 29,128,480
0 30,550,000
••OR**90-x046*»**»»
0 5,326,836
0 5,326,836
••23 MINIBUSES FOR EXPANDED SERVICE (TRI-MET)'
Kon-Bvy Cp 0 0
Total o o
•00000««CMA«
• •24BJWFIBLDPARK-AND-RIDES • • • • • • • •
O t h e r 0
T o t a l 0
•*25 LIGHT RAIL. VEHICLE PURCHASE (T)
Non-Hwy Cp 16,011,872
Total 16,011,872
••26 PARTS AND EQUIPMENT . . .MAIMT VEHICLES /SHELTERS /ACCESS STOPS/ETC*"
Non-Hwy Cp 11,148,491 0 0 0
Total 11,148,491 0 0 0
••27 HILLSBORO ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS/DEIS (UWP )••••••••••••••••••••••<
Pre Bng 0 0 0 0
Alt Anal 1,625,504 0 0 0
Total 1,625,504 0 0 0
• • 28 SECTION 9 OPERATING PROGRAM* •••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••'
Operating 45,711,694 4,386,000 3,510,000 3,510,000
Total 45,711,694 4,388,000 3,510,000 3,510,000
••29 LI3ET RAIL VEHICLES - AIR CONDITIONINQ RETROFIT***** ••••••••••••«
Non-Hvy cp 0 o 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
• •30 SPECIAL NEEDS TRANSPORTATION MINI-BOSES* •••••••••••••••••••••••*
Non-Hwy Cp 0 0 0 2,657,37 8
Total 0 0 0 2,657,378
Total Federal Transit Administration-Sect 9
118,110,332 4,388,000 14,510,000 27,846,578
•00000**FAI"
0
0
•0 0000**OR**90-X035******
0 16,011,872
0 16,011,872
•00000**OR**90-X02B***«*«
0 11,148,491
0 11,146,491
•var*****•0 0000**OR**00 00«
0
0
••••••824 •
3,510,000
3,510,000
••••••896 •
2,320,000
2,320,000
••••••897 *
2,477,000
2,477,000
20,328,224
0
0
•••••var**
1,672,000
1,672,000
1,672,000
0 1,625,504
0 1,625,504
•00000**OR**0000**•••••••
0 60,629,694
0 60,629,694
•OR*
0
•OR*
0
3,992,000
3,992,000
'03-0041******
5,134,378
5,134,378
186,855,134
« « #
««« #«# ««#
«###« «###« «#«##
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation Improvement program
Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanized Xr«a
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 1994
Federal Transit Administration Program
Projact Description -
Estimated Qrant Award by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated Anticipated 1995 1996 1997 1996 Post 1998 Authorised
FEDERAL TRANSIT ADKXHXSTRATXON-SBC 3 MSLR
••31 XNTSaRATEDWSSTSXDB/HXIiLSBOROIJlT PROJECT* •• •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••206 •••••••••••••••••••00000**TRA*03-0043*«*••••••
Mon-Hwy Cp 175,049,050 0 110,000,000 110,000,000 120,945,950 75,000,000 0 590,995,000
Total 175,049,050 0 110,000,000 110,000,000 120,945,950 75,000,000 0 590,995,000
Total FVDERAL TRANSIT ADXXHXSTRATXON-SEC 3 WSLR
175,049,050 0 110,000,000 110,000,000 120,945,950 75,000,000 0 590,995,000
### ### ««#
««### «#«#« ##««#
Approved Program Tears
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METRO
Transportation lapiovtmnt Program
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998 . Portland Urbanized Area
In F«d«ral Dollars
Effective October 1, 1994
Federal Transit Administration Program
Project Description
Estimated Grant Award by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated Anticipated 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorised
Federal Transit Administration - See. 20
•• 3 2 DBETRAINING PROGRAMS •••*•**•*••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••784••••••••••26-2001**00000••TRA*2<S-2001*••••••••
Other 75,000 75,000 0 0 0 0 0 150,000
Total 75,000 75,000 0 0 0 0 0 150,000
Total Federal Transit Administration - Sec. 20
75,000 ' 75,000 0 0 0 0 0 150,000
# # #
### *## «##
##### «*#«« #####
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanized Ar«a
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 1994
Federal Tranait Administration Program
Project Description
Estimated Grant Award by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated Anticipated 1995 1996 1997 1996 Post 1998 Authorized
Section 3 Formulai Rail Modernization
••33 SUPPORT SERVICES - MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION - COST AIiLOCATION*••••••• ••••197 •••••••••*03-0049**00000**TRA*03-0049»********
Other 139,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 139,200
Total 139,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 139,300
**34 CONTINGENCY SBC 3 GRANTS*****••••••••••••••.•••••••*•••••••••*•••*••••••••*199 ••••••••• • 03-0049** 00000* *TRA*03-0049•• •••••••
Other 152,162 0 0 0 0 0 0 152,162
Total 152,162 0 0 0 0 0 0 152,162
••35 BANFIELD RETROFIT - OPERATIONS CONTROL*•••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••215 •••••*••• *var*« •• •• 00000 • »OR« •03-0049" ••••••«
Kon-Hwy Cp 300,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 0 0 0 3,870,000
Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 300,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 0 0 0 3,870,000
•*36 BANFIELD RETROFIT - DOUBLE TRACKING •••••• ••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• «217 ••••••••• «var*« •••• 0 0 00 0 "OR* • 03-004 9* •••••••«
Non-Hwy Cp 680,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 680,000
Total 680,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 680,000
••37 BANFIELD RETROFIT - RUBY JUNCTION EXPANSION*••••••••••*•••*••••••••••••••»216 *•*•••••»• *var* ••••• 0000 0«*OR* • 03-0049* •••••••<
Non-Hwy Cp 412,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 412,000
Total 412,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 412,000
••38 RESBRVBRAILMODERNIZATION***** ••*•••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••• ••••••••••283 •••••••••••••••••••00000«»TRA*** •••••••••••*•'
Reserve 0 0 0 0 1,190,000 1,190,000 0 2,380,000
Total 0 0 0 0 1,190,000 1,190,000 0 2,380,000
Total Section 3 Formula: Rail Modernization
1,683,362 1,190,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 ' 1,190,000 1,190,000 0 7,633,362
« « #
### ### «#«
««### «##«« «####
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
Project Description
Estimated Grant Award by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated Anticipated 1995
MSTRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollar*
Federal Transit Administration Program
Portland Urbanised Area
1996 1997 Post 1998 Authorized
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 16
••39 VXHXCLB ACQUISITIOM FOR PRIVATE MOH-PROFIT* •••••••«
Mon-Hvy Cp 0 160,000 0
Total 0 160,000 0
Total Federal Transit Administration-Sect 16
0 160,000 0
****«******«28X*******
0 0
0 0
r****«*ooOOO**TRA**************
0 0 160,000
0 0 160,000
160,000
# # #
### «#« *«*
#*##« ##*## - #####
Approved Program Tears
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MBTRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanized Area
In Federal Dollars
Effective ootob«r 1, 1994
Federal Transit Administration Program
Project Description .
Estimated Grant Award by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated Anticipated 1995 1996 1997 1996 Post 1998 Authorized
Section 3 Descret. WS Systems Completion
•«40 BAHFZBLD RETROFIT - OPERATIONS CONTROL••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••215 •«••.... •*vmr***« • *00000**OR**03-0025* ••••••••
Non-Hwy Cp 0 1,409,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,409,000
Total 0 1,409,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,409,000
••41 BAKFIEU3 RETROFIT - DOUBLE TRACKIHQ*••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••317 ••••••• •••var*«««*»000 00"OR»«03-0000«•••••*••
Non-Hwy Cp 0 8,025,000 0 0 0 0 0 8,025,000
Total 0 8,025,000 0 0 0 0 0 8,025,000
•*42 BANFIBLD RETROFIT - RtTBT JUHCTIOH KXPAMSIOK**** •••••••••••••••••••••«• ••••218 ••••••*• **var« •• •••00000**OR« • 0 3-0000* ••••••••
Non-Hvy Cp 0 3,975,000 0 0 0 0 0 3,975,000
Total 0 3,975,000 0 0 0 0 0 3,975,000
Total Section 3 Descret. WS Systems Completion
0 13,409,000 0 0 0 0 0 13,409,000
« # «
### #«# ###
#«##* ««#«* «####
Approved Program Tears
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METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanized Xr«a
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 1594
Federal Transit Administration Program
Project Description
Estimated Grant Award by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated Anticipated 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
Report Total
482,867,873 21,721,998 132,000,000 142,036,578 142,464,174 77,862,000 0 998,942,624
* « «
«#« ### #««
««### ##### #*«#«
Approved Program Tears
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DRAFT
FAU/STP Replacement Program
Fiscal Year 1995
Fiscal Years 1994 to Post 1997
Effective October 1, 1993
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1993 1994 1995
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
FAD/STP Replacement Program
1996
Portland Urbanized Area
1997 Post 1997 Authorized
Total Program
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Non-Hwy Cp
Operating
Reserve
Total
7,244
• -72,605
2,618,831
850,000
-9,780
• 0
3,393,690
462,
369,
270,
17,
1,119,
486
674
633
0
112
0
905
1,355,
45,
1,401,
0
0
784
0
846
0
630
147,
147,
0
0
547
0
0
0
547
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,
2,
61,500
293
400,750
0
0
287,224
749,767
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4,
2,
8,
531,231
297,362
793,545
850,000
53,178
287,224
812,540
# # #
### ### ###
##### ##### #####
Approved Program Years
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollar*
FAU/STP REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorized
City of Portland Projects
•••1 ARTERIAL STRBBT 3R PROGRAM*•••••••
Pre Eng 61,274 28,093
Constr 77,716 -77,716
Total 138,990 -49,623
•••a CITT OF PORTXJAHD FAU CONTIJJGBNCT**
Reserve o 0
Total 0 0
•**3 MARINE DR WIDENING TO FOUR LANS - 1-5 TO RIVERGATE (COP) <
Constr -123 1,000,123 0
Total -123 1,000,123 0
•••4 COLUMBIA BLVD (BMRR) BRIDGE #9685 EMERGENCY REPAIRS"* ••'
Constr 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
•••5 WILLAMETTE QRSSNWAY TRAIL PROGRAM*
Pre Eng -61,500 0
Constr 0 0
Total -61,500 0
•••6 AIRPORT WAY UNITS II AND III - NE 138TH AVE TO 181ST AVE(5/5)*
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
.........43 *89-033•••05383*VARvar*»726*•
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
'•••••••••44 •00-000"*00000»VARvar*«726*<
0 0 0
0 0 0
'••••••••298 •79-056««»00458*FAU9962«120»'
0 0 0
0 0 0
•.......•303 •87-002***04218•PAU9956*726*'
0 0 0
0 0 0
.........575 •l0O18»««*O024O*VARvar*«726*'
61,500 0 0
330,000 0 0
391,500 ' 0 0
.........e61 *84-022e**05002«FAU99 64«726»
0 0 0
0 0 0
*****0****
89,367
0
89,367
" " * " 0 * * "
0
0
*«**««2****
1,000,000
1,000,000
330,000
330,000
•••7 NW 9TH AVENUE IMPROVEMENTS - GLISAN TO FRONT*
Constr 2,233 5,463
Total 2,233 5,463
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
0
-33,911
0
-33,911
23,6 25
33,911
0
57,536
•••• MDLTNOMAH BLVD CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS - OLESON RD TO BARBUR BLVD**'
Pre Eng 12,195 -11,060 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0 0
Conetr 138,272 -57,500 0 0
Total 150,467 -68,560 0 0
•••9 EAST BURKSIDE STREET CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS - 9TH AVE TO 82ND AVE**""*** *870
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
• • 1 0 INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM* • • • * « * • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • * • • • • * * • • * • • * * • * » * 8 7 1
P r e Eng 1 , 8 0 2 - 1 , 8 0 2 0 0 0
Constr 2,290 14,720 0 0 0
Total 4,092 12,917 0 0 0
••11 CENTRAL SIGNAL SYSTEM EXPANSION PROGRAM*•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pre Eng -18,113 18,113 0 0
Constr 305,694 29,488 0 0
Total 287,580 47,601 0 0
••12 DOWNTOWN MALL REHABILITATION PROGRAM* ••••••*••••••••••••••*••••••
Pre Eng 0 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
••••868
0
0
••••869
0
0
0
0
•89-020*
•89-022*
•*05123*FAU9983
0
0
•*05127*FAU9404
0
0
0
0
•726
0
0
•726
0
0
0
0
•89-021*••05126«FAU9822*726•••«
'89-023*•• 05125 •VARvar"726«
0 0
0 0
'872 •89-02B"»05200«VARvar"726«
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
•873 •89-032*••05384•FAU9341*726'
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
7 , 6 9 6
7 , 6 9 6
1 , 1 3 5
0
80,772
81,907
23,625
0
0
23,625
».«g...*
0
17,010
17,010
335,182
335,182
••13 HOLLADAY AVE - ML KINO AVE TO ME 9TH AVE ( GREELEY - BANFIBLD)
Constr 0 89,320 0 0
Total 0 89,320 0 0
••14 LLOYD BLVD - GRAND AVE TO NE 11TH AVE ( GREELEY - BANFIELD) •••
Constr -1,167 1,167 0 0
Total -1,167 1,167 0 0
•890
0
•84-024d*«04958»FAU9903«
••15 DEVELOPMENT RESERVE* •«
Reserve 0
Total 0
'••••••891 •84-024c»«04959«FAU9902«726«
0 0 0
0 0 0
.......919 •00-000»*«0OO00*FAUvar«*726<
60 6,013 0 0
606,013 0 0
89,320
89,320
fc•* * Q * * *•
606,013
606,013
# # #
### ### ###
##### ###«# #####
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollar*
FAU/STP REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Flacal Year
Obligated 1994 199S 1996
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorised
City of Portland Project*
(Continued)
••16 AIRPORT WAT WETLAND MITIGATION - HE 158TH AVE to 181ST AVE( 4/5) ••••••••• ••920
Reserve • 0 0 0 0 £76,547
Total 0 0 0 0 676,547
**«F>AO9964«726********0
••17 FT 90-91 ROAD REHABILITATION PROGRAM (#9)'
Pre Eng 0 0
Constr -9,679 9,679
Total -9,679 9,679
•*18 INTERSECTION SAFBTT PROGRAM**********""1
Pre Eng 0 0
Constr 0 0
Total 0 0
•••930 •89-033a«»05650•FA0var»«726«
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
• • • 9 3 1 •00 -000*•*00000 'FAUvar* a 726
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
676,547
676,547
0
0
0
******0*** <
0
• • 1 9 FT 9 0 - 9 1 SIGNAL SAFETT HCPROVEMEKTS•••••••'
Pre Eng 0 0
Conatr 0 223,800
Total 0 223,600
••20 RW 13TH AVENUE INTERSECTIONS IMPROVEMENT*•<
Conatr 0 0
Total 0 0
••932 •91-008»»«05844«FAUvar<"726«*««»**«0»*»*
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 223,800
0 0 0 223,800
••933 *00-000***00000*FAUvax'*726****«»«*0***"
0 . 0 0 0
••21 FY 92-93 ROAD REHAB (B-H HWY) '
Constr 1,016,091
Total 1,016,091
••22 FT 92-93 SIGNAL SA*"BTY REMODELS**"
Pre Eng 0 3 0,000
Conatr 0 258,768
Total 0 288,768
Total City of Eortland
1,492,873 1,618,392
•940
0
0
•91-013B**06979*PST9228*4 0'
'941
0
1,016,091
1,016,091
30,000
258,766
268,768
4,765,326
« « *
### «## ###
##### ##### «####
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation improvement Program
Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1996 Portland Urbanized Ar«
In Federal Dollar*
Effective October 1, 1994
FAO/STP RBPIACEUBNT PROGRAM
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 199S 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
Multnomah County Projects
"23 MORTH MAIN RECONSTRUCTION(QRESHAM) - DIVISION TO P0WEIiL****»«"*"**»*""541 *88-014»*«04863»FAUS879*726*««"*«»0***»
Pre Eag 11,587 -11,587 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0 11,587 0 '0 11,567
Total 11,587 -11,587 0 0 11,587 0 0 11,587
Total Kultnonah County
11,587 -11,587 0 0 11,587 0 0 11,587
#«# #«# «#«
##### ##### #####
Approved Program Tears
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Xnprovamant Program
In Federal Dollars
FAU/STP REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Project Description
Estimated Expenditure• by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996
Portland Urbanized Area
Post 1998 Autborixed
Clackanas County Projects
••24 LOWER BOONKS FERRY RD - MADRONA TO SW JEAN (CIACKAMAS) •••••«••
Pra Bng 0 16,238 0 0
Rt-of-Way -38,694 248,770 0 0
Constr 1,119,154 97,455 0 0
Total 1,080,460 362,463 0 0
••25 RAILROAD AVENUE /HARMONY ROAD - 82ND TO MILWAUKIE CBD - UNIT I*
Constr -so 50 o 0
Total -50 50 0 0
••68 •eO-104"»00677«FAU9473«703*"«»«»«0****
0 0 0 16,238
0 0 0 210,076
0 0 0 1,216,609
0 0 0 1,442,923
•553 •10037*••
0
0
00705«FAU97 0 2
0
0
" 2 6 82ND DRIVE - HWY 212 TO GLADSTONE/I-205 INTERCHANGE*
Rt-of-Way 0 86,993 0
Constr 61,550 -61,550 0
Total 61,550 25,443 0
•*27 RAILROAD AVENUE/HARMONY ROAD PHASE IV - SUNNYBROOK EXTENSION* •••••••
Pra Eng 0 184,866 0 0
Total 0 184,866 0 0
••28 BEAVERCREEK RD EXT (RED SOILS) - BEAVERCREEK RD TO WARNER - MILNE***'
Constr 0 0 147,547 0
Total 0 0 147,547 0
••29 MCLOUOHLIN BOULEVARD - HARRISON STREET THROUGH MILWAUKIE CBD«* •••••<
Pr« Eng 0 100,000 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 0 100,000 0 0
•578
0
•••769 •86-083"
••00500*FAU9653*703*
0 0
0 0
0 0
»****855 *10249**«
Total Clackamaa County
1,141,960
*FAU9736«70 3«
0 0
0 0
• 02375*FAU974 2*703'
0 0
0 0
86,993
0
86,993
184,866
184,866
833,000
833,000
>*05651*FAP26«
0
0
672,822 147,547 833,000
147,547
147,547
>•••£••••
100,000
833,000
933,000
2,795,329
« « #
### ### ###
.«#### ###«# #####
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Inprovement Program
In Federal Dollar*
FAU/STP REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996
Portland Urbanized Area
Poat 1998 Authorised
Washington-County Projects
•• 30 Completed Projecta not Vouchered• •••
Constr -78,028 78,028
Total -78,028 78,028
•10000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
••31 BVTN/TUALATIN HWT AT SW BRIDGEPORT - SIGNAL/CHANNELIZE* •••••••
Constr o 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
••32 HALL / MCDONALD INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS**"*"*****" •••••«<
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0 0
Constr 6,462 -6,462 0 0
Total . ' 6 , 4 6 2 -6,462 0 0
••33 S STREET - PACIFIC AVENUE TO 23RD A V E N U E " " " " * " " " " " " '
Constr 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
'••395
142
142
•02089*FAO9091*141*
0 0
0 0
•"3 96 *85-024"* 03719 *FAU9091*141*
293 0 0
0 0 0
293 0 0
••34 WASHINGTON COUNTT RESERVE**** •••••••*••••••••••••
Reserve 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
••35 MAPLE STREET AT TUALATIN VALLEY HIGHWAY - SIGNAL*
Constr 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
Total Washington County
-71,566 71,566
"•••572
1,948
1,948
•••••836
67,392
67,392
•••"866
5,183
5,183
74,958
•86-020*
•00-000*
•89-016*
••02426
0
0
••00000
0
0
••04622
0
0
0
•FAU9012*734
0
0
•VARvar"na*
0
0
•FAUS032*734
0
0
0
142
142
293
0
293
1,948
1,948
67,392
67,392
5,183
5, 183
74,958
« # #
### ««« ««#
#«#«« ##### «#««*
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Iapiov«n»nt Program
In Federal Dollars
FAO/STP REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Portland Urbanized Area
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 Post 1998 Authorized
Tri-Met Projects
••36 TRI-MET RIDBSKARB PROGRAM**"****'
Operating -62,958 116,136
Total -62,956 116,136
•*37 LIGHT RAIL VEHICLE PURCHASE (T)**«
Hon-Hwy Cp 850,000 0
Total 850,000 0
Total Trl-Met
787,041 116,136
••102 *80-043***00000*VARvar**na*********0***«
0 0 0 53,178
0 0 0 53,178
••695 «00-000**«00000*QR*var**na*********0*«*'
0 0 0 850,000
0 0 0 850,000
903,178
# # #
#«« ' ### ###
«###« ##### ##«#«
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation Improvement program
Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998 • Portland Urbanized Area
In Federal Dollars
Effective Oetobar 1, 1994 -
FAU/STP REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear ,
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 Post 1998 Authorized
Highway Division Projects
••38 STATE STREET CORRIDOR ( OR43) - TERWXLUGER TO I J U ) D " " " " " * " " " " " " 1 3 3 •77-068"«00359*FAU95«5»3"""""6""
Constr 0 0 0 0 32,000 0 0 23,000
Total 0 0 0 0 22,000 0 0 22,000
••39 OR210 - SCHOLLS BWT AT 13STB AVB - SIGNAL/REALIGNMENT" •"••••"•• ••••""390 *80-112"*00046«FAO9234«143*" " « " 7 " "
Constr 0 0 0 0 28,451 0 0 28,451
Total 0 0 0 0 28,451 0 0 28,451
••40 US28 - MT HOOD HWT AT PALMQUIST/ORIENT RD - GRADE/PAVE/SIGHAIj""*" " " " 3 9 7 •10234*** «01470*FAP9 873«26"" ••••14 ••••
Constr 0 0 0 0 11,470 0 0 11,470
Total 0 0 0 0 11,470 0 0 11,470
••41 HIGHWAY 43 • MCXILLICAN / HOOD AVENUE WIDENING**""" • •"••••••"••"••• «853 • 10252" "00976«FAU9 565*3 ••••••• " I I " ••
Constr 0 0 0 0 1,353 0 0 1,353
Total 0 0 0 0 1,353 0 0 1,353
••42 OR210 - SCHOLLS FERRY RD - MORRAT BLVD TO FANNO CREEK*** ••••••••«•• •••••••875 *86-077» **03290«FAU9234*143**« •••••7* •••
Constr -21,384 21,384 0 0 203 0 0 203
Total -21,384 21,384 0 0 203 0 0 203
Total Highway Division
-21,384 21,384 0 0 63,477 0 0 63,477
### «## ###
««### «#«## #####
Approved Program Tears
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METRO ,
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanized Area
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 1994
FAU/STP RKPIACEMBNT PROGRAM
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
Metro Region and Reserve Projects
••43 OKALLOCATZD FSDBRAL-AXD URBAN rUHDS»»»«****»**««»«*****«*«*»*«"*«**»*"*#114 •00-0O0»**00OOO*VARvar»»na««»»««"«0"« •
Reserve 0 0 0 0 93,685 0 0 92,685
Total 0 0 0 0 92,685 0 0 92,685
••44 MKTRO PUUIHIHO*•••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'
Pre Bng 0 86,000 0 0
Total 0 86,000 0 0
Total City of Portland
0 86,000 0 0 92,685
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
86
86
1 7 8
,000
,000
,685
* * #
### «*« ###
##### «#«## #####
Approved Program Year*
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METRO
Transportation Xnprovement Program
Fiscal T«ara 1995 to Poat 199B Portland Urbanized k r w
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 1994
FAU/STP REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Project Description '.
Estinated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 Poat 1996 Authorized
Metro Region Total
1,647,638 956,321 147,547 0 1,075,707 0 0 4,027,214
Report Total
3,340,512 2,574,713 147,547 0 2,749,767 0 0 6,812,540
tt # «
#«# ### ###
«##«# «#««« ##«##
Approved Program Years
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DRAFT
Federal Aid Urban System Program
Fiscal Year 1995
Fiscal Years 1994 to Post 1997
Effective October 1, 1993
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Federal-Aid Urban System Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Post 1997 Authorized
Total Program
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Non-Hwy Cp
Operating
Reserve
Pending
Total
5,695,347
i,703,933
26,693,545
257,950
1,055,135
0
0
35,405,910
0
0
0
0
0
o • '
0
0
5,695,347
1,703,933
26,693,545
257,950
1,055,135
0
0
35,405,910
#
###
#####
#
###
#####
#
###
Approved Program Years
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post: 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollar*
Federal Aid Urban System Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditure* by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Orbanlred Area
Authorized
City or Portland Projects
'**1FinaledVoucharedProjacti •00000000*00000
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Mon-Hvry Cp
Operating
Pending
Total
1,573,743
401,966
6,376,238
131,555
217,106
0
8,700,612
• ••2 Completed Projects not Vouchered1***'
Pre Eng 693,476 0
Constr 673,842 0
Total 1,567,3 20 0
• • • 3 ARTERIAL STREET 3R PROGRAM* • • • • • • «
Pre Eng 1 7 , 3 6 9 0
c o n s t r 8 1 2 , 9 9 7 0
R e s e r v e 0 0
Total 830,366 0
•10000000*00000
0 0
0 • 0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,573,743
401,968
6,376,238
131,555
217,108
0
6,700,612
0 693,478
0 873,842
0 1,567,320
••"4 CITY OF PORTLAND FAD CONTINGENCY*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
•••S COLUMBIA BLVD (BNRR) BRIDGE #9685 EMERGENCY REPAIRS**••••••••••
Pre Bng 4,238 0 0 0
Constr 346,351 0 0 0
Total 350,589 0 0 0
•••6 WILLAMETTE GREENWAY TRAIL PROGRAM**«*•••••*••*•**•••****•*••*••
Pre Eng . 61,500 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 .0 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 0
Total 61,500 0 0 0
•••7 AIRPORT WAY DNITS II AND III - NE 136TH AVE TO 181ST AVE(5/5)*«
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
"•43 *89-033***05383*VARvar**726*
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
••44 *00-000***00000*VARvar**726*
0 0 0
0 0 0
•303 *87-O0 2***O4218*FAU9956*72 6«
0 0 0
0 0 0
'575 *10018*«
0
0
0
0
'861 *84-022<
0
»00240•VARvar••726•
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
•05002*FAO99 64*726"
0 0
0 0
' " 8 BK 9TH AVENUE IMPROVEMENTS - GLISAN TO FRONT*
Pre Eng 0 0
Constr 372,304 0
Total 37 2,3 04 0
•868
0
•89-020•**05123*FAU9983*726'
0 0
17,369
812,997
0
830,366
4,236
346,351
350,569
61,500
0
0
61,500
372,304
372,304
•••9 M0LTNOMAH BLVD CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS - OLESON RD TO BARBUR BLVD**
Pre Eng 104,465 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0 0
Constr 695,099 0 0 0
Total 799,564 0 0 0
••10 EAST BURNSIDE STREET CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS - 9TH AVE TO 82ND AVE*
Pre Eng 9 9,575 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 116,671 0 0 0
Constr 241,469 0 0 0
•••«*869 •e9-022***05127*FAD9404*726*
0 0 0
Total 457,715
••11 INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM*•• •••••
Pre Bng 11,059 0
Constr 87,9 90 0
Total 99,049 0
••12 CENTRAL SIGNAL SYSTEM EXPANSION PROGRAM*
Pre Eng 36,552 0
Constr 0 0
Total 3 6,552 0
••13 DOWNTOWN MALL REHABILITATION PROGRAM****
Pre Eng 0 0
Constr 0 o
Total 0 o
104,465
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 695,099
0 0 0 799,564
•870 •89-021*•*05126*FAU9822*726*»**»«««0**«»
0 0 0 99,575
0 0 0 116,671
0 0 0 241,469
0 0 0 457,715
•871 *69-023***05125«VARvar**726********0****
0 0 0 11,059
0 0 0 67,990
0 0 0 99,049
•872 •e9-028**«05200*VARvar**726*****«««
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
'673 •89-032*
0
0
0
»05384*FAtJ9341«726«
0 0
0 0
0 0
0»*»«
38,552
0
38,552
« # #
### «*# «««
##### «#»## #####
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Inprovement Program
In Federal Dollars
Federal Aid Urban System Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorised
City of Portland Projects
(Continued)
••14 HOLLADAY AVB - Id KINO AVE TO MB 9TR AVK ( GREELET - BANFIELD) •••••••••••«
Constr ' 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
••15 liLOTD BLVD • GRAND AVI TO MX 11TH ATK ( GREELBT - BANFIELD) '
Constr 331,160 0 0
Total 231,160 0 0
••16 D8VKX>0PMR2iT RESERVE*• *••*•••• ••••••••••• • *• •••••••••••• •••*i
Reserre 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
••17 FT 90-91 ROAD REHABILITATION PROGRAM (#9)••••••••••••••••••'
Pre Sng 160,372 0 0
Constr 567,057 0 0
Total 747,429 0 0
•*18 INTERSECTION SAFETY PROGRAM** ••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••»••
Pre Kng 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
••19 FT 90-91 SIGNAL SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS•• •••••••*••••••••••••••
Pre Bng 37,200 0 0
Constr 0 0 0
Total 37,200 0 0
••20 NM 13TH AVENUE INTERSECTIONS IMPROVEMENT* ••••••••••••••••••
Constr 0 0 o
Total 0 0 0
Total City of Portland
14,293,360 0 0
•890 *B4-024d*»0495e»FAU9903*726»«"»**«0»***
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
•891 *84-024c*«04959*rAU9902»726***«**««0**««
0 0 0 231,160
0 0 0 231,160
•919 •00-000**«00000«FAOvar**726*«<
0 0 0
0 0 0
•930 *89-033a**05650*FAUvar*»726"«
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
•931 •00-000***00000*FAUvar«*726*»>
0 0 0
••••••••932 *91-008***05644«FAUvar««726****»
**.180
567
747
• *•
37
37
0
0
0 • • •
,372
,057
,429
0***
0
0
0
,200
0
,200
'••933
0
>•00000*FAUvar••726* * ***•••0•*•'
0 0 0
0 0 0
14,293,360
« # «
### ### ##«
««### ##### #####
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998
«£f«ctive October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Zn Federal Dollars
Federal Aid Urban System Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 199S 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorised
Multnotnah County Projects
•*21FinaledVoucheredProJ e e t s • • • • • • • • • •
Pre Kng 316,442 0
Rt-of-Way 9,201 0
Constr 1,066,181 0
Reserve 0 0
Total 1,411,824 0
••22 Completed Pro j ects not Toucbered* * • •'
Pre Eng 97,250 0
Constr 2,056,437 0
Total 2,153,667 0
•00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
• • 2 3 NORTH MAIM RECONSTRUCTION(GRESHAM) - DIVISION TO POWELL*
Pre Eng 5 5 , 3 8 3 0 0
Constr 417,03 0 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0
Total 472,413 0 0
Total Multnomah County
4,037,924 0 0
•10000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
*54i *ee-oi4*
0
0
0
0
•••••••CLOSED
316,442
9,201
1,066,181
0
1,411,824
97,250
2,056,437
2,153,687
55,383
417,030
0
472,413
4,037,924
« « #
«## ### ««#
##### «#### #####
Approved Program Tears
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Fiscal Yeara 1995 to Po«t 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Impiovement Program
Zn Federal Dollar*
Federal Aid Urban Syatem Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditure* by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Post 1996 Authorized
Clac • County Project*
* * 24FiaaledVoucheredPro jeete*•••••••••
Pre Eng 348,064 0
At-of-Way 74,366 0
Conatr 2,449,966 0
Reserve 0 0
Total 2,772,398 0
••00000000*00000*
o 6
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
• • 25Completed Projectenot Vouchered*••••••••••••••••«•*••••••••••••«
Pre Eng 110,536 0 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 110,538 0 0 ' 0
**26 LOWER BOOHES FERRY RD - MADRONA TO SW JEAN (C LAC KAMA S) ••••••••
Pre Eng 333,762 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 339,924 0 0 0
constr 659,470 o o o
Total 1,333,156 0 0 0
••27 RAILROAD AVENUE /HARMONY ROAD - 82ND TO MILWAUKIE CBD - UNIT !•
Con*tr 195,517 0 0 0
Total 195,517 0 0 0
•10000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
'•••••••CLOSED
248,064
74,366
2,449,968
0
2,772,396
110,536
0
110,536
'•6 8 •80-104••*00677«FAU9473«703**«* <***0»**«
0 0 0 333,762
0 0 0 339,924
0 0 0 659,470
0 0 0 1,333,156
•553 •10037*** 1 0 0705*FAU9702*n«
0 0
0 0
195,517
195,517
••28 82HD DRIVE - HWY 212 TO QLADSTONE/I-205 INTERCHANGE*
Rt-of-Way 162,S81 0 0
Con»tr 631,383 0 0
Total 793,964 0 0
•578 •10051B***00500*FAU96S3*703««««***«0****
0 0 0 162,581
0 0 0 631,363
0 0 0 793,964
*»29 RAILROAD AVENUE /HARMONY ROAD PHASE IV - SUNNYBROOK EXTENSION* ••**
Pre Eng 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
•*30 BEAVERCREEK RD EXT (RED SOILS) - BEAVERCREEK RD TO WARNER - MILNE*
Conatr 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
•769
0
0
•855
0
•86-083***04180*FAU9736*703'
0 0
0 0
•10 249*•**0 2375*FAU9742*703«
••31 MCLOUQKLIN BOULEVARD - HARRISON STREET THROUGH MILWAUKIE CBD««
Pre Eng 0 0 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0
Total Clackaxnas County
5,205,573 0 0 0
'892
0
•90-063*«*05651*FAP26***1E»»»*«»***6»»**
5,205,573
# « «
«## «## «#«
####« #«##« «####
Approved Program Year*
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Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollar*
Federal Aid Urban System Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Orbanised Area
Authorized
Washington County Projects
••32FlnaledVoucheredProjects*•••••••••
Pre Eng 513,692 0
Rt-of-Way 184,602 0
Constr 975,404 0
Reserve 0 0
Total 1,673,698 0
>•••••••••••••
0
0
0
0
0
••00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
• • 33 Completed Pro j ect s not Voucher ed* ••••••
Pre Eng 507,907 0
Constr 1,459,569 0
Reserve 0 0
Total 1,967,476 0
••34 BVTN/TUALATIN HWY AT SW BRIDGEPORT -
constr 169,868 0
Total 169,866 0
SIGNAL/CHANNELIZE*
0
0
••35 HALL / MCDONALD INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS*
Rt-of-Way 2,232 0
Constr 112,475 0
Total 114,707 0
••36 B STREET - PACIFIC AVENUE TO 23RD AVENUE**
Constr 178,052 0
Total 178,052 0
••37 WASHINGTON COUNTT RESERVE**1
Reserve 0
Total 0
•10000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
•••••••CLOSED
513,692
184,602
975,404
0
1.673,698
•395 •10251*•••02089*FAO9091«141*
0 0 0
'037 19 *FA.O9C91*141*
0 0
•572 *86-020**'
•836
0
02426*FAU9012*734«
0 0
0 0
•0 0000*VARvar**na*«
0 0
507,907
1,459,569
0
1,967,476
169,868
169,868
••••6*«**
2,232
112,475
114,7 07
178,052
178,052
••38 MAPLE STREET AT TUALATIN VALLEY HIGHWAY - SIGNAL*
Constr 73,892 0 0
Total 73,892 0 0
Total Washington County
4,177,693 0 0
•••666 *89-016«*' 04622*FAU9032*734*
0 0
0 0
73,892
73,892
4,177,693
# # #
### «#« ««#
##### ##«## «####
Approved Program Years
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Fiaeal Yaare 1995 to Poat 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Xn Federal Dollar*
Federal Aid Urban Syatem Program
Projact Deacription
Batlmated Expenditurea by Federal Flacal Taar
Obligated 1994 199S 1996 1997
Portland Urbanlzad Area
Authorized'
Tri-Mat Projacta
••39Finalad YoucharadProJact •
Conetr 1,110,747
Kon-Bwy Cp 126,395
Total 1,237,142
•00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
1 ,
1 ,
110
126
237
,747
,395
,142
••40 TRZ-MBT RZDSSHARK pROORAM"«******#*«t#*l»*»****«*«**"******»*4****##****102 #80-043*»*00000*VARvar"n****#*»**"0***"
Oparatlag 838,027 0 0 0 0 0 0 638,027
Total 838,027 0 0 0 0 0 0 838,027
••41 LIGHT RAXL VEHICLE PURCHASE (T) •••••••••••••••••
Hon-Hwy Cp 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
'•••695 •0 0-000•
0
0
•0 0000«OR«var**na*<
0 0
0 0
Total Tri-Met
2,075,169
i**0****
0
0
2,075,169
# # #
««« ### «#«
##### «##«# #####
Approvad Program Yaara
41
Fiscal Years 199S to Post 199 6
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
Federal Aid Urban system ProgramProject Description
Bstlmated Expenditure" .by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 199< 1997
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorized
Highway Division Projects
••4 2FinaledVoucheredProject•
Pre Sng 327,478
Rt-o£-Way 94,226
Constr 812,390
Total 1,134,094
•0 0000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
••43 STATB STREET CORRIDOR ( OR43) - TERWILLIQER TO LADD"
Constr 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
•133 •77-068»*»00359«FAU9565«3*
0 0 0
0 0 0
'•••••••CLOSED
227,478
94,226
812,390
1,134,094
••44 OR210 - SCHOLLS HWY AT 135TH AVE - SIQHAL/REALIGNMENT •• •••••••
Constr 81,435 0 0 0
Total 81,435 0 0 0
••45 US26 - MT HOOD HWY AT PAUfQUIST/ORIENT RD - ORADB/PAVE/SZOKAL*
Constr 358 0 0 0
Total 358 0 0 0
'390 •80-112*"
0
0
FAU9234«143«
•397 •10234*»**01470»FAP9873*26»"
0 0 0
0 0 0
••46 HIGHWAY 43 B MCKZLLICAN
Constr 77,413
Total 77,413
HOOD AVENUE WIDENING*'
0 0
0 0
••47 OR210 - SCHOLLS FERRY RD - MURRAY BLVD TO FANNO CREEK*
Constr 2,393,794 0 0
Total 2,393,794 0 0
Total Highway Division
3,687,094 0 0
•853 •10252"
0
0
•875 *86-071
0
•0 0976*FAU9565*3"
>03290'FAO9 234*14
0 0
81,435
81,435
358
358
77,413
77,413
2,393,794
2,393,794
3,687,094
« * «
««# ««# ###
«#«## ##### #####
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation laprovement Program
In Fadaral Dollars
Federal Xld Orban System Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditure* by Fadaral Fiscal Taar
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996
Portland Urbanized Area
Authorised
Metro Region and Reserve Projects
'•48 Flnaled Vouehered Pro j eoti
Pre Rag 463,260
Rt-ox-Way 318,162
Constr 1,147,655
Pending o
Total 1,929,097
••49 OHAUiOCATED FEDERAL-AID DRBAM FOMDS'
Reserve 0 0
Total 0 0
Total Metro Region and Reserve
1,929,097 0
•00000000*00000*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
•114 *00-000*<
0
0
*00000*VXRva
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
•na*****
0
0
..••••••CLOSED
463,260
318,162
1,147,655
0
1,929,097
1,929,097
« « *
««« ### #««
««««# ##### #####
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanixed Area
Zn Federal Dollars
Bffectlve October 1, 1994
Federal Aid Urban System Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
Metro Region Total
21,112,550 o 0 0 0 0 0 31,113,550
Report Total
35,405,910 0 0 0 0 0 0 35,405,910
«## ««# «««
«#### ##### #####
Approved Program Tears
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DRAFT
State Highway Program
Fiscal Year 1995
Fiscal Years 1994 to Post 1997
Effective October 1, 1993
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1993 1994 1995
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal and State Dollars
State Highway Program (Federal Aid, NHS, STP, AOH, et. al.)
Portland Urbanized Area
1996 1997 Post 1997 Authorized
Total Program
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Non-Hwy Cp
Reserve
Env Study
Sys Study
Total
5,011,
4,053,
111,205,
1,100,
121,371,
694
686
677
0
0
0
000
057
338,000
-10,525
3,178,100
0
0
0
0
3,505,575
777,680
439,925
22,861,837
0
0
0
0
24,079,442
# '
###
#####
351,120
14,574,570
31,693,881
1,248,017
0
0
0
47,867,588
#
**#
#####
1,
91,
22,
11,
127,
957,793
0
126,581
992,000
000,000
922,000
0
998,374
#
###
is',
3,
36,
0
0
774,820
759,983
190,000
0
0
724,803
: 543,000
49,261,770
48,195,004
0
2,000,000
0
0
99,999,774
8,979,287
68,319,426
326,035,900
40,000,000
16,190,000
922,000
1,100,000
461,546,613
Approvel Program Years
Fiscal Teare 1995 to Poet 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollar*
State Highway Program
Project Deacriptlon
Eatimated Expenditurea by Federal Fiacal Year
Obligated 19 94 1995 1996
Portland Orban!zed Area
Poet 1998 Authorized
Highway Bridge Replacement Projeeta
*••! 1-5 - SEISMIC RETROFIT FIVE BRIDGES - PHASE !•••••••••••••«
Constr 832,000 0 0
Total 833,000 0 0
• ••2 0S-3OB - ST JOHNS BRIDGE JOINT REPAIR** •••••••••••••••••••<
Conatr 0 0 0
Total o 0 0
•••3 OPRR (H. PORTXJUTD RD. ) BR . #51C0«**** •••••••••••••••••••••'
Pre Eng 0 90,400 0
Rt-of-ifay 0 16,000 0
Conatr 0 2,093,600 0
Total 0 2,200,000 0
•••4 ROCKCREEX (NW 216TH AVENUE) BR. #671325*
Pre Bng 0 ' 40,000
conatr 0 290,400
Total 0 330,400
• • • • •
0
0
0
•••5 TUALATIN RIVER OVERFLOW (OOIiF COURSE RD) BR. #671244**»* •••••••••
Conatr 0 473,600 0 0
Total 0 473,600 0 0
•••6 HAWTHORNE BRIDGE< #2757E) PHASE II - SERVICE LIFE EXTENSION**" • •*
Pre Bng 95,960 0 0 0
Conatr 1,240,000 0 0 0
Total 1,335,960 0 0 0
•••7 HAWTHORNE BRIDGE EAST APPROACH RAMPS REPIACEMENT (#2757C ) • • • • • • • • •
Pro Bng 248,240 0 0 0
Constr 0 1,040,000 0: 0
Total 248,240 1,040,000 0 0
•••8 1-5 - W KARQUAM INTCHQ TO MARQUAM BRIDGE - RETROFIT CONNECTIONS••
Conatr 7,392,000 0 0 0
Total 7,392,000 0 0 0
•••9 REGIONAL PAVEMENT, DECK RESTORATIONS, AND EXPANSION JOINT REPAIR*
Constr 896,000 0 0 0
Total 896,000 0 0 0
Total Highway Bridge Replacement Projeeta
10,704,200 4,044,000 0 0
•••••220 •92-001***06467«FAI5*»«*l«****"«302««***"<
0 0 0 832,000
0 0 0 832,000
•••••245 •00-000««»06022«FAO9966«l23*»«««*«l»«««»««<
0 1,160,000 0 1,160,000
0 1,160,000 0 1,160,000
•••••260 •93-10e««*06334»FAO9962*120««"»*««0«*•••••<
0 0 0 90,400
0 0 0 16,000
0 0 0 2,093,600
0 0 0 2,200,000
•••••263 •92O46"«*O6465«FA09O31«734*"»««««O«»«*«"C
0 0 0 40,000
0 0 0 290,400
0 0 0 330,400
•••••265 •93-027*"06336•HBRA678«734"«««»««0« ••••••'
0 0 0 473,600
0 0 0 473,600
•••••407 *85-037a««04069"FAU9366«726««««««»«0»*»*»**'
0 0 0 95,960
0 0 0 1,240,000
0 0 0 1,335,960
•••••506 •84-0 97*•«02914'FAO9366«726«••••••«0«••••••
0 0 0 248,240
0 0 0 1,040,000
0 0 0 1,288,240
•••••925 *90-057***05745*FAI5****l"*«»••••300*••••••
0 0 0 7,392,000
0 0 0 7,392,000
•••••928 *90-053***04340*VARvar**var********0***«**»
0 0 0 896,000
0 0 0 896,000
1,160,000 15,908,200
« « #
««« ««« ###
«#### ##### #«##*
Approved Program Years
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Fiacal Years 1995 to Poat 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
State Highway Program
Portland Urbanised Ar«a
Project Description
Batlmeted Expendlturea by Federal Fiacal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 Poat 1996 Authorized
Hazard Elimination syatam Projecte
••10 SB WOODSTOCK BLVD. 9 6K 39TH AVBWUB*««««««« •••••••••••••
Pre lag 0 0 14,400
Coaatr 0 . 0 149,400
Total 0 0 163,800
••11 OR213 - CASCADE HWY SO - ABBJUiXTHY RD TO BBAVERCREBK RD*
Coaatr 549,000 0 0
Total 549,000 0 0
••12 SB STARK STREET AT SB 20 2ND AVBNUB - SIGNAL UPGRADE** •• •
Pra Bng 16,000 0 0
Conatr 176,400 0 0
Total 194,400 0 0
• • 13 BEAVERTON TUALATIN HWY 9 SW WASHINGTON DRIVE*••••••••••<
Rt-of-Way 0 0 31,500
Conatr 0 0 207,000
Total 0 0 238,500
••14 OR-9 9E - PACIFIC HIGHWAY EAST AT LOMBARD (PORTLAND)••••<
Conatr 0 360,000 0
Total 0 360,000 0
••15 NE KILLINGSWORTH STREET 9 HE 60TH AVENUE**"
Pra Bng 0 30,000
Conatr 0 123,000
Total 0 153,0 00
0
0
0
14,
149,
163,
400
400
800
6 *89-03e***07152*HBS969 9
0 0
0 0
0 0
•203 •91-001*••05621»PAP7e»**l«0»««**«»*0«•••••••••
0 0 0 549,000
0 0 0 5*4,000
>*.*«*209 •91-011***06366*FAU9810*726
0 0
0 0
' 0 0
......211*e6-068***03611*FAO9091*141
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
•****259 ••••••****O6581»FAP26***1E««**'
0 0 0
0 0 0
0
0
0
18
176
194
,000
,400
,400
••1.6 NORTH INTERSTATE AVENUE & NORTH BUFFALO STREET** *•'
Pr« Bng 0 40,000 0
Conatr 0 158,000 0
T o t a l 0 1 9 8 , 0 0 0 0
• • 1 7 NW OLENCOE ROAD 9 ZION CHURCH/SCOTCH CHURCH ROAD**1
Conatr 50 0 , 0 00 0 0
Total 500,000 0 0
••18 NW ZION CHURCH 9 NW SUSBAUER RD INTERSECTION* •*•••'
Pre Eng 0 15,0 00 0
Conatr 0 102,000 0
Total 0 117,000 0
•276 *93-065***07046*HES**»««<
0 0
0 0
0 0 .
•278 •93-066***07047*HES*****1
0 0
9*93-029***06719****665********'
0 0 0
0 0 0
31,500
207,000
238,500
k***4*******«
360,000
360,000
»***0*****»«i
30,000
123,000
153,000
40,000
158,000
198,000
tQ*«********
500,000
500,000
•280 *93-108***07247*HES*****734********0•••••••••<
0 0 0 15,000
0 0 0 102,000
0 0 0 117,000
••19 SB ORIENT DRIVE 9 SE 282ND AVENUE***** * * ••
Conatr 0 348,300
Total 0 348,300
••20 SE STARK STREET 9 SE 174TH AVENUE* •••••**•
Pre Eng 0 9,000
Rt-of-Way 0 3,600
Conatr 0 115,000
Total 0 127,6 00
• •21 SE BELMONT STREET 9 SE 11TH AVENUE**** •• ••
Pre Bng 0 16,200
Total 0 16,200
••22 SB FOSTER ROAD 9 SB 72ND AVENUE* ••••••••••
Pre Bng 0 18,000
Total 0 18,000
••23 SB BELMONT STREET 9 SB 20TH AVENUE**" ••••
Pre Eng 0 16,200
Total 0 16,200
••24 PACIFIC HWY BAST PEDESTRIAN RBFUQE ISLAND*
Conatr 0 346,500
Total 0 346,500
• * * * • *
0
0
o
 
o
 o
 o
 
•
•••**•
0
0
******
0
0
**«**288 *93-083*
0
0
***'*289 *93-082*
0
0
0
0
•«**«291 «93-077*
0
0
•****292 *93-079*
0
0
•*07135*HES»***
o'
0
**07137*HES*««*
0
0
0
0
•*07058*HES****
0
0
•*07132*HES**«*
0
0
******
0
0
******
0
0
0
0
******
0
0
•***••
0
0
•*****0******i
348,300
348,300
******o******<
9,000
3,600
115,000
127,600
••••••o******
16,200
16,200
******o******
16,000
16,000
•297 •93-078***07133*HES****************0***••*•
0 ' 0 0 16,200
0 0 0 16,200
.300 *93-059***06712*HES26««*lB«*»
0 0 0
0 0 0
346,500
346,500
« # «
««# #«# ###
#«##« «««## ««###
Approved Program Yeara
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
State Highway Program
Portland Urbanized Area
Projact Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 Post 1996 Authorised
Hazard Elimination System Projects
(Continued)
••25 BEAVKRTOM/TUALATIH HWY XT SW OAK - SIGKXL/LKFT TURK LAMES*****••••••••••••414 *84-066***00764*FAU9091*141**
Constr 190,000 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 190,000 0 0 0 0 0 0
190,000
190,000
••26 HAZARD aXnCMATIOH PROJECTS AT OR UHDER $100, 000***********«*******»******522 •93-080***07057*VARvar»*var»«**«»*«0«"***»***
Pra Eng 0 4,500 0 0 0 0 0 4,500
Constr 0 225,000 0 0 0 0 0 225,000
Total 0 229,500 0 0 0 0 0 229,500
••27 SWMAUUER ROAD » MAYFIELD AVENUE* •••
Constr 0 240,000
Total 0 240,000
•524
••28 OR210 - SCBOIiLS HHT AT SW JAKXBSOH ROAD - LT TDRM REFUGE*
Constr 144,000 0 0
Total 144,000 0 0
••29 HE HALSEY STREET AT NE 148TH AVE - SIOHAL UPGRADE* •••••••
Constr 109,800 0 0
Total 109,800 0 0
•oeo4O*HSS*
0
0
0****•
*e6-112***03916*FAU9234*143**
0 0 0
0 0 0
**0*******
240,000
240,000
**12*******
144,000
144,000
"909 *89-040«
0
0
'05825*FAD9858*726**
0 0
0 0
Total Hazard Elimination System Projects
1,687,200 2,170,300 402,300
109,800
109,800
4,259,800
# # #
«## «## «##
««### ##### «##«#
Approved Program Years
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METRO
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Inprorement Program
F i s c a l Years 1995 t o Poat 1996 P o r t l a n d Urbanized Area
In Federa l D o l l a r *
E f f e c t i v e October 1 , 1994
S t a t e Highway Program
P r o j e c t D e s c r i p t i o n . ' •
E s t i m a t e d Expendi tures by F e d e r a l F i s c a l Year
O b l i g a t e d 1994 199S 1996 • 1997 1996 Poat 1996 Author ized
S t a t e Modernizat ion P r o j e c t *
•*30 OR-43 - TAYLOR'S FERRY ROAD TO 1-205 ( M A C S ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 J 6 . 0 0-000***05853*FAU9565*3*«***• • • • •2**********
Constr 0 0 1 , 3 9 0 , 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 3 9 0 , 4 0 0
T o t a l 0 0 1 , 3 9 0 , 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 3 9 0 , 4 0 0
• • 3 1 US-30B - 8AMDY BLVD METROPOLITAN AREA CORRIDOR STUDY*••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 3 0 •00-000««»06239*FAO9326*59«««»*««»*0»«»««"** #
Constr 0 0 3 , 9 6 9 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 , 9 6 9 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 0 0 3 , 9 6 9 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 , 9 6 9 , 0 0 0
• • 3 2 1-205 - COLOMBIA BLVD SOOTHBOUHD ON-RAMP* • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 3 3 •00-000***05661*FAZ205* •64»««» • • • • 2 4 * * « « « « « " «
Constr 0 0 0 394 ,012 0 0 0 3 9 4 , 6 1 2
T o t a l 0 0 0 394 ,612 0 0 0 3 9 4 , 8 1 2
• • 3 3 OR-6 TUALATIN VALLEY HWY - BEAV/TIGARD HWY TO 117TH" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • «240 • 00-000*««06131«FAP32" » 2 9 « « • • • • • • • 3 « » « « » * * * » *
Constr 0 0 0 0 2 , 7 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 2 , 7 0 0 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 0 0 0 0 2 , 7 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 2 , 7 0 0 , 0 0 0
• • 3 4 OS-26 - CEDAR HILLS BLVD INTERCHANGE TO SW 76TH AVENOE«««««*»•• • • • • • • • • • • •247 •68-033d*«06597«FAP27" *47«« • • • • • • 6 6 " « * « * * » * «
Constr 3 0 , 8 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 , 8 0 0 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 3 0 , 6 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 , 6 0 0 , 0 0 0
• • 3 5 OS-26 - SW 82ND PLACE (OOLF CREEK ACCESS R O A D ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 5 0 •88 -033 i*«06596«FAP27" » 4 7 « « • • • • • • 6 9 " * « * • • • • • •
Constr 9 5 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 5 0 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 9 5 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 5 0 , 0 0 0
• • 3 6 OS-26 - HIGHLANDS (ZOO) INTERCHANGE*• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 5 1 • 8 8 - 0 3 3 e * * 0 6 0 1 5 * F A P 2 7 « « * 4 7 * • • • • • • * 7 2 « • • • • • • • • •
Constr 7 , 1 3 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 , 1 3 0 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 7 , 1 3 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 , 1 3 0 , 0 0 0
• • 3 7 US-26 - SYLVAN INTERCHANGE TO HIGHLANDS INTERCHANGE** • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • *253 • 88-033f • *06016*FAP27** *47** • * • * * *71*****«* • • •
Constr 0 9 , 8 7 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 , 6 7 0 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 0 9 , 8 7 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 , 6 7 0 , 0 0 0
• • 3 6 OS-26 - CAMELOT INTERCHANGE TO SYLVAN INTERCHANGE* • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • «254 •88-033g**06017*PAP27***47**• • • • • •68«»***»* # **
Constr 0 6 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 3 5 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 0 6 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 3 5 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
• • 3 9 US-26 - BEAVERTOH/TIGARD HIGHWAY TO CAMELOT INTERCHANGE"* • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 5 5 •88-033h**06018*FAP27*«*47*«• • • • • •69»«*»«*»»»•
Constr 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 , 0 2 9 , 8 5 6 6 , 0 2 9 , 6 5 6
T o t a l 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 , 0 2 9 , 6 5 6 6 , 0 2 9 , 8 5 6
• • 4 0 OR-217 - SUNSET HIGHWAY TO TUALATIN VALLEY HIGHWAY****"*** • • • • • • • • • • • • • • «258 • • • • • • • • • • 0 6 5 9 8 » F A P 7 9 * * • 1 4 4 * " * * * * * 0 « • • • * • • • • •
Constr 1 1 , 9 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 , 9 0 0 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 1 1 , 9 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 , 9 0 0 , 0 0 0
• • 4 1 METRO ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS - VAR HWYS - CLACK/MULT & WASH CTYS* • • • • • • • • **270 •87-015** *02514*NHS* • • • *var* • • • • • • «0« • • • • • • • • •
Constr 0 0 0 1 ,209 ,200 0 0 0 1 , 2 0 9 , 2 0 0
T o t a l 0 0 0 1 , 2 0 9 , 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 2 0 9 , 2 0 0
• • 4 2 METRO AREA FREEWAYS DETECTION SYSTEM - VARIOUS HWYS - MULT CTY** • • • • * • • • • • 2 7 2 *92-040***06234*NHS*** * *var» • • • • • • •<)•• • • • • • • • •
Constr 0 0 0 1 , 4 3 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 4 3 0 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 0 0 0 1 , 4 3 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 4 3 0 , 0 0 0
••43MOTORISTINFORMATIONSYSTEM************************************«***«*»«***273*92-039«»«06235*NHS*****vmr**«*****0«** • • • • • • •
Constr 0 0 0 1,100,000 0 0 0 1,100,000
Total 0 0 0 1,100,000 0 0 0 1,100,000
••44 MACS STUDIES (TWO) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••330*00-000***6240* *FAU* *•••*••••••••••o**********
Constr 0 0 0 0 2,979,000 0 0 2,979,000
Total 0 0 0 0 2,979,000 0 0 2,979,000
••45TSMINITIATIVES (ATMS) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••331»00-000#**6236*#FAU##*•••••*••••••*0***•••••••
Constr 0 0 693,000 0 0 0 0 693,000
Total 0 0 693,000 0 0 0 0 693,000
••46 SUNSET HWY AT VISTA RIDGE TUNNEL MESSAGE SIGHING (III) ••••••••••••••••• ••••366 •10143c*««01692*FAP27»*»47* •••• • •*72*«*»****«*
Constr 0 0 1,345,950 0 0 0 0 1,345,950
Total 0 0 1,345,950 0 0 0 0 1,345,950
##* ### *##
##### ##### *«««#
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1990
Effective October 1, 19 94
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Total Coat Dollar*
State Highway Program
Portland Urbanized Area
Project Description
Estimated Expenditure* by Federal rlscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 Poat 1998 Authorized
State Modernization Projects
(Continued)
•M7OR-47i COUNCIL CREEK-OtJINCE (HWY 47 BYPASS) •••••••>
Constr 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0
••48 COLUMBIA SLOUGH IHTERMODAL EXPANSION BRIDGE (PORT OF PORTLAND) ••••••••••••635 ••••
Pre Eng 0 538,380 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 3,307,039 0
Total 0 538,380 0 3,307,039 0
••49 TUALATIN VALLEY HWY - HILLSBORO SIONALS(13 LOCATIONS) •••••••••••••••••••• «878 «84-
Constr 686,400 0 0 0 0
Total 686,400 0 0 0 0
7,130,000
7,130,000
7,130,000
7,130,000
••••••••••••o•••••••••
0 538,380
0 3,307,039
0 3,845,419
••50 OR217 BEAV/TIQ HWY - SUBSET HWY TO 1-5 - RAMP METERING**** ••••«••
Constr 540,000 0 0 0
Total 540,000 0 0 0
••51 OR213 CASCADE SOUTH - E PORTLAND FREEWAY TO HOLCOMB BOULEVARD••••
Constr 750,000 0 0 0
Total 750,000 0 0 0
•••915 *90-
0
0
"••921 "90-
0
0
••52 REGIONAL RAMP METERING, TRAFFIC LOOP REPAIR, AND MESSAGE SIGNING* •****•• **927 »90-
Constr 3,125,640 0 0 0 0
Total 3,125,840 0 0 0 0
••53 OR206 - 2 09TH AVENUE TO 167TH (WASHINGTON) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••934 «00-
Pre Bng 709,000 0 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 5,175,000 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 0 0
Total 709,000 0 5,175,000 0 0
034***03334*FAP32***29********13*******
0 0 686,400
0 0 686,400
056A**06231*FAP79***144**»***««7«**«««*
0 0 540,000
0 0 540,000
.001*•*05625*FAP78***160********0*******
0 0 750,000
0 0 750,000
. 022•••05278*VARvar«'v»r••••••••0•••••••
0 0 3,125,840
0 0 3,125,840
•00 0«*«00000*FAU9 064*142
••54 OR208 - 167TH AVENUE TO MURRAY* ••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••<
Pre Eng 1,619,000 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 . 0 3,350,000 0
Constr 0 0 0 5,110,000
Total 1,619,000 0 3,350,000 5,110,000
Total State Modernization Projects
56,210,240 16,408,360 15,923,350 47,551,051
•••••944 »86-
0
5,679,000
•06508«FAU9 06 4«
0
0
0
0
0
5
5
709,
,175 ,
,864 ,
0 0 0
0 0 0
0
0 0 0
7,130,000
1,619,000
3,350,000
5,110,000
10,079,000
6,029,856 156,931,877
* « #
##« ««# #«#
««### ##### #####
Approved Program Years
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METRO
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n In^rovement Program
F i s c a l Yeara 1995 t o Poat 1998 P o r t l a n d Urbanized Area
I n T o t a l Coat D o l l a r *
B f f « c t l v « O c t o b e r 1 , 1994
S t a t * Highway Program
P r o j e c t D e a c r i p t i o n
E s t i m a t e d E x p e n d i t u r e s by F e d e r a l P i a c a l Taar
O b l i g a t e d 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Poe t 1998 A u t h o r i z e d
S t a t e O p e r a t i o n s P r o j e c t s
• • 5 5 DS30BT - ST JOHNS BRIDGE P A I N T I N G * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 0 2 • 9 1 - 0 1 0 * * * 0 5 7 9 7 * F A U 9 9 6 6 » 1 2 3 » « * • • • • • ! • • • • • • • • • •
Conatr 2 , 8 2 2 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 , 8 2 2 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 2 , 8 2 2 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 , 8 2 2 , 0 0 0
• • 5 6 BBAVKRTON TUALATIN HWY » SW WASHINGTON D R I V E * • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 1 1 • 8 6 - 0 8 8 * * * 0 3 6 1 1 * F A U 9 0 9 1 * 1 4 1 * * * • • • • • 4 » * • • • • * • • •
Pre Eng 0 0 4 3 , 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 , 8 2 0
T o t a l 0 0 4 3 , 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 , 8 2 0
• • 5 7 1-84 - KALSEY STREET UNDERCROSSINQ BRIDGE #13516* • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 221 « 9 2 - 0 0 9 * • • 0 0 0 0 0 « F A I 2 " • « 2 » * * • * * * • * * 6 * * * • • • * • • •
Conatr 0 3 1 5 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 5 , 0 0 0
T o t a l 0 3 1 5 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 5 , 0 0 0
• • 5 8 OR-99W - SW HAMILTON TO BEAVERTON/HILLSDALE HWY JCT - GUARDRAIL* • • • • • • • * **224 • • • • » • • • *«06020*FAP9 •* «*1W« • • • • • • • *2*« • • • • • • • •
Conatr 0 0 6 1 0 , 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 , 1 3 0
T o t a l 0 0 6 1 0 , 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 . 1 3 0
• • 5 9 OR-8 - TUALATIN VALLEY OVERLAY - 110TH TO 1 6 0 T H * * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • * • • • * 2 3 4 • 0 0 - 0 0 0 * * * 0 5 8 5 9 * F A P 3 2 * • • 2 9 » « « « * « • • * 3 « » * * * * « * * «
Pre Eng 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 3 , 0 0 0 0 5 4 3 , 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0 543,000 0 543,000
••60 OR-8 - TUALATIN VALLEY HWY AT MARKET CENTRE ENTRANCE* •• • ••••••••*•»•••••••• «2 57 *•••••• •••0657 9«FAP3 2« • *29 •••••••• «8»» •••••••«
Conatr 567,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 567,000
Total 567,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 567,000
••61 PACIFIC HWY WEST 9 MEINECKE ROAD - PACIFIC HIGHWAY WEST* •••••*••*•••••*••• 266 •91-002*•«05634*FAP9••*•1W«••••«••16**•••••*•<
Conatr 0 462,000 0 0 0 0 0 462,000
Total 0 462,000 0 0 0 0 0 462,000
••62 BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HIGHWAY » 217*«*«*«»**««»*«**»»***»*************«*****268 • 9 2-035* * * 0 6014 *FAP* •«•• 14 4 ••••••• •!••• •• •••«<
Constr 0 0 0 0 0 870,000 0 870,000
Total. 0 0 0 0 0 870,000 0 870,000
*«63 STATE FINANCED PROJECTS AT OR UNDER $10 0,000**«***************************412 *79-04 9c**00000"VARvar**var*••••••»0*••••••••<
Pre Eng 0 25,000 0 0 0 0 0 25,000
Constr 0 290,000 0 0 0 0 0 290,000
Total 0 315,000 0 0 . 0 0 0 315,000
••64 HAZARD ELIMINATION PROJECTS AT OR UNDER $100,000*«««*««**«««*****«********522 • 88-043 •** 04 955*VARvar**var ••-•••• «0 •••••••••'
Constr 0 195,700 0 0 0 0 0 195,700
Total 0 195,700 0 0 0 0 0 195,700
••65 SW WALKER ROAD 9 MAYFIELD AVENUE* ••••••••••••••«••••••••••••••••••••••••• «S24 «93-188 •• *08040*HES*« *• *0* ••*••••• *0* ••••••**'
Constr 0 135,633 0 0 0 0 0 135,633
Total 0 135,633 0 0 0 0 0 135,633
••66 WILLAMETTE RIVER BRIDGES ACCESS STUDY (MULTNOMAH) •••••••••••••••••••••••••604 •93-034*••06899*CMA**•*•**•**•**••*0**••****•
Pre Eng 0 40,000 0. 0 0 0 0 40,000
Total 0 40,000 0 0 0 0 0 40,000
••67 HALL BOULEVARD AT BURNHAM STREET - SIGNAL*••••••••••••••••••••••«••••••••«728 • 85-033«••03913*FAU9091*141**••••••6*••••••••
Constr 130,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 130,000
Total 130,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 130,000
•*6B ORB TV HWY - CANYON LANE TO WALKER ROAD - TRAFFIC SIGNALS* •*••*••«••••••• *912 • 90-007 •• «04401*FAP32 • **29* ••••••• «0* ••••••••
Constr 270,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 270,000
Total 270,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 270,000
••69 OR217 BEAV/TIG HWY - SUNSET HWY TO 1-5 - RAMP METERING*••••••••••••••••••*915 »90-0S6 ••• 01497*FAP79 •••144** ••••• «7*«« ••••••
Constr 450,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 450,000
Total 450,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 450,000
• •70 REGIONAL PAVEMENT, DECK RESTORATIONS, AND EXPANSION JOINT REPAIR******** •• 928 *90-051* •• 05624*VARvar**var* •••• •••<>••• ••••••
Constr 200,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 200,000
Total 200,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 200,000
••71REGIOHAL GUARDRAIL IMPROVEMENTS" ••••••••••••••« ••••••••••••.•••••••*••*• * 9 29 *90-030* • *05323*VARvar**irar« •••••• •0««« ••••••
Constr 0 1,700,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,700,000
Total 0 1,700,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,700,000
Total State Operations Projects
4,439,000 3,163,333 653,950 0 0 1,413,000 0 9,669,283
# # #
### ### #«#
##### ##### #####
Approved Program Yeara
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METRO .
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1996 Portland Urbanized Area
In Total Cost Dollars
Effective October 1, 1994
State Highway Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1996 Authorised
Bikeways Projects
•*7S OR-43 OSWEOO HWY RETAIHIKO WALL/BXKSWAY - MCVEY TO BURHHAM»*««*"*"***"*231 •92-022»*«06130«FAU9565»3»•••••••••7*««»****«
Constr 0 0 440,000 0 0 0 0 440,000
Total 0 0 440,000 0 0 0 0 440,000
••73 BV/TOALATIH HWYi 99W - SW MCDOHALD ST. (BIKSWAY)•••••••••••••••••**•••*•*366 •10169a*••04640•BIK9091*141«•••••••5«»*»«••••
Constr o o 390,000 0 0 0 0 390,000
Total 0 0 390,000 0 0 0 0 390,000
••74BARBORBLVD. I HAMILTON/MILES BIKEWAY**** •••••••••••••••••••••••••«•••* ••••367 •••••••••«06027«BIK«*•••1W" •••••**0«••••••••
constr 0 o 1,500,000 0 0 o • o 1,500,000
Total 0 0 1,500,000 0 0 0 0 1,500,000
••75 BV/TOALATIN HWY; LOWER BOONES FERRY RD .-TUALATIN/SHERWOOD BIKEWY** ••••••• »368 «92-043« • "06029 •BIK9091* 14 1* •••••• •9«*»«"«» •
Constr o o 240,000 o . o . 0 0 240,000
Total 0 0 240,000 0 0 0 0 240,000
Total .Bikeways Projects
0 0 2,570,000 0 0 0 0 2,570,000
# # «### ### ######## ##### #####
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation UvrorwuDt Program
Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Orbanized Area
In Total Coat Dollars
Effective Octob«r 1, 1994
State Highway Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Placal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Poat 1998 Authorized
Access Oregon Highway Projects
••76 MCLOOQHUK BLVD PBASB I - TACOMA OVERPASS AMD HAAftXSON/RXVER RD*"»**»«"»134 •77-159a"04872«FAP26*"lE«*«« •••••4««*««*****
Constr 9,500,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,500,000
Total 9,500,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,500,000
••77 PACIPIC HIGHWAY WEST AT EDY / SCHOLLS - SXX CORHBRS»«»««»»*«"*******"**#463 •ee-040«!«04358«PAP9««"l""»»«»**15*»*«<*****
Rt-of-Way 3,000,000 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 2,000,000
Constr 2,800,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,600,000
Total . 4,800,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,800,000
••78 WESTERN BYPASS - PHASE I - SUNSET HWY TO PACIFIC HWY«««»«« •••••••••••••• *»720 "88-011* • •05124«VARtbd«*734*»« •••• «0* •*•••••••
Pre Eng 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sys Study 1,100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,100,000
Total 1,100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,100,000
Total Access Oregon Highway Projects
15,400,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 15,400,000
« * • #
« # « * # # « # #
« # # « # « # * # # # # # # #
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal T«ara 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanized Area
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 19 94
State Highway Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 Post 1998 Authorized
Federal Aid Interstate Maintenance (FAI/FAI-4R) Projects
••7» 1-205 - AIRPORT WT TO COLOMBIA BLVD - WJDEN SB ON-RAMP,ADD AOX L«"*««««««306 •86-062***03270*FAI205"64*«««<*«»24»»******* •
Constr 460,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 460,000
Total 460,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 460,000
•••0 1-5 - BAST MARQOAM IHTERCEAHQB GRAND AVE/ML KINO AVE RAMPS (III ) • • • • • • • • ••320 •76-011" •00597»FAI5« •••!*••• ••••301«»« •••••••
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0 0 0 0 49,261,770 49,261,770
Constr o o o Q o o o o
Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 49,2,61,770 49,261,770
••81 X-5 - HB CONNECTION TO SB I-405(8956B) - DECK RESTORATION*••••••••••••••••33s .10217«•••01489*FAI5*•**1*••••••*303••••**•*•'
cbnstr 0 0 0 o o i,420,iee o 1,420,lee
Total 0 0 0 0 0 1,420,186 0 1,420,166
••82 1-5 - B MARQOAM INTCHQ ( SE WATER AVE RAMPS) - (I)•••••••••••••••••••••••••345 •76-011***05697*FAI5»•••!••••••••301««»««•••••
Constr 0 0 1,659,600 0 0 0 15,254,100 16,913,700
Total 0 0 1,659,600 0 0 0 15,254,100 16,913,700
••83 1-5 - TERWILLIQBR BLVD INTERCHANGE OVBRCROSSING/RAMPS****••••••••••••••••»360 • 84-055* •*01945*FAO9383«l«» •••• **297» ••••••••<
Constr 11,866,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 11,868,000
Total 11,868,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 11,868,000
••84 1-64 - NB 161ST AVE TO 223RD AVE - WIDEN, NEW INTCHGS*••••••••••••••••••••372 «84-023a**00787*FAI84•*»2••••••••*13»••••••••'
Pre Bag 1,132,646 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,132,646
Constr 0 0 "0 19,830,330 0 0 0 19,830,330
Total 1,132,646 0 0 19,830,330 0 0 0 20,962,976
•*85r-5- STAFFORD INTERCHANGE*•••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••*••••••••••••••••403•86-061*«*03271"FAI5***«1**•••••«286«•••••••••
Pre Bng 654,463 129,000 0 0 0 0 0 783,463
Rt-of-Way 2,003,941 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,003,941
Constr 0 0 6,801,534 0 0 0 0 6,601,534
Total 2,658,404 129,000 6,801,534 0 0 0 0 9,588,938
••86 1-5 - GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF PAVEMENT SUBSIDENCE MP287*••••••••••••««472 *85-008*«*02910*FAI5«*•*1**•••••*287«•••••••••
Constr 0 0 690,921 0 0 0 0 690,921
Total 0 0 690,921 0 0 0 0 690,921
••87 1-205 - AT SANDY BLVD WESTBOUND CONNECTION***••••••••••••••••••••••••••••662 •86-058***04059*FAI205**64*•*••••*24*«*••••••'
Pre Eng 3 8,548 0 0 0 0 0 0 38,54 8
Constr 360,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 360,000
Total 398,548 0 0 0 0 0 0 398,548
••88 1-5 - OPPER BOONES FERRY TO 1-205 INTERCHANGE**•*••«•••••••••**•••*••***•*876 •84-127*•*02499*FAI5****1**••*••*289*•***••••'
Pre Bng 309,825 0 0 0 0 0 0 309,825
Constr 3,128,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,128,000
Total 3,437,825 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,437,825
••89 1-5 - AT HIGHWAY 217/KROSE WAY INTERCHANGE CONNECTION***•••••••***••••••«*893 *86-056*••03277«FAI5**«*1*«•••••*292**•••••••
Rt-of-Way 0 0 4,983,604 0 0 0 0 4,983,604
Constr 0 0 0 0 12,023,820 0 0 12,023,820
Total 0 0 4,983,604 0 12,023,820 0 0 17,007,424
••90 1-64 - OPRR ( GRAHAM ROAD) BRIDGE #6967 REPLACEMENT**••••••••••••••••••*•«911 *87-017***03342*FAO9883*2***••••**1B*•••*••••
Constr 2,631,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,631,200
Total 2,631,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,631,200
••91 1-64 COLOMBIA RIVER HIGHWAY - 223RD AVENOE TO TROOTDALE**••••••••••••••••*922 *84-023b** 04738*FAI68*•*2**••••••*15*••••••••
Pre Bng 0 0 0 1,957,793 0 0 0 1,957,793
Rt-of-Way 10,525 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,525
Constr 0 0 0 22,220,200 0 0 0 22,220,200
Total 10,525 0 0 24,177,993 0 0 0 24,168,518
Total Federal Aid Interstate Maintenance (FAI/FAI-4R) Projects
22,597,148 129,000 14,135,659 44,006,323 12,023,820 1,420,188 64,515,870 158,830,008
# # #
### ««« ##«
##### «##«# #####
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1996
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
In Federal Dollars
State Highway Program
Projset Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal T«ar
Obligated 1994 1995 1996
Portland Urban!sad Ar«a
Authorised
State Surface Transportation Program Projects
• • 92BOSPURCHASES (TKX-KBT)***************************************************154 *00-000***00000*OR*var**na* «••••* ••()•• •••*••••
Kon-Hwy Cp 0 0 0 992,000 15,759,983 0 0 16,751,983
Total 0 0 0 992.000 15,759,963 0 0 16,751,993
••93 IHTBORATEOWESTSlDE/HIIiSBOROLRTPROJaCT* •*••••••••••'••••••••*••*•**• ****206*00-000***00000*TRA*****na* •••••• •*0*«********
Kon-BMy Cp 0 0 0 22,000,000 0 0 0 22,000,000
Total 0 0 0 22,000,000 0 0 0 22,000,000
••S4 1-84 - 1-84 AT 82MD AVEHDE PARK AMD RIDE LOT******************************222 ••••••••••06243»FAIB4***2«•••••••••5*«***"***
Constr 0 0 179,460 0 0 0 0 179,460
Total 0 0 179,460 0 0 0 0 179,460
••95 1-84 - AROAT DOWNS SOUNDWALL (PORTLAND)••••••••••••••••••••••••**••••••*«*223 • 90-018 ••• 0574 6*PAI84 •• *2* •• •••••••7* *••••••••
Ft* Eng 42,412 0 0 0 0 0 0 42,412
Rt-of-Way 9,220 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,220
Constr 119,8 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 119,860
Total 171,492 0 0 0 0 0 0 171,492
••96 1-84 - GATEWAY PARK AND RIDE LOT*•••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«*••*225 «92-045'•*06241*FAI84••*2«••••*•••*6*••*••••••
Constr 0 0 661,408 0 0 0 0 861,408
Total 0 0 861,408 0 0 0 0 861,408
••97 1-205 - 1-205 » GLISAN NORTHBOUND; 9 NE GLISAN S.BOUND (SAFETY) •••••••••• «227 * 92-047/**05858*FAI205*«64•**••••*21»*•*••••••
Constr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
••98 OR-210 - SCHOLLS AT BEEF BEND ROAD - LEFT TURN REFUGE* ••••••••••••«•••••• «232 "90-014•*«04440*FAU9234•143*••••••*5«••*••••••
Constr 0 0 580,800 0 0 0 0 580,800
Total 0 0 580,800 0 0 0 0 580,800
••99 US26 - SUNSET HIGHWAY OVERLAY - STOREY CREEK TO 185TH**••••••••*••••••••• *267 *90-027d*•03663•FAP27***47*•••••••60*••••*••*•
Constr 0 0 2,252,223 0 0 0 0 2,252,223
Total 0 0 2,252,223 0 0 0 0 2,252,223
•100 1-205 - WILLAMETTE RIVER BRIDGE ICE DETECTORS* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *332 • 8 6-0 99* **03 280«FAI2 05* • 64 •• •••••• «9« •••••••••
Constr 0 0 0 p 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•1011-405 EAST FREMONT BRIDGE APPROACH***** •*••••••••••*••••••••••*•*••* ••••••376 • 8 6-118c* •05856-FAI405* * 61* ••••••• •<• «.«••••••
Constr 0 0 1,256,220 0 0 0 0 1,256,220
Total 0 0 1,256,220 0 0 0 0 1,256,220
•102 1-405 - FREMONT BRIDGE/RAMPS DECK RESTORATION AND JOINT REPAIR*** •••••••• «377 *87-007*•*05855»FA14O5*»61*•**•*••*4*••***••••
Constr 1,247,177 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,247,177
Total 1,247,177 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,247,177
• 10 3 REGIONAL 2 04 0 RESERVE* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«•••••••••• •••••••••• 3 81 * 0 0 - 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 0 0 • STP •••••*•**••••*•• 0 •*•*••*•••
Non-Hwy Cp 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0
Reserve 0 0 0 9,000,000 0 0 0 9,00 0,000
Total 0 0 0 9,000,000 0 0 O 9,000,000
• 10 4 ALTERNATIVE MODE CONSTRUCTION RESERVE •••••••••••••••••••«•••••••••••••••••3 8 2•0 0-0 0 0••* 0 0 0 0 0•STP••*•••••**••••••0•***•***••
Reserve 0 0 0 2,000,000 3,190,000 2,000,000 0 7,190,000
Total . 0 0 0 2,000,000 3,190,000 2,000,000 0 7,190,000
•105 US26 - SUNSET / NW 165TH AVE INTERCHANGE* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .426 «84-013*•*00847*FAP27«•«47*«••••«•64**********
Constr 5,427,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,427,000
Total 5,427,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,427,000
•106 OR210 - FANNO CR TO BEAVERTON/TIGARD HWY/TIGARD (SAFETY) ••••••••••••••••••881 «86-049* • *03908*FAU9234*143« ••••• **9*** •••*•*•
Rt-of-Way 30,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 30,000
Constr 792,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 792,000
Total 822,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 822,000
•107 OR43 - OSWEGO HIGHWAY « JOLIE POINTS ROAD ( SAFETY) ••••••*••••••••••••••• *«884 • 86-054* • *03939*FAU9565»3«* •••••• «10« •••••••••
Constr 0 400,000 0 0 0 0 0 400,000
Total 0 400,000 0 0 0 0 0 400,000
« « #
### ### #«#
##### ##### #####
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998 . Portland Urbanised Area
In Federal Dollar*
Effective Oetobar 1, 1994
State Highway Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
Stata Sur£aca Transportation Program Projects
(Continued)
•108 SPBCXAli HERDS TRANSPORTATION MINX-BUSKS*** •«•••••••••••••••*••••••••••• •••897 •00-000***00000*OR*v
Mon-Bvy Cp 0 0 1,348,017 0 0 0
Total 0 0 1,348,017 0 0 0
•109 REGIONAL PAVEMENT, DECK RESTORATIONS, AND EXPANSION JOINT REPAIR*** •• •••••928 *90-040***04343*VAR
Comtr 522,000 0 0 0 0 0
Total 522,000 0 0 0 0 0
Total State surface Transportation Program Projects
8,189,669 400,000 6,378,12ft 33,992,000 16,949,983 2,000,000
r*
r*
•na*«*
0
0
•var**
0
0
0
1,248,017
1,248,017
•••••<
69,
'()••••••'
522,000
522,000
,909,780
# # #
«## ### ###
##### «#«#« #####
Approved Program Years
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Fiscal Years 1995 to Post 1998
Effective October 1, 1994
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Zn Federal Dollar*
State Highway Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997
Portland Orbanized Area
Authorized
TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT FORD Projects
•110 HISTORIC COLOMBIA RIVER HWY INTERPRETATIVE PANESL (MOiT/ODOT) ••••••<
Constr 0 0 46,000 0
Total 0 0 48,000 0
•111 OREGON ELECTRIC RIGHT OF WAY (WASHINGTON) •••«••••••••••••••••••••••'
Pre Bng 14,0 0 0 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 78,000 0 0
Constr 0 0 43,000 0
Total 14,000 78,000 43,000 0
......}74 .93-023"*
• 112 SOOTH TROLLEY EXTENSION PROJECT (LAKE OSWEGO ) • • • • • •
Rt-of-Way 0 0 598,466
constr o o 199,190
Total 0 0 7 97,656
•113 MCLOOGHLXN BLVD. - PALMBLAD RD/SPRINGWTR CORRIDOR (CITY OF PTLD)**1
Pre Eng 80,600 103,200 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 218,400 - 0 0
Constr 0 0 1,757,200 0
Total 80,800 321,600 1,757,200 0
• 114 FANNO CREEK BIKEPATH (BEAVERTON) *••«•«••«•«••«•«•«••«»•••••••«««
Pre Bng 48,800 800 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 113,400 0 0
Constr 0 0 137,000 0
Total 48,800 114,200 137,000 0
'••275 •93-021*
0
0
0
0
•••277 '93-0161
0
0
•287 '93-019'
0
067«2*TE»
0
0
•06760«TE«
0
0
0
0
•06755*TE«
0
48,000
46,000
14,000
78,000
43,000
135,000
i*.»»**744*..***•
0 598,466
0 199,190
0 797,656
•115 EASTBANK BIKB/PED WAY/BRIDGES, OMSI (CITY OF PORTLAND )
Pre Eng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
284,900
128,000
412,900
1,17 6,000
1,176,000
# # #
##« #«# ###
##### #«##« ###*«
Approved Program Years
>06758»TB«
0
184,000
218,400
1,757,200
2,159,600
r*.Q.**•.**
49,600
113,400
137,000
300,000
284,900
128,000
1,176,000
1,588,900
•116 COMPLETE CEDAR CREEK TRAIL ( SHERWOOD) •«•««••»••»«••«««•«•*••» ............. 3 n ............... . T E. ................ 0 .......
Constr 0 0 0 83,000 0 0 0 83,000
Total 0 0 0 83,000 0 0 0 83,000
•117 SPRINGWATER TRAIL - BORINO CONNECTION (CLACKAMAS) •••••••••••••••••»•»••«••• 312 •«•••••••«••••. «TE« •«•••••••••••••• 0« ••••»«
Rt-of-Way 0 0 120,000 0 0 0 0 120,000
Total 0 0 120,000 0 0 0 0 120,000
•118 ROCK CREEK BIKE/PED PATHWAY (HILLSBORO )••••••••«•••••••••••••••••»•«••• »»«316 ................
 TE.................0">....
Constr 0 0 0 266,000 0 0 0 266,000
Total 0 0 0 266,000 0 0 0 266,000
• 119 INTERMODAL TRANSFER PARK (TROUTDALE )•.•««««••««««•«««•« ................... 318 .............. ..TB.................0.......
Pre Eng 0 0 8,000 0 0 0 0 6,000
Constr 0 0 0 0 72,000 0 0 72,000
Total 0 0 8,000 0 72,000 0 0 80,000
•120 112TH LINEAR PARK PATHWAY (WASHINGTON)•««««••••«••««•«•«•»•••«««•«........321 »*«••*•«....••••?£.................o...>*>.
Rt-of-Way 0 0 188,000 0 0 0 0 188,000
Constr 0 0 120,000 0 0 0 0 120,000
Total 0 0 308,000 0 0 0 0 306,000
Total TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT FUND Projects
143,600 513,800 3,631,756 1,525,000 72,000 0 0 5,886,156
56
METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
Fiscal Tears 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanized Area
In Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 19 94
State Highway Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Tear
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorized
National Highway System Program Projects
•iai 08-26 - MORRAY ROAD TO HIGHWAY 217*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "256 • 00-000••«06021*FAP27«••47«*••
Constr o 0 0 0 . 0 o 0
SDV Study 0 0 0 922,000 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 922,000 0 0 0
•122 1-205 - COLUMBIA RIVER TO NE FAILING GRADINa/LNDSCPa*""«*"*""**"""334 •87-009*"02511«FAI205"64»"t
Constr o 0 0 0 0 o 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•123 1-5 - BOONES FERRY RD TO COMMERCE CIRCLE (WILSONVILLE) •••••••••*••*•••••• *406 • 66-061a* *060 23»f ai»«'••0* ••• •
Constr 0 756,204 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0 756,204 0 0 0 0 0
•124 0R8 TV HIGHWAY - SHDTE PARK TO SB 21ST AVE - HILLSBORO* ••*••••••••••••••• »828 *79-085b* *05024 *FAP32* • *29«* • '
Constr 0 0 4 , 17 2,445 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 4,172,445 0 0 0 0
•125 1-205 - E PORTLAND FREEWAY AT StJNNYBROOK INTERCHANGE* ••••••••••••••••*••• *665 • 66-062* **03346*FAI205* • 64* ••'
Constr 0 0 0 0 0 16,330,860 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0 16,330,660 0
Total National Highway System Program Projects
0 756,204 4,172,445 922,000 0 16,330,860 0
• 67*"
922,
922,
• • • t
0
000
000
i*23******<
0
0
756,
756,
'•11***
4,172,
4,172,
'•14"*
16,330,
16,330,
22,181,
• • • 1
204
204
• • • 1
445
445
860
660
509
«## «#« ««N
#««## ##### «##«#
Approved Program Years
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METRO
Transportation Improvement Program
riical T U I I 1995 to Post 1998 Portland Urbanised Area
la Federal Dollars
Effective October 1, 19 94
State Highway Program
Project Description
Estimated Expenditures by Federal Fiscal Year
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 Post 1998 Authorised
report total
121,371.057 27,585,017 47,867,588 127,998,374 36,724,803 29,454,048 70,545,726 461,546,613
# # #
### «#« «##
##### ««««« #««##
Approved Program Years
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SECTION 3: APPENDICES

APPENDIX A:
CONSOLIDATED PROJECT FUNDING BY METRO ID #

rptid.r
05/12/94
Page 1
Metropolitan Service District
Transportation Improvement Program
Obligations Through 06/01/94
Obligated 1994 1996. 1997 1998 Authorised
•••1 RBSBRVB FOR ORBGON DBPARTMBNT OF TRANSPORTATION (ODOT)••••••••••••••••••••107 •00-000«»»00000«VARvar««na»«*«««»»«0»*«»
Reserve
Total
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0 0 1,323,006
0 0 1,323,006
1,323,006
1,323,006
••2 UNALLOCATED FBDBRAL-AID URBAN F0HDS**"*««**»»»**»»******»***#"*##*»*»***114 •00-000*»»00000»VARvar*
Reserve
Total
Reserve
Pending
Total
FAU/STP TRANSFER PROGRAM
Project 0
*••3 METRO PLANNING•••••
Pre Bng
Total
Pre Bng
Total
Pre Bng
Reserve
Total
Pre Bng
Total
Pre Bng
Total
Pre Bng
Total
533,664
533,664
2,314,004
0
2,314,004
3,148,812
3,148,812
273,949
273,949
Project 6,270,429
•••4 BUS PURCHASES (T
86,000
86,000
44,075
0
44,075
135,065
135,065
265,140
0
0
Federal-Aid Urban
0
0
0
92,685
92,685
0 0 92,685
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••126 •0******
FAU/STP TRANSFBR PROGRAM
0 0 0
0 0 0
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 9
0 0 0
0 0 0
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Federal-Aid Urban
0 0 0
0 0 0
RBGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
325,000
325,000
State Operations
0
0
0 0
00000*VARvar* * na•••
92,685
92,685
0
0
0
92,685
•••••()••••
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
3
3
86,000
86,000
533,664
533,664
,358,079
0
,358,079
0
0
,473,813 *
,473,813
409,014
409,014
325,000 0 0 0 0 6,860,569
»••*••«••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••1-54 *00-00 0***000 00*OR*var**na***#*****0****
Non-Hwy Cp
Supt Serv
Total
Non-Hwy Cp
Total
Non-Hwy Cp
Supt Serv
Total
Non-Hwy Cp
Reserve
Total
Non-Hwy Cp
Total
Non-Hwy Cp
Total
Non-Hwy Cp
Total
Project
11,688,618
11,382
11,700,000
12,865,149
12,865,149
25,643,897
148,182
25,792,080
0
0
0
3,768,000
3,768,000
0
0
0
0
54,125,229
2,
2,
3,
3,
3,
3,
9,
500
500
000
000
589
589
089
,000
0
,000
0
0
0
0
0
,000
0
,000
,450
,450
0
0
0
0
,450
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 3
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 9
0 4,679,200 10,021,224
0 4,679,200 10,021,224
Federal Transit Administration-Trade
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
0 0 0
0 0 0
REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
0 0 9,000,000
0 0 9,000,000
State Surface Transportation Program
0 992,000 15,759,983
0 992,000 15,759,983
14,188,618
11,382
14,200,000
27,565,573
27,565,573
0 35,643,898
0 148,182
0 25,792,080
3,000,000
0
3,000,000
7,357,450
7,357,450
9,000,000
9,000,000
5,67i,200 34,781,207
0 16,751,983
0 16,751,963
103,667,066
Metropolitan Service District
Transportation Improvement Program
Obligations Through 06/01/94
rptld.r
05/12/94
Page 2
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Post 1998 Authorixed
•••5 92ND AVBNUB - IDLSMAND TO COUNTY LINB (CLACKAMAS)•••••••••••••••••••••••••160 •93-134*»«07187»STP»»»»»*«««*«»««**0»«««
REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 0 150,000 0 0 0 0 150,000
Total 0 0 150,000 0 0 0 0 150,000
•••6 CITY OF ORBSHAM PARK k RIDB***#*************#***#>************************174 *0**#*****00000#OR**"*************0***'
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 3
Pre Bng 0 0 375,000 0 0 0 0 375,000
Constr 0 0 0 3,000,000 0 0 0 3,000,000
Total 0 0 375,000 3,000,000 0 0 0 3,375,000
•**7 SB WOODSTOCK BLVD. 9 SB 39TH AVBNUB«#**»*»*»#»»*******;»*#*#»*«***"*»*****176 •89-038***07152*HES9699#***«»»"**«0«***
Hazard Elimination System
Pre Bng 0 0 14,400 0 0 0 0 14,400
Constr 0 0 149,400 0 0 0 0 149,400
Total 0 0 163,800 0 0 0 0 163,800
•••8 BANFIBLD STATIONS RETROFIT FOR L F L R V B » » * » » » » » * » « « # * » * » » « » * » « * * « * » » « » # * * * « » 1 9 2 •00-000»»»00000»TRA"*««na**#**»#*»0«*«»
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 3
Non-Hwy Cp 0 0 5,925,000 0 0 0 0 5,925,000
Total 0 0 5,9.25,000 0 0 0 0 5,925,000
***9 INTEGRATED WBSTSIDB/HILLSBORO LRT PROJBCT*»*«»*««*»***»**»«»*»**»*"#*«**»206 • 00-000***00000«TRA**»*»na»«*»»«"»0«*"
FBDBRAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION-SBC 3 WSLR
Non-Hwy Cp 175,049,050 0 110,000,000 110,000,000 120,945,950 75,000,000
Total 175,049,050 0 110,000,000 110,000,000 120,945,950 75,000,000
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 9
Pre Bng 550,000 0 871,520 0 0 0
Non-Hwy Cp 0 0 10,128,480 17,000,000 2,000,000 0
Total 550,000 0 11,000,000 17,000,000 2,000,000 0
REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
Non-Hwy cp o 11,000,000 11,000,000 0 0 0
Total 0 11,000,000 11,000,000 0 0 0
State Surface Transportation Program
Non-Hwy Cp Q 0 0 22,000,000 0 0
Total 0 0 0 22,000,000 0 0
Project 175,599,050 11,000,000 132,000,000 149,000,000 122,945,950 75,000,000
••10 BBAVBRTON TUALATIN HWY 9 SW WASHINGTON DRIVB** #********«*****»**"*""«"211 *86-088»**03611*FAU9091«141
Hazard Elimination System
Rt-of-Way 0 0 31,500 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 207,000 0 0 0
Total 0 0 238,500 0 0 0
State Operations
Pre Bng 0 0 43,820 0 0 0
Total 0 0 43,820 0 0 0
Project 0 0 282,320 0 0 0
••11 BANFIBLD RETROFIT - OPERATIONS CONTROL«»#»****«******«***»««#**#*****«*#**215 •00-000*»*00000*OR»var*»na««***«*"0*«**
Section 3 Descret. WS Systems Completion
Non-Hwy Cp 0 1,409,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,409,000
Total 0 1,409,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,409,000
Section 3 Formula: Rail Modernization
Non-Hwy Cp 300,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 0 0 0 3,870,000
Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 300,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 0 0 0 3,870,000
Project 300,000 2,599,000 1,190,000 1,190,000 0 0 0 5,279,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
141'
0
0
0
0
0
0
590,
590,
1,
29,
30,
22,
22,
22,
22,
665,
995,000
995,000
421,520
128,480
550,000
000,000
000,000
000,000
000,000
545,000
31,500
207,000
238,500
43,820
43,820
282,320
•
*
07/92
08/92
Metropolitan Service District
Transportation Improvement Program
Obligation* Through 06/01/94
rptid.r
05/12/94
Pag* 3
Obligated 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Poet 1998 Authoriied
••12 1-84 - 1-84 AT 82HD AVBNUB PARK AMD ' RIDB u>T******************'************222 ••••••••••06243»FAI84***2***#««*#»«5»*»*
State Surface Transportation Program
Constr 0 0 179,460 0 0 0 0 179,460
Total 0 0 179,460 0 0 0 0 179,460
••13 OR-99W - SW HAMILTON TO BSAVBRTON/HILLSDALB HWY JCT - OOARDRAIL**»«««»»««*224 ••••••••••06020«FAP9»«»«lW»*«»»»«»«2"«»
0
0
610,
610,
130
130
State Operations
0
0
0
0
Conatr 0     0 0 610,130
Total 0     0 0 610,130
••14 1-84 - GATEWAY PARK AND RIDB LOT****".*"**#*«»*«*#»****»"##"*##*"**#**225 •92-045»««06241«FAI84"*2«**»**»»«»6»**?
State Surface Transportation Program
Constr 0 0 861,408 0 0 0 0 861,408
Total 0 0 861,408 0 0 0 0 861,406
••15 OR-43 OSWBGO HWY RETAINING WALL/BIKBWAY - MCVBY TO BURNHAM«*«*«**««***»***231 *92-022"*O6130»FAU9565»3<
0
0
440,000
440,000
Bikeways
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
543,
543,
000
0
000
Constr 0     0 0 440,000
Total 0     0 0 440,000
••16 OR-210 - SCHOLLS AT BBBF BBND ROAD - LEFT TURN RBFUGB««"«»»**»"*"«»""232 •90-014»««04440«FAU9234*143*«*«««**5«««»
State Surface Transportation Program
Constr 0 0 580,800 0 0 0 0 580,800
Total 0 0 560,800 0 0 0 0 580,800
••17 1-205 - COLUMBIA BLVD SOUTHBOUND ON-RAMP»*»»**»»*****"***«******#"*#"**233 •00-000»**05861*FAI205**64«*»»»"*24»*«#
State Modernization
Constr 0 0 0 394,812 0 0 0 394,812
Total 0 0 0 394,812 0 0 0 394,812
••18 OR-8 - TUALATIN VALLEY OVERLAY - 110TH TO ^^•••••••••••••••••••••••••••234 •00-000"»05859*FAP32**»29««»«*««*»3***«
State Operations
Pre Bng 0 0 0 0 0 543,000
constr o o 0 o 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0 543,000
••19 OR-8 TUALATIN VALLBY HWY - BBAV/TIGARD HWY TO H7TH»*»*»**«*«»"««*»**»**»240 •00-000»«»06131»FAP32»««29»»«*»«»«*3*»»»
State Modernization
Constr 0 0 0 0 2,700,000 0 0 2,700,000
Total 0 0 0 0 2,700,000 0 0 2,700,000
••20 US-26 - SYLVAN INTERCHANGE TO HIGHLANDS INTBRCHANGB»»"****#*»#»**«»»»»*"253 •88-033f••06016*FAP27«*»47»»«»****71*#*»
State Modernization
Constr 0 9,870,000- 0 0 0 0 0 9,870,000
Total 0 9,870,000 0 0 0 0 0 9,870,000
••21 US-26 - CAMBLOT INTBRCHANGB TO SYLVAN INTBRCHANGB#**»*«*»****«»*»*#*«»***«254 •88-033g"06017»FAP27**M7»**«**«*68**"
State Modernization
Constr 0 6,000,000 0 35,000,000 0 0 0 41,000,000
Total 0 6,000,000 0 35,000,000 0 0 0 41,000,000
••22 US-26 - BBAVBRTON/TIGARD HIGHWAY TO CAMBLOT INTBRCHANGB******"*****»»"**255 •88-033h«*06018*FAP27**»47*«*»****69***#
State Modernization
Constr 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 6,029,656 6,029,856
Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,029,856 6,029,856
Metropolitan Service District
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••23 OS-26 - MURRAY ROAD TO HIGHWAY 2 1 7 " " " " * " " " " * " " " * " * " * " " * " " 2 5 6 •00-000«"06021*FAP27"*47""""67""
National Highway System Program
Constr 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bnv Study 0 0 0 922,000 0 0
Total 0 0 0 922,000 0 0
"24 OS26 - SUNSBT HIGHWAY OVERLAY - STORBY CRBBK TO i e 5 T H " " " " " " " * " " " 2 6 7 •78-086*"00000«FAP27*"47""""60""CIiOSBD
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
Constr 1,391,603 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,391,603
Total 1,391,603 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,391,603
State Surface Transportation Program
Constr 0 0 2,252,223 0 0 0 0 2,252,223 05/94
Total 0 0 2,252,223 0 0 0 0 2,252,223
Project 1,391,603 0 2,252,223 0 0 0 0 3,643,826
"25 BBAVBRTON HILLSDALB HIGHWAY 9 2 1 7 " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " * * " " * " " 2 6 8 •92-035*"06014*FAP""*144*""*"l""
State Operations
Constr 0 0 0 0 0 870,000 0 870,000
Total 0 0 0 0 0 870,000 0 870,000
"26 MBTRO ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS - VAR HWYS - CLACK/MULT k WASH CTYS"""*""270 •87-015"*02514*NHS"*"var""""0"*»
State Modernization
Constr 0 0 0 1,209,200 0 0 0 1,209,200
Total 0 0 0 1,209,200 0 0 0 1,209,200
••27 MBTRO ARBA FRBBWAYS DBTBCTION SYSTBM - VARIOUS HWYS - MULT C T Y " " " " " " 2 7 2 •92-040*"06234*NHS""»var""""0""
State Modernization
Constr 0 0 0 1,430,000 0 0 0 1,430,000
Total 0 0 0 1,430,000 0 0 0 1,430,000
"28 MOTORIST INFORMATION S Y S T E M " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " * * * " " " " " 2 7 3 . *92-039"*06235«NHS"*"var*"""*0""
State Modernization
Conetr 0 0 0 1,100,000 0 0 0 1,100,000
Total 0 0 0 1,100,000 0 0 0 1,100,000
••29 HISTORIC COLUMBIA RIVER HWY INTBRPRBTATIVB PANBSL (MULT/ODOT) •••••••••••••274 • 93-023"*06762*TB"""2"""""0""
TRANSPORTATION BNHANCBMBNT FUND
Conotr 0 0 48,000 0 0 0 0 48,000
Total 0 0 48,000 0 0 0 0 48,000
••30 OREGON ELECTRIC RIGHT OF WAY (WASHINGTON) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••275 •93-021"*06760*TB*""»0"""""0«"»
TRANSPORTATION BNHANCBMBNT FUND
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
43,000 0 0 0
43,000 0 0 0
••31 SOOTH TROLLBY HXTBNSION PROJECT (LAKE OSWBOO) • • " • • " " " • • • • • " " " " " " 2 7 7 •93-016*"06755«TB***""""""744""
TRANSPORTATION BNHANCBMBNT FUND
Rt-of-Way 0 0 598,466 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 199,190 0 0 0
Total 0 0 797,656 0 0 0
0
0
0
922,
922,
0
000
000
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
constr
Total
14
14
, 000
0
0
, 000
78,
78,
0
000
0
000
0
0
0
0
14,000
78,000
43,000
135,000
0
0
0
598,
199,
797,
466
190
656
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**32 VBHICLB ACQUISITION FOR PRIVATE NON-PROFIT««*»««»*«»»"*»"«««»»****»»«*««281 • Q0-000«««00000»TRA****»*»**«**"**0«»»«
Non-Hwy Cp
Total
160,000
160,000
Federal Transit Adalnistration-Sact 16
0 0 0
0 0 0
160,000
160,000
••33 RBSBRVB RAIL MODBRNIZATION*****#*#***»*********#******#**#***#***#******#*283 *00-000***00000*TRA**#********#****0****
Reserve
Total
Section 3 Formula: Rail Modernization
0 0 1,190,000 1,190,000
0 0 1,190,000 1,190,000
2,380,000
2,380,000
••34 MCLOOGHLIN BLVD.-PALMBLAD RD/SPRINGWTR CORRIDOR (CITY OF PTLD)••••••••••••284 •93-018*««06757»TB»«»«*»na«««*«***«0**««
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
80,
80,
800
0
0
800
103
218
321
,200
,400
0
,600
TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT FOND
0 0 0
0 0 0
1,757,200 0 0
1,757,200 0 0
184,000
218,400
1,757,200
2,159,600
••35 FANNO CRBBK BIKBPATH (BEAVBRTON)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••287 •93-oi9**«06758»TB*»*»*»na*****«**»0«***
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
48,
48,
800
0
0
800
113,
114,
800
400
0
200
TRANSPORTATION BNHANCBMBNT FOND
0 0 0
0 0 0
137,000 0 0
137,000 0 0
0
0
0
0
49,600
113,400
137,000
300,000
••36 MARINE DR WIDENING TO FOUR LANE - 1-5 TO .RIVBRGATE (COP)••••••••••••••••••298 •79-056"«00458*FAU996a*120*««»»»*»2**»*
FAO/STP TRANSFBR PROGRAM
Constr
Total
Pre Bng
Rt-of-way
Constr
Reserve
Total
Constr
Total
Constr
Total
Project
2,
5,
8,
15,
15,
394
525
079
998
998
-123
-123
,082
,000
,313
0
,395
0
0
0
0
,272
1,000,123
1,000,123
16
-2,380,000
-2,678,903
0
-5,058,887
1,700,000
1,700,000
6,405,000
6,405,000
4,046,235
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 '
0 0 0
0 0 0
REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
0 0
0 0
State Modernization
0 0
0 0
••37 BASTBANK BIKB/PBD WAY/BRIDGBS, OMSI (CITY OF PORTLAND)'
0
•302
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
TRANSPORTATION BNHANCBMBNT FOND
284,900 0 0
128,000 0 0
0 1,176,000 0
412,900 1,176,000 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,000,000
1,000,000
2,394,098
3,145,000
5,400,410
0
10,939,508
1,700,000
1,700,000
6,405,000
6,405,000
20,044,508
•04/93
•04/93
0
284,900
128,000
1,176,000
1,588,900
••38 COMPLETE CEDAR CRBBK TRAIL (SHBRWOOD)<
Constr
Tote.1
TRANSPORTATION BNHANCBMBNT FOND
0 83,000 0
0 83,000 0
83,000
83,000
• • 3 9 SMUNGWATBR TRAIL - BORING CONNECTION (CLACKAMAS)' •312
Rt-of-Way
Total
TRANSPORTATION BNHANCBMBNT FOND
0 120,000 0 0
0 120,000 0 0
120/000
120,000
rptid.r
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••40 ROCK CRBBK BIKB/PBD PATHWAY (HILLSBORO)'
Constr
Total
TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT FUND
0 266,000 0
0 266,000 0
266,000
266,000
••41 INTHRXODAL TRANSFER PARK (TROOTDALB)'
Pre Bng
Constr
Total
»••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••318
TRANSPORTATION BNHANCEMBNT FOND
8,000 0 0
0 0 72,000
8,000 0 72,000
0
0
0
e.7 2 ,
80,
000
000
000
•*42 112TH LINEAR PARK PATHWAY (WASHINGTON)1 •321
TRANSPORTATION BNHANCBMBNT FOND
Rt-of-Way 0 0 188,000 0 0
Constr 0 0 120,000 0 0
Total 0 0 308,000 0 0
188,000
120,000
308,000
•*43 MACS STUDIES (TWO)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••330 •00-000***6240**FAO****************0****
Constr
Total
State Modernization
0 0 2,979,000
0 . 0 2,979,000
2,979,000
2,979,000
••44 TSM INITIATIVES (ATMS)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••331 • 00-000#**6238**FAU**##**"#*##****0****
Constr
Total
State Modernisation
0 693,000 0 0
0 693,000 0 0
693,000
693,000
••45 1-5 - B MARQUAM INTCHG (SB WATER AVB RAMPS) - (I)•••••••••••••••••••••••••345 •76-011«"05697«FAI5*»**l«»«*»»«301««*»
Constr
Total
Federal Aid Interstate Maintenance (FAI/FAI-4R)
0 1,659,600 0 0
0 1,659,600 0 0
0 15,254,100 16,913,700
0 15,254,100 16,913,700
•*46 BV/TUALATIN HWY: 99W - SW MCDONALD ST. (BIKBWAY)1 •3 6 6 *10169a»"04640*BIK9091»141*««"*»«5»««»
constr
Total
390,000
390,000
BDcevays
0
0
390,000
390,000
••47 BARBUR BLVD.: HAMILTON/MILBS BIK8WAY*»*»*"»#*»*««"**«««»**«*»"*«#*»***«367 • •••••••••O6O27*BIK*****1W»*»"**»*O««««
Constr
Total
0
0
1 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0
1 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0
Bl leeway B
0
0
0
0
1,500,000
1,500,000
••48 BV/TOALATIN HWY; LOWER BOONBS FBRRY RD.-TUALATIN/SHBRWOOD BIKBWY»***»»*"«368 *92-043**«06029»BIK9091*141«*«»«»»«9»««»
constr
Total
0
0
2 4 0 , 0 0 0
2 4 0 , 0 0 0
Bilceways
0
0
0
0
240,000
240,000
•*49 1-84 - NB 181ST AVB TO 223RD AVB - WIDEN, NBW lNTCHaS«*»#«»**»»******»»**«372 •84-023a**00787»FAIB4**»2***»«»**»13»*«*
Pre Bng
Constr
Total
1,132,646
0
1,132,646
Federal Aid Interstate Maintenance (FAI/FAI-4R)
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 19,830,330 0 0
0 0 19,830,330 0 0
1,132,646
19,830,330 05/93
20,962,976
Metropolitan Service District
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••50 1-405 BAST PRBMONT BRIDGB APPROACH*»*»***»*»*#***»*#»»«#*#**"*#"**t"*»*376 •86-118c«*05856»FAI405»»61****»*««*4»#**
State Surface Transportation Program
Coostr 0 0 1,256,220 0 0 0 0 1,256,220
Total 0 0 1,256,220 0 0 0 0 1,256,220
**51 REGIONAL 2040 R B S B R V B * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " # * 3 8 1 *00-000**#00000*STP****************0****
RBGIOKXL SURFACB TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
Reserve 0 0 0 11,217,092 0 0 0 11,217,092
Total 0 0 0 11,217,092 0 0 0 11,217,092
State surface Transportation Program
Hon-Bwy cp o 0 o 0 o o o o
Reserve 0 0 0 9,000,000 0 0 0 9,000,000
Total 0 0 0 9,000,000 0 0 0 9,000,000
Project 0 0 0 20,217,092 0 0 0 20,217,092
••52 ALTERNATIVE MODE CONSTRDCTION RBSBRVB***##*#«*»**#******e*##******#**#****382 *00-000***00000»STP*"#******#"*it*0****
State Surface Transportation Program
Reserve 0 0 0 2,000,000 3,190,000 2,000,000 0 7,190,000
Total 0 0 0 2,000,000 3,190,000 2,000,000 0 7,190,000
••53 SUNSBT HWY AT VISTA RIDQB TUNNEL MESSAGE SIGNING(III)•••••••••••••••••••••386 •10143c"*01892>FAP27*«»47««»«****72****
0
0
1,
1,
345,
345,
950
950
State Modernization
0
0
0
0
Constr 0  ,95    0 p 1,345,950 10/93
Total 0 0 345,950  0 0 0 1,345,950
••54 j_5 _ STAFFORD liJTBRCHANGB*#<<####**##**#******#*****#*#********"####****403 •86-061***03271*FAI5*t**1********286****
Federal Aid Interstate Maintenance (FAI/FAI-4R)
0 0 0 0 0 783,463 07/92
0 0 0 0 0 2,003,941
6,801,534 0 0 0 0 6,801,534 11/94
6,801,534 0 0 0 0 9,58.8,938
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
2,
2,
654,
003,
658,
463
941
0
404
129,
129,
000
0
0
000
0
0
State Modernization
0
0
0
0
7
7
,130,
,130,
000
000
••55 OR-47: COUNCIL CRBBK-QUINCB (HWY 47 BYPASS)'
Constr 0 0    0,0  0 7,130,000
Total 0 0    0,0  0 7,130,000
••56 1-5 - GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF PAVEMENT SUBSIDENCE MP287**»****"»**"M72 • 85-008#"02910^FAI5>"#l«"««»«*287»**»
Federal Aid Interstate Maintenance (FAI/FAI-4R)
Conatr 0 0 690,921 0 0 0 0 690,921 03/93
Total 0 0 690,921 0 0 0 0 690,921
••57 WILLAMETTE GRBBNWAY TRAIL PROGRAM»"""*»«»* #"*»*»**«»"**«*««*«««^«""575 •10018""00240*VARvar**726«****«*»0»##<
FAU/STP TRANSFER PROGRAM
0 0 0 61,500 0 0 0
0 0 0 330,000 0 0 330,000
0 0 0 391,500 0 0 330,000
Federal-Aid Urban
0 0. 0 0 0 0 61,500
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 O o h
0 0 0 0 0 0 61,500
0 0 0 391,500 0 0 391,500
Pro Bng
Conatr
Total
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Conatr
Total
Project
-61,500
0
-61,500
61,500
0
0
61,500
0
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* * 5 8 RBSBRVT5 •••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••598 *0000*****0000** CMA* • *•••••••••••••<)••••
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Reserve 0 0 0 -1,446,344 1,475,434 0 0 29,090
Total 0 0 0 -1,446,344 1,475,434 0 0 29,090
••59 MBIOHBORHOOD RIDB SHARB (CITT OF PORTLAND)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••603 •93-039«»*06898*CMA*»»«*««»»•»•••••<)••••
RBQIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 35,890 35,890 0 0 0 0 71,780
Total 0 35,890 35,890 0 0 0 0 71,780
••60 WILLAMETTE RIVBR BRIDGES ACCESS STUDY (MULTNOMAH) •••••••••••••••••••••••••604 • 93-034 #"06899«CMA« # < <"*" #««*«**0 #«»»
RBGIOKAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 80,000 0 0 0 0 0 80,000
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0 500,000 0 0 0 500,000
Constr 0 0 0 0 500,000 0 0 500,000
Total 0 80,000 0 500,000 500,000 0 0 1,080,000
State Operations
Pre Bng 0 40,000 0 0 0 0 0 40,000
Total 0 40,000 0 0 0 0 0 40,000
Project 0 120,000 0 500,000 500,000 0 0 1,120,000
••61 PBDBSTRIAN TO TRANSIT ACCBSS STUDY (CITY OP PORTLAND)•••••••••••••••••••••606 *9J-051***0&901*CUK*»***»'***t*t***0****
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng . 0 80,000 0 0 0 0 0 80,000
Rt-of-Way 0 0 SO,000 0 0 0 0 80,000
Constr 0 0 0 1,000,000 0 0 0 1,000,000
Total 0 80,000 80,000 1,000,000 0 0 0 1,160,000
••62 PORTLAND REGIONAL TRANSPORATION MNGT ASSOC (DBQ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••608 • 93-042 #"06896 #CMA»«»»»"««»»*»»»»0 #" #
0
0
397,
397,
250
250
500,
500,
000
000
REGIONAL CMAQ
0
0
PROGRAM
0
0
Pre Bng  7,  0,    0 0 897,250
Total  7,  0,    0 0 897,250
••63 TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (DBQ)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••609 •93-041"*06902»CMA»*••••••••••••••<}••••
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 565,889 34,111 0 0 0 0 600,000
Rt-of-Way 0 0 1,450,000 0 0 0 0 1,450,000
Constr 0 0 0 1,431,454 0 0 0 1,431,454
Total 0 565,889 1,484,111 1,431,454 0 0 0 3,481,454
• •64 PBDBSTRIAN ENHANCEMENT FAC/TRANSIT ACCBSS STUDY (WASHINGTON) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 1 0 •93 -033
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 3 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 170,000 0 0 0
Total 0 30,000 170,000 0 0 0
••65 SUNSET T.C. PBDBSTRIAN t BICYCLE BRIDGB (TRI-MBT) •••••••••••••••••••••••••612 • 93-167" #07968 tCMA #«*"««««»*«««»0»«*
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 0 55,400 0 0 0
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0 20,000 0 0
Constr 0 0 0 0 395,000 0
Total 0 0 55,400 20,000 395,000 0
••66 PORTLAND REGIONAL RIDBSHARB/TDM PROGRAM (TRI-MBT)•••••••••••••••••••••••••613 •93-031«»«06905*CMA»*••••••••••••••0*««»
0 0 536,556
0 0 700,000
0 0 1,236,556
0
0
0
30,
170,
200,
000
000
000
0
0
0
0
55,400
20,000
395,000
470,400
Pre Bng
Conatr
Total
535,000
0
535,000
1,556
0
1,556
0
0
0
REGIONAL
700,
700,
CMAQ
0
000
000
PROGRAM
0
0
0
Metropolitan Service District
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••67 MB KILLINGSWORTH - SB FLAVBL (CITY OF PORTLAND)•••••••••••••••••••••••••••614 •93-037««»06906«CMA««»**«**««««*#«»0»«»*
RBGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 49,492 0 0 0 0
conatr o o 51,000 o o o
Total 0 49,492 51,000 0 0 0
••68 PBDBSTR1AH/BIKB ACCBSS FOR MAX (MOLTHOMAH)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••615 •93-048"*06907*CMA*******#»*»«****0»«*#
RBGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 500,000 0 0
0 0 0 500,000 0
0 0 500,000 500,000 0
•*69 CENTRAL CITY BIKBWAY FACILITIES (CITY OF PORTLAND)••••••••••••••••••••••••617 • 93-038"»06908*CMA»«*«**«*«»*"**«0*»»*
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 20,000 0 . 0 0 0 0 20,000
Rt-of-Way 0 0 70,000 0 0 0 0 70,000
Constr 0 0 0 190,000 0 0 0 190,000
Total 0 20,000 70,000 190,000 0 0 0 280,000
•*70 KBLLY PT PR RD - N. RIVBRGATB BLVD/N LOMBARD BIKBWAY (POP)••••••••••••••••619 «93-035***06910*CMA»***»«*"*"**»*0»**»
RBGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 0 20,000 0 0 0 0 20,000
Constr 0 0 300,000 0 0 0 0 300,000
Total 0 0 320,000 0 0 0 0 320,000
0
0
0
49
51
100
,492
,000
,492
Pre Bng
Rt-olfWay
Constr
Total
64,
64,
000
0
0
000
0
0
0
0
64,000
500,000
500,000
1,064,000
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
198,
198,
400
0
0
400
51,
51,
600
0
0
600
40,
40,
0
000
0
000
»*71 PBDBSTRIAN/BIKB XING ON STBBL BRIDGE (CITY OF PORTLAND)•••••••••••••••••••620 •93-040»*«06911«CMA9361*lW»*******»0»»**
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
0 0 0 0 250,000
0 0 0 0 40,000
0 1,070,000 0 0 1,070,000
0 1,070,000 0 0 1,360,000
••72 OREGON CITY DOWNTOWN PARK fc RIDB (OREGON CITY)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••622 •93-032***06913»CMA»*#«»**««*«***»»0*»«*
RBGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pra Bng 0 25,405 0 0 0 0 0 25,405
Rt-of-Way 0 370,000 0 0 0 0 0 370,000
Constr 0 0 125,000 0 0 0 0 125,000
Total 0 395,405 125,000 0 0 0 0 520,405
•*73 BLBCTRIC VEHICLE DEMO (DBQ)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*623 •93-043#**06914lCMA***"*#"*****#*0***#
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
Pre Bng 0 0 26,918 0 0 0 0 26,918
Constr 0 0 40,376 0 0 0 0 40,376
Total 0 0 67,294 0 0 0 0 67,294
••74 BASTSIDB BIKBWAY TRAIL LOOP (OMSI-SPRINGWATBR)<
Constr 0 0 0 584,000 0 0 0 584,000
Total 0 0 0 584,000 0 0 0 584,000
RBGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
••75 STRAWBERRY LANE BIKB LANE (CLACKAMAS)1
Pre Bng 0 0 20,000 0 0 0 0 20,000
Rt-of-Way 0 0 0 209,600 0 0 0 209,600
229,6000 20, 000
REGIONAL
209,
CMAQ
600
PROGRAM
0
rptld.r
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••76 COLUMBIA SLOUGH INTBRMODAL EXPANSION BRIDGB (PORT OF PORTLAND)••••••••••••635
Constr
Total
Pre Bng
Constr
Total
Project
0
0
0
0
0
0
538,
538,
538,
0
0
380
0
380
380
RBOIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
0 1,000,000
0 1,000,000
State Modernization
0 0
0 3,307,039
0 3,307,039
0 4,307,039
••77 HIGHWAY 217 CORRIDOR BIKB/PBD FUND (WASHINGTON)'
Pre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
53,000
0
0
53,000
0
0
0
0
•637
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
422,000
0
422,000
0
0
421,000
421,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
536,380
3,307,039
3,845,419
4,845,419
53,000
422,000
421,000
896,000
••78 PORTLAND ARBA TELECOMMUTING PROJECT*
Constr
Total
240,463
240,463
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
0 240,463
240,463
••79 GRBSHAM TRAFFIC SIGNAL COORDINATION fc OPTIMIZATION PROJBCT**»«************64B
Constr
Total
REGIONAL CMAQ PROGRAM
300,000 0 0
300,000 0 0
300,000
300,000
•*8 0 RBGIONAL RBSBRVB*•••••••••••*•••••**••*•••••••••*••••••••••••••••*••••••**755 •00-000*"00000*VARvar**na*##**#**»0****
Reserve
Total
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0 0 11,8 02
0 0 11,802
11,802
11,802
••81 SECTION 9 OPERATING PROGRAM*********#*****"*#*»***###***#****************824 •00-000***00000*OR*var»*na**##*****0****
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 9
Operating 45,711,694 4,388,000 3,510,000 3,510,000 3,510,000
Total 45,711,694 4,386,000 3,510,000 3,510,000 3,510,000
60,629,694
60,629,694
••82 OR8 TV HIGHWAY - SHUTS PARK TO SB 21ST AVB - HILLSBORO********************828 *79-85a***00691*FAP32***29********ll****
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
Constr
Total
Pre Bng
Total
Project
1
1
1
,195,
,195,
474,
474,
,669,
100
0
100
0
0
033
033
133
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
4,172,445
4,172,445
4,172,445
National Highway System Program
0 0
0 0
State Modernization
0 0
0 0
1,195,100
0
1,195,100
4,172,445 07/92
4,172,445
474,033
474,033
5,841,578
••83 WASHINGTON COUNTY RBSBRVB*******************•••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •836 •00-000***00000*VARvar**na**>»*****0**#*
Reserve
Total
Reserve
Total
Reserve
Total
FAU/STP TRANSFER PROGRAM
0 0 67,392
0 0 67,392
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0 0 259,349
0 0 259,349
Federal-Aid Urban
0
0
67,392
67,392
259,349
259,349
Project 326,741 326,741
Metropolitan Service District
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••84 BBAVBRCRBBK RD BXT(RBD SOILS) - BBAVBRCRBBK RD TO WARNER - MILNB»»»»»««»*«855 •10249»»**02375»FAD9742«703«»«**««*0»*«'«
Constr
Total
Fr* Bng
Rt-of-Way
constr
Total
Constr
Total
Project
140,
140,
140,
0
0
046
0
0
046
0
0
046
25,
25,
in
0
0
0
0
0
0
383
383
383
147,547
147,547
Fa
0
0
316,219
316,219
0
0
463,766
FAD/STP TRANSFER PROGRAM
0 0
0 0
ederal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0
0
0
0
Federal-Aid Orban
0
0
147,547
147,547
140,046
0
316,219
456,265
25,383
25,383
08/94
08/94
08/94
••85 NB SANDY BV TO NB GLISAN ST - 223RD CONNECTOR/207TH (MULTNOMAH)•••••••••••864 •89-025*««05149«FAO9867»726«
629,195
»
4
^
<#
«0**»*
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
Fre Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Reserve
Total
Reserve
Total
Conatr
Total
106,
931,
1,037,
0
250
476
0
726
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
-106,250
,192,113
631,374
,717,237
0
0
,825,257
,825,257
0
0
0
0
0
Federal-Aid Urban
0
0
REGIONAL SURFACB TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
2,533,621 0 0
2,533,621 0 0
0
0
2,123,589
631,374
2,754,963
4,358,878
4,358,878
11/93
Project 1,037,726 3,542,494 2,533,621 0 0 0 0 7,113,841
••86 1-205 - B PORTLAND FREEWAY AT STJNNYBROOK HJTBRCHAN<3B»»»***»*"*»*»"**#*»*865 *86-082«»»03346*FAI205 ••64«**»*»*»14"«'
Pre Bng
Total
Pre Bng
Constr
Total
Project
520,
520,
520,
0
0
949
0
949
949
in
 
in
54,
0
0
251
0
251
251
Federal-Aid Urban
0
0
National Highway System Program
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
16,330
16,330
0
860
.860
0 11/93
0
575,200
16,330,860
16,906,060
16,906,0600 0 0 16,330,860
•*87 MCLOUGHLIN BOULEVARD - HARRISON STRBBT THROUGH MILWAUKIB CBD«*«*«»«*»"*"892 •90-063»**05651«FAP26«»<1B#»"*«»««6»**»
FAU/STP TRANSFER PROGRAM
Pre Bng
Reserve
Total
Pre Bng
Reserve
Total
Project
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100,
100,
100,
000
0
000
0
0
0
000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Federal-Aid
0
0
0
0
833,
833,
Urban
833,
0
000
000
0
0
0
000 0
••88 1-5 - AT HIGHWAY 217/KRUSB WAY INTERCHANGE CONNBCTION**«*****»«»»**»«***«»893 •86-056***03277«
Federal Aid Interstate Maintenance (FAI/FAI-4R)
0 0 0 0
4,983,604 0 0 0
0 0 12,023,820 0
4,963,604 0 12,023,820 0
Pra Bng
Rt-of-Way
constr
Total
438,
438,
600
0
0
600
a.
2,
454,
454,
0
000
0
000
nl
nl
nl
nl
100,000
833,000
933,000
0
0
0
933,000
438,600
7,437,604 11/93
12,023,820 11/93
19,900,024
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••89 LIOHT RAIL VEHICLES - AIR CONDITIONING RBTROFIT»"«»«"«««*«««*«**«»«"«*»896 •00-000«»»00000«OR»var««var********0»»**
Federal Transit Adainistration-Sact 9
Non-Bvy Cp 0 0 0 0 2,320,000 1,672,000 0 3,992,000
Total 0 0 0 0 2,320,000 1,672,000 0 3,992,000
••90 SPECIAL NEEDS TRANSPORTATION |£INI-BaSES«»«**»"*»*»««*»»«»««»*«»«»**««»**»897 •00-000«*«00000«OR»var«*na««»**«»**0«**»
Federal Transit Administration-Sect 9
0 0 2,657,378 2,477,000 0 0 5,134,378
0 0 2,657,378 2,477,000 0 0 5,134,378
Federal Transit Administration-Trad*
0 0 0 0 0 0 1,413,472
0 0 0 0 0 0 1,413,472
State Surface Transportation Program
0 1,248,017 0 0 0 0 1,248,017
0 1,248,017 0 0 0 0 1,248,017
0 1,248,017 2,657,378 2,477,000 0 0 7,795,867
••91 JOHNSON CRBBK BLVD - 32ND AVENUE TO 45TH AVBNUB*"«*«**»*»»»**«»"*««"#**902 •91-014»«»06357«FAU9704»703«»«*«**»0"*«
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0 0 0 0 0 0 102,850 07/93
0 897,150 0 0 0 0 897,150 07/93
0 897,150 0 0 0 0 1,000,000
Non-Hvy
Total
Non-Hwy
Total
Non-Hwy
Total
Project
Cp
Cp
Cp
1,
1,
1,
413,
413,
413,
0
0
472
472
0
0
472
Pre Bng
Constr
Total
102,
102,
850
0
850
••92 HARRISON STRBBT - HIGHWAY 224 TO 32ND AVBNUB*"*"«*****»««**»»*«*«»*»*»»»904 •00-000«»»00000«FAa9714«703*»*»»»»«0«"*
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
Pra Bng 0 0 0 0 50,000 0 0 50,000
Total 0 0 0 0 50,000 0 0 50,000
••93 JOHNSON CRBBK BV - LINWOOD AV TO B2ND AV (CLACKAMAS)••••••••••••••••••••••90S •00-000*»*00000«FAU9704*703*«**»***0*«**
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
Pre Bng 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Constr 0 0 222,308 0 0 0 0 222,308
Total 0 0 222,308 0 0 0 0 222,308
RBGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
Constr 0 0 249,218 0 0 0 0 249,218
Total 0 0 249,218 0 0 0 0 249,218
Project 0 0 471,526 0 0 0 0 471,526
••94 1-205 BOSLANBS WITHDRAWAL RESERVE(T)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••907 •00-000***00000«TRA205«»64«»««»»«*18»«**
Federal Aid Interstate Maintenance (FAI/FAI-4R)
Reconn 0 1,134,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,134,000
Total 0 1,134,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,134,000
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
Reserve 0 0 0 0 14,341,283 0 0 14,341,283
Pre AA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0 14,341,283 0 0 14,341,283
Project 0 1,134,000 0 0 14,341,283 0 0 15,475,283
••95 DEVELOPMENT RESERVE*••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••919 *00-000***00000*FAUvar#*726**»**»«*0#**#
FAO/STP TRANSFER PROGRAM
Reserve 0 0 0 0 606,013 0
Total 0 0 0 0 606,013 0
Federal-Aid Drban
Reserve 0 0 o 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0 0
Project 0 0 0 0 606,013 0
0
0
0
0
0
606,
606,
606,
013
013
0
0
013
rptid.r
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••96 AIRPORT WAY WBTLAND MITIGATION - NB 158TH AVB to 181ST AVB(4/5)•••••••••••920 • 0»«««»»«»0*»*«*FAO9964»726«»*«»*"0***»
Reserve
Total
Constr
Total
600,660
600,660
FAU/STP TRANSFER PROGRAM
0 0 676,547
0 0 676,547
Federal-Aid Interstate Transfer
0 0 0
0 0 0
676,547 10/92
676,547
600,660 '10/92
600,660
Project 600,660 0 0 0 676,547 0 0 l,277Y207
••97 1-84 COLOMBIA RIVBR HIGHWAY - 223RD AVBNOB TO TROOTDALB«***«»«*"#«»******922 •84-023b"04738«FAI68*»*2*»«»**»«»15«»»»
Federal Aid Interstate Maintenance (FAI/FAI-4R)
0 1,957,793 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 22,220,200 0 0
0 24,177,993 0 0
••96 OR208 - 209TH AVBNOB TO 167TH (WASHINGTON)•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••934 •00-000»**00000#FAO9064*
Pr* Bng
Rt-of-Way
Conatr
Total
10
10
0
,525
0
,525
4
4
,688,
.688,
0
000
0
000
REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
Pr* Bng
Total
Pr* Bng
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total
Project
709,000
0
o
709,000
709,000
649,600
0
o
649,600
649,600
1,000,000
1,000,000
5,175,000
0
5,175,000
6,175,000
0 0
0 0
State Modernization
0 0
0 0
o o
0 0
••99 OR208 - 167TH AVBNOB TO MURRAY««#**»»*#**#»*<>"***»<t#*#****«*******«***"*944 •86-060B*»06508«FAU9064«
State Modernization
Pr* Bng 1,
Rt-of-Way
Constr
Total 1,
Report Total
312,
619,
619,
390,
000
0
0
000
288
0
0
0
0
62,993,816
3
3
194
,350,
,350,
.961,
0
000
0
000
409
5,
5,
286,
110,
110,
362,
0
0
000
000
754
0
0
0
0
211,202,988
0
0
0
0
104,735,860
0
0
0
0
1,957,793
4,698,525
22,220,200
28,876,518
0
0
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
0
142*
o
 
o
 o
 
o
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,358,600
5,175,000
0
6,533,600
7,533,600
•••••••5**«*
1,619,000
3,350,000
5,110,000
10,079,000
03/94
*08/92
07/94
07/92
•
•
21,283,956 1,193,931,071
